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" - For there are these alone; but, running through one 
another, they take different shapes - so much does mixture change 
them".
Empedokles of Akragas (C. 470 BC)r
SYNOPSIS
Thermal dilution as a method for measuring peripheral blood 
flow has been the basis of at least two major pieces of work in the 
past, (Clark 1966, Richards 1970). It is questionable whether any­
body to date has been able to make a thermal dilution probe which, 
when inserted into a blood vessel of a living subject, could measure 
with accuracy the blood flow rate minute by minute over a long period
The possible reasons for the failures in vivo are examined in 
this thesis.
The presence of blood clot on and around the probes is shown 
to be a major problem caused by the use of a centralising structure 
on the probe tip. Methods for making the centralising cage less 
thrombogenic are examined in the light of an enquiry into blood 
clotting mechanisms. Available techniques for making plastic 
surfaces less thrombogenic are reviewed, and their suitability for 
use on the thermal dilution probe examined.
An anti-thrombogenic catheter is developed and tested in vivo 
using radioactive labelling techniques to monitor clot formation..
The outcome of subsequent tests result in the abandonment of the 
centralising cage technique, the ramifications of which have 
necessitated the redesign of the flow probe and restatement of the 
problem of blood flow measurement by thermal dilution.
A new method (based on that of Fronek and Ganz 1960), is 
investigated using a single hole for injecting saline. The effects 
of the injection on flow and pressure are considered both in vivo 
and in vitro, for various angles of injection, rates of injection 
(i.e. various kinetic energies of jet), flow rates and vessel 
diameters.
The effect of the distance between the injection site and the 
measuring site on the accuracy of the method, is investigated. A 
venous velocity trace and an arterial velocity trace are examined 
using a mathematical model in order to demonstrate the unpredict­
ability of "distance-distortion".
A conflict of interests arises between the need to reduce 
changes in flow during injection to a minimum, whilst obtaining a 
suitably homogeneous mixture for measurement to be made in a short 
enough distance to reduce distance distortion to an acceptable level.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the third in a series of works carried out in the 
Department of BioMedical Engineering at King's College Hospital 
Medical School, on the theory and design of flow probes for 
measuring peripheral blood flow rate by the technique of local 
thermal dilution.
To measure blood mass flow rate by the local thermal dilution 
technique a precise volume of saline at a known temperature is 
injected into the blood flowing in the vessel under .investigation. 
The temperature of the saline is lower than that of the blood, so 
that the temperature of the mixture of saline and blood lies some­
where between the original saline temperature and blood temperature- 
The actual temperature of the blood/saline mixture iis determined by 
the amount of blood with which the fixed volume of saline is mixed.
A modified intravascular catheter is used to deliver the 
saline to the mixing site, to measure the blood temperature before 
the addition of saline, and to measure the temperature of the blood/ 
saline mixture . Temperature measurement is carried out by a 
thermistor bridge, the active arm of which is a minute thermistor- 
mounted near the distal tip of the catheter, a short distance 
downstream of the injection site.
The earlier works can be dealt with in two broad sections, 
each covering the contents of a Ph.D. Thesis.
The first thesis (Clark 1966) proposed the method of thermal 
dilution as being the most suitable for measuring blood flow in the 
lower limb of man. At this time the interest was focussed on the 
venous return system, the so-called "muscle pump", and its possible 
role in causing/preventing deep venous thrombosis. It was desirable 
to measure blood flow in the deep veins of the lower limbs of man 
before, during and after surgery with a view to investigating the 
effects of drugs, anaesthetic gases and so forth on the blood flow 
in these veins. In attempting to understand the physical aspects 
of blood flow in the deep veins of the lower limb, it was hoped that 
some light would be shed on the possible causes of deep venous 
thrombosis before, during and after surgery.
In order to be able to measure blood flow in localised regions 
bf specific vessels, a catheterised probe was chosen; this also had 
the advantage that it could be used in conscious subjects. Further, 
by using a dilution technique to deduce the blood mass transfer rate 
directly, such problems as the estimation of the vessel bore cross- 
section and flow velocity profile were avoided. These advantages 
remain significant to this day.
Using these earlier probes and purpose-built electronic 
calculators, some investigations were carried out, and the findings, 
while being questionable in terms of accuracy, (as a result of later 
findings), did give reasonable cause for optimism and impetus tor 
further work. It was found for example, that in anaesthetised 
subjects, flow in the popliteal vein was observed to be of the 
order of lOOml/min. In the common femoral and external iliac veins 
the flow increased to around 350ml/min. It was also possible to 
see the effects of respiration on the flow wave pattern in the 
common femoral vein, and study the effects of voluntary calf muscle 
contraction in a conscious volunteer. General anaesthesia induced 
by thiopentone sodium (pentothal) appeared to reduce the rate of 
venous flow by a large factor (60% drop).
The potential of such a device could not be questioned; 
however, each probe took many hours to construct out of syringe 
needles, plastic tubing and "Araldite", and cost in the region of 
£300 each. .
At roughly this point, Clark left the department and the 
project, to be replaced by J.B. Richards who wrote the second 
instalment. Richards' principal tasks were to investigate the 
possible causes of inaccuracy in the device, to make it more ' 
reliable and structurally fail-safe.
This second thesis (Richards 1970), contains a detailed 
description of the successes and failures resulting from a 
multitude of techniques which were invented, tried and evaluated 
in the search for a totally integrated structure for the probe.
The final design and the methods developed for producing it, are a 
tribute to Richards' patience, engineering ability and his manual 
dexterity.
One of the main causes for error in the earlier probes was 
that of heat gained by the cool saline in transit down the inside 
of the plastic catheter. Richards undertook a study of the 
mechanism of heat transfer, and attempted to quantify the losses.
He found that the simplest way to prevent heat loss was to employ 
an outer sheath on the probe so that the cool saline in the probe 
was separated from the warm blood by three thicknesses of plastic 
and, most important, a small air gap. This "treble glazing" 
principle reduced the heat loss markedly and improved the accuracy 
of the device accordingly.
Clark and Richards both employed a centralising cage on the 
probe tips in order to obtain reproducible and reliable probe tip 
positioning, and to aid the mixing process. The centralising cage 
was somewhat like an umbrella in that it could be inserted into the 
vessel in the collapsed mode, then expanded at the site of measurement. 
One further source of error which was not discovered until the closing 
stages of Richards' work, was the formation of blood clot on the probe, 
on and around the centralising cage. The blood clot could possibly 
have had an effect on the blood flow rate due to the partial blocking 
of the vessel bore, or it is also possible that the clot could have 
covered the thermistor sensor, thereby shielding it from the temperature 
changes which it was supposed to register. Whatever the cause, the 
effect was that the accuracy declined with time as more thrombus 
formed around the cage. It may at first seem strange to think that 
such an occurrence could go unnoticed for so long; but to an investigator 
removing the probe its condition would hardly suggest the problem as the 
clot was scraped from the plastic surfaces by the edges of the hole in 
the vessel through which the probe had been placed. The clot .was thus 
left in the vessel and the probe appeared virtually clot-free. It 
was only when a dissection was performed after an animal experiment 
that such a condition was found to exist.
Richards’ attempts to prevent clot formation were generally 
confined to preventing areas of stagnation in the blood field around 
the centralising cage. This inevitably led to more complications in 
probe construction and only partially solved the problem.
At this stage Richards ended his work on thermal dilution and 
left the department.
CHAPTER I
The need for blood flow measurement is examined.
Local thermal dilution is introduced via a review 
of popular methods for measuring both cardiac 
output and single vessel flow raites. The limitations 
of dilution techniques are demonstrated in general 
terms, by considering the fundamental theory which 
underlies all indicator dilution techniques.
The need for blood flow measurement
Until fairly recently there seems to have been a misconception 
in medicine generally, that a good palpable pulse proximally means a 
good healthy flow into the distal limb. It has been accepted, and 
quite wrongly, that arterial blood flow is demonstrated by a 
throbbing artery.
To one who is very new to the environment, it would appear 
that traditionally the presence of moving blood in a limb was- 
confirmed by the .palpable pulse, and an estimation of the general 
condition of the blood System was made from the systemic blood, 
pressure by using a sphygmomanometer. Under normal circumstances- 
this system appears to have been fairly acceptable, and at present 
no medical examination is complete without knowing the pulse rate 
and the maximum and minimum values of pressure waves occurring in 
the artery. It is not until one becomes- involved in more specialised 
areas of medicine that ramifications of the misconception become most 
apparent.
One example is found in the field of reconstructive arterial 
surgery. If, at operation, a patient is found to have such severe 
atherosclerosis in a vessel that removal of the plaque would attach 
too much risk to the operation, or if the structure of the artery 
has been obliterated by disease, it may be expedient to use a graft
to bypass the atherosclerotic lesion. The graft may be made of an
artificial material such as "Dacron", or it may be a vein removed 
from one of the patient’s own limbs. Once the graft is sutured in
place and the arterial clamps removed, the graft should become
distended with blood and start to pulse. The appearance of the 
pulse is greeted with great enthusiasm, but all it really demonstrates 
is that the graft has filled with blood. If the graft had failed to 
pulse after removal of the arterial clamps, several conditions could 
be prevailing; for example, a blockage due to either a thrombus plug, 
or a flap of badly dissected intima proximal to the graft. However, 
the point is that if the graft does pulse, it may be taken that the 
proximal anastomosis is patent and functioning; if the graft does not 
pulse, the proximal anastomosis is suspected.
Nothing can be inferred from either condition about the patency or 
function of the distal anastomosis. If the proximal anastomosis is 
good, the graft will pulse whether the distal anastomosis is open or
not. The only sure way to demonstrate the patency of the graft is
to show that blood is passing through the graft; ideally, the amount 
(mass or volume) of blood flowing per unit time should be determined.
This example is only one of the many to be found in the field
of arterial reconstructive surgery, and this type of surgery is only 
a small part of surgery as a whole. One could extract many similar 
examples from each of a number of other areas of medicine, where a 
knowledge of blood flow rates would be of great value to the 
clinicians and researcher alike. Indeed, the list of applications 
for blood flow measurement is at present so long and diverse, that 
it may soon be recognised as a specialised subject similar to, say, 
E.C.G. monitoring or radiation therapy.
Blood Flow Measurement Techniques Popular at the Present Time
Broadly speaking, blood flow measurement has developed along 
two fairly distinct lines; the first being concerned with the heart 
and its work rate - cardiac output, and the second with the 
distribution of the cardiac output around the circulatory system - 
peripheral blood flow measurement. The differences between the 
methods of measuring cardiac output and peripheral blood flow have 
probably as much to do with the differences in structure and function 
of the heart and blood vessels and anything else.
The heart, being a pulsating, chambered organ, lends itself to 
such techniques as dye dilution (Stewart, 1897 and 1921)and thermal 
dilution (Fegler, 1953), whilst at present, vessel flow is more 
adequately monitored by electromagnetic methods (Kolin, 1936) or 
ultrasonic Doppler techniques (Satomura, 1960). Having made this 
statement however, one must immediately acknowledge that cardiac 
output can be measured by both electromagnetic (Williams, 1969) and 
ultrasonic (Light, 1972) techniques.
Electromagnetic Flow Meter for Measuring Blood Flow 
in the Peripheral Circulation
This type of flow meter was first used by Kolin in 1936.
Since then this method has become very popular, and is widely used 
as a standard by which other methods are calibrated.
The fundamentals of electromagnetic flowmeters are based on 
Faraday's law which states that an electrolyte moving through a 
magnetic field with its axis of flow perpendicular to the lines of 
flux, generates a voltage which is proportional to the mean velocity 
of the electrolyte, and is mutually perpendicular to the direction 
of flow and the lines of magnetic flux. In the case of the electro­
magnetic blood flowmeter, blood flowing in a vein or artery is the 
electrolyte. The blood vessel is exposed at operation, in order 
that a cuff flow probe may be positioned around it. The cuff flow 
probe contains two poles of an electromagnet, which are set 
diametrically opposite each other, and a pair of electrodes also 
diametrically opposite each other and at right angles to the magnet 
poles. Suitable processing and amplification of the voltage 
generated allows both instantaneous and mean values of velocity to 
be recorded, and with some assumptions and calibrations, a value 
of volume flow rate obtained. .
The major limitation of the method is that it requires the 
surgical exposure of the vessel under investigation. For this,' 
obviously, the patient must be anaesthetised, which means that the 
information subsequently obtained is only relevant to the patient 
whilst asleep. It would be quite wrong to assert that information 
pertaining to blood flow in an unconscious, fully relaxed subject, 
in any way replicated the blood flow in a conscious, active person.
Practical electromagnetic blood flow meters are based on some 
assumptions about the vessel and the nature of flow within the 
vessel, which may not be altogether satisfactory. Currently, a 
probe is selected by its fit on the outside diameter of the vessel, 
without regard for the vessel wall thickness or the pathological 
state of'the vessel intima. A single cuff flow probe may be used 
to measure flow in a thin-walled vein or an artery with its walls 
thickened by arthromatous plaques, without recalibration to make 
the necessary compensations for changes in bore size and vessel 
wall conductivity.
Further assumptions are made regarding the nature of the flow 
through the vessel, for example, the velocity profile of the flow 
being measured is taken to have rotational symmetry, which is unlikely 
in any vessel other than that which is perfectly circular in cross 
section and perfectly straight. A concentration of flow near the 
electrodes causes a large increase in sensitivity, while flow 
concentration near the side walls produces a decrease (Goldman, 1968). 
Sensitivity to flow may also be affected by changes in haematocrit 
(Dennis 1969) - a condition which is likely to arise during long and 
bloody operations.
Mechanical occlusion of a vessel is the method usually employed 
to establish a baseline zero blood flow reference. This procedure 
presents problems during studies requiring chronic implantation of 
blood flow probes; occlusion either cannot be performed or required 
complicated gadgetry and/or manipulation.. Furthermore, the reactive 
hyperaemia that follows release of complete arterial occlusion, 
results in a sudden increase in blood flow of up to three times the 
pre-occlusion flow. Ideally, a delay of two to five minutes should 
occur between the removal of clamps and the determination of blood 
flow; in a clinical environment this is not always possible or 
desirable. .
The alternative to mechanical occlusion is electronic non­
occlusive zeroing (Gordon, 1971). This is obtained by sampling'the 
electrode signal with the magnets turned off. However, it is held 
by some that the signal obtained with the magnet off is not 
necessarily the same as when the flow is zero, this being due to 
some complex effects at the vessel/electrode interface (Wyatt, 1966).
Despite the many criticisms and possible errors (of which the 
above are only a sample), the electromagnetic flow meter is still the 
most popular and widely used method of monitoring blood flow at open 
operation. The value of such a device is now far beyond question. 
However, it should be remembered that these devices primarily measure 
velocity of flow, which is then converted to a mass flow rate by a 
series of approximations and assumptions.
The Ultrasonic Doppler-shift Velocity Meter 
for Measuring Blood Flow
This method was first described by Satomura and is now widely 
used in clinical medicine. Some of the disadvantages of electro­
magnetic flow measurement are absent from this method, the most 
important difference being that it is non-invasive, and can be used 
on conscious subjects.
Until fairly recently, the same problems concerning the 
estimation of vessel diameter and assumptions of velocity profile, 
which have beset electromagnetic flowmeters, have also limited the 
use of the ultrasonic flowmeter.
The original devices used continuous wave (CW) ultrasound to 
detect blood velocities and some original ideas associated with the 
method may have been misleading. It was thought that the spectrum 
of Doppler-shift frequencies created at each instant of time by 
scattering of the continuous incident carrier wave by red cells in 
all the various flow streamlines within the vessel lumen, could be 
processed conveniently by a zero crossing frequency meter. The 
output of such a device gave a waveform which was relatable to known 
occurrences in the cardiac cycle, but details of the waveform thus 
obtained, were found to be misleading (Gosling, 1969). It is now the 
practice of most workers to use a spectral analyser to construct a 
representative blood velocity/time waveform.
Pulsed wave (PW) Doppler is now in use for haemodynamic 
research, one of its major advantages being that the signal can 
be obtained from only a narrow region of the lumen, within which 
there is little variation in streamline velocity. This technique 
requires less complex data processing as well as obtaining directly 
the flow velocity profile and the size of the vessel lumen 
(Peronneau, 1972). Vessel visualisation is possible, (Fish, 1972, 
Strandness, 1972), and such parameters as vessel distensibility can 
now be measured (Gosling, 1972).
The importance of a percutaneous technique such as Doppler 
ultrasound cannot be emphasised too strongly from two standpoints; 
first, from considerations of patient welfare - the least traumatic 
method is the most acceptable, and secondly, the information received 
is from "normal" conscious subjects and is therefore more valid.
Dilution Techniques for the Measurement of Blood Flow
In general terms all dilution techniques are governed by the
same mathematical principle. Variations in individual system
conditions dictate the particular modification to the general form
and preset the limits of the results obtained.
Consider a conduit in which the volume flow rate of fluid 
*
at any instant is V . Let an infusion of indicator occur at a rate
• V
of I in such a manner that an instaneous and homogeneous mixture 
results across the entire cross-section of flow without loss. The 
resultant concentration of indicator in fluid at any time t, is 
Thus we have,
. . -1
vt = I c t ••••••.... 1
There are two cases to be considered,
1. Where the infusion of indicator is made at a constant rate,
and fluid flow rate V is variable,
2. Where the fluid flow rate is constant, and the rate of infusion
of indicator is variable.
Case 1 ,
The total volume flow, V, over a period t_ to t during a
X d*
constant infusion of indicator 1, is given by,.
 2
The mean flow rate during this time is given by,
v = i (c *) .3
Equation 3 contains the term (C.*) which is the time average 
of the reciprocal of the concentration at the sampling site. From 
equation 1 one.can see that the reciprocal of the concentration is 
proportional to the instantaneous value of flow rate, thus the mean 
of the reciprocal of the concentration will be proportional to the 
mean of the variable flow rate, the constant of proportionality being 
the constant infusion rate of indicator.
Using this equation for Variable Flow (eq. 3) all patterns of 
flow may be measured provided that the variation in concentration 
caused by the variation in flow is registered instantly.
When a constant infusion rate, I, gives rise to a constant 
concentration, C, the flow rate, V, is given by,
V = i c"1 . .   .. .4
Clearly this equation is only applicable to speciaL 
conditions
i) Where the flow rate is constant, the concentration will be 
constant at all downstream sampling points.
ii) Where flow is pulsatile, but of constant stroke volume and 
rate, and the concentration is measured distal to an effective 
mixing region. This manoeuvre has the effect of attenuating 
the variations due to the pulsatile nature of flow without 
affecting changes in concentration due to longer term changes 
in mean flow. The presence of a mixing chamber effectively 
removes the chance of measuring instantaneous values of flow.
Case 2
From equation 1,
When flow rate, V, is steady during time we have:
In terms of mean values we have,
I = V C
_  _ -1
or V = I (C)  . ... .. .7
The equation for Constant Flow, (eq. 7) contains the term 
(C)  ^which is the reciprocal of the time average of sample 
concentration. This equation for Constant Flow will give a measure 
of the constant flow rate irrespective of the manner in which the 
indicator is introduced..
In fact, if the total amount of indicator added between
t, and t is IJL a
1
and equation 6 can be written
-1 -1 
V = 1(C) ^ V V
*2
I dt = I
t.
which is one form of the Stewart-Hamilton equation for a bolus 
injection of indicator (Stewart 1921). ,
When using the bolus injection method, a concentration curve 
is recorded distal to a mixing region, the form of the curve being a 
sharp rise from the base line followed by an exponential decay from 
the maximum value. Where recirculation of indicator occurs, it 
would be necessary to extrapolate the tail of the decay curve in 
order to remove the effects of the recirculation peak. (See page 25).
It is usually assumed that the product of the area under the
C,. dt and the flow rate 
. o t
during the injection V gives the total amount of indicator used in
concentration curve against time, i.e. 
\ 
the bolus (Stewart 1921).
However, this equation can only be applied to cases where V is constant. 
If V varied significantly during the inscription of the dilution curve, 
equation 9 would not hold. The correct expression to use under such 
circumstances would be,
I = C..dV = t
o ' o
C.. Vdt _____.10t
However, this requires the area under a curve of concentration against 
total flow past the sampling plane during the sampling period. Since- 
the original object was to determine the total flow during the sampling 
period, this expression is not very useful.
The implications of this fact and the magnitude of errors 
incurred by using the Constant Flow Equation when flow is variable, 
have been extensively studied by Cropp and Burton (1966). In using 
what they call "the wrong mean", (arising from the mathematical 
differences between (C) ^ and (C *)' ) Cropp and Burton demonstrated 
an 80% error for certain conditions of pulsatile flow and particular 
waveforms, concluding that the fractions of true mean flow (estimated 
by the Variable Flow Equation) which were calculated by use of the 
equation for Constant Flow were always underestimations of the true 
flow when flow was variable. The underestimation increases with 
amplitude of fluctuation. For the same amplitude of fluctuation, 
the underestimation depends upon the waveform of the concentration­
time curve. Those contours in which the low concentrations, (i.e. 
caused by high flow conditions) occupy the larger part of a cycle 
of fluctuation, give rise to the greater errors.
This work emphasises the significance of the assumption that 
flow is constant during the inscription of the concentration curve, 
especially where the Stewart-Hamilton equation is implemented.
Dye Dilution as a Method of Measuring Cardiac Output
The dye dilution technique using indocyanine green (ICG) is 
the method most used clinically for heart studies (Carey, 1969). In 
this method ICG solution is injected into the patient's bloodstream 
via a catheter which usually ends in or near the left heart. During 
diastole the dye solution is swpet into the left atrium and thence 
into the left ventricle; these transfers are accompanied by flow 
disturbances (Dieting, 1971), and vortices (Hwang, 1973), which ensure 
that the dye solution is uniformly mixed with the blood volume present. 
During systole the blood/dye mixture is ejected around the circulatory 
system. A second catheter linked to a motorised syringe extracts- 
arterial blood at a constant rate while passing it through an optical, 
densitometer.
The optical system has a peak response in the absorption band 
of ICG and'the output of the densitometer is related to the concentration 
of the dye. ICG is popular because its absorption peak is at 805 run, 
this being the wavelength at which haemoglobin and oxyhaemoglobin have 
the same optical density, making the analysis independent of the degree 
of oxygenation of the blood.
A typical output curve is shown below. '
Secondary peak due to 
recirculation of dye4-> 50
20 30 40 seconds10
The second peak is caused by recirculation of dye in the blood­
stream, and is superimposed on the hitherto exponential decay curve.
To estimate cardiac output per minute, Q, it is necessary to extrapolate 
the whole of the exponential curve to obtain a modified cardiac output 
curve without the recirculation peak. Q is then given by the expression
Q = kD/ C t dt
where C dt is the area under the modified cardiac output curve 
t
0 with t representing time
D is the quantity of dye injected
k is a calibration constant relating the output potential of 
the densitometer to the dye concentration, (Carey, 1969).
The very obvious disadvantage of this method, is the appearance 
of the recirculation peak and the added complication of removing it. 
Also during serial measurements, the background concentration of dye 
increases, and doubt about the long-term stability of the optical 
density of the dye solutions has given cause for an investigation to 
be made (Simmons, 1971). .
Thermal Dilution as a Method of Measuring Cardiac Output
The thermal dilution method is in many ways similar to dye 
dilution. Cold normal saline is substituted for dye, and temperature 
change monitored instead of dye concentration. Generally, the right 
heart is catheterised, and the mixture temperature is monitored as it 
passes through the pulmonary artery from the heart to the lungs. The,, 
significant differences between the two methods are, .first, the 
absence of detectable recirculation of the cold saline, making 
subsequent computation simple; secondly, there is no build-up of 
background indicator to hamper serial measurements; further, the 
instrumentation and apparatus required is sufficiently simple as to 
make bedside measurements feasible, even in critically ill patients 
(Bradley, 1964).
The injection catheter may be introduced into the right atrium, 
using the Seldinger Technique (Seldinger, 1953), via a venepuncture in 
the right internal jugular vein in the neck, or a subclavian puncture. 
The measurement catheter carries a tiny thermistor bead at its distal 
tip, and also acts as a pressure line to a manometer. This catheter 
may also be introduced by the Seldinger technique via the median 
cubital vein, the femoral vein or the internal jugular vein.
The approach via the internal jugular vein facilitates the 
manipulation of the detecting catheter through the right heart, 
especially if there is tricuspid incompetence. Progress of the 
catheter through the right ventricle into the pulmonary artery is 
monitored by the pressure recorded from the catheter. The catheter 
may be made of very fine plastic tubing in order to aid its passage 
through the heart by "floating” in the bloodstream. Its light structure 
also reduces the risk of arrhythmias as it passes up the outflow tract, 
of the right ventricle.
An analogue computer may be used to evaluate the expression:
Cardiac Output =
AV (T . -T, ) D . S . \
 ^ 1 b 1 l _B
ATdt D.S,. b b 
'  o .
1/min.
•CO
where AT dt gives the area under the temperature/time curve 
'  o
V -  injectate volume (litres) 
o ,
T  -  temperature ( c )
■A T - incremental temperature (T -T )
D = density 
S = specific heat 
t = time (minutes)
Suffices i,b, refer to injectate and blood respectively.
A and B are constants most usually derived from the Thermal Dilution/ 
Fick Regression Equation (Branthwaite, 1968).
Other calibration techniques have been used, but from the 
literature one gains the impression that the Fick Principle is now 
the commonly accepted standard for comparison of cardiac output 
measurement devices.
Indicator Dilution Techniques as a Method fof 
Measuring Peripheral Blood Flow
Indicator dilution techniques have found their greatest 
application in cardiac output assessment. However, there have beeh 
many attempts to measure segmental flow and single vessel flow by 
the same technique.
Andres et al (1954) made an exhaustive study of the blood 
flow and distribution in the forearm of man using this technique-.
The indicator they chose was Evans blue dye T 1824, "owing to the 
wealth of information available concerning its behaviour in the 
vascular tree".
A similar technique was used by Gibbs et al (1947) to assess 
blood flow through the human brain, and by Hobbs et al (1963) to 
measure femoral artery flow-, limb blood volume and cardiad output*.
Kountz et al (1964) developed a dilution technique using
131.
radioactive albumen labelled with I-. They had decided not to use 
saline as this would necessitate the determination of very small 
variations in haematocrit and considered the use of dyes 
"disadvantageous because plasma extractions are time consuming and 
prone to inaccuracies". With their technique they were able to .
-f
study local venous flow in dogs with a stated accuracy of - 3%> 
comparing their method with direct catchment over a known periods
In an investigation designed to elaborate upon the methods of 
indicator dilution techniques in the study of total flow in limbs in 
the laboratory, with a view to applying the results to the evaluation 
of arterial disease in humans, Wherflein et al (1967) used Evans T1824 
and compared the results with direct catchment and an electromagnetic 
flowmeter. As is the case with most of the articles mentioned in this 
section, the discussion of Wherflein et al centred around the effects 
of dye recirculation and the accuracy of the estimation of total limb 
perfusion. These workers concluded that the indicator dilution technique 
was the most accurate method available for measuring total limb 
perfusion, since the effects of the collateral circulation could be 
accounted for. The electromagnetic flowmeter was cited as being the
most suitable method for measuring femoral artery flow (at operation).
The results of dye dilution estimations are nearly always 
calculated from catheter samplings drawn through a motorised syringe 
pump, (except where direct bleeding is employed, which is not 
applicable to humans). The presence of a sampling catheter in the 
system prevents instantaneous values of dye concentration from being 
obtained, since consecutive samples are smeared together by viscous 
effects during their transit down the catheter. Hence only mean values 
of flow over long periods are obtainable which rather limits the method 
to specialised areas of circulatory study.
Other drawbacks to this method include the problem of recirculation 
of dye (as already mentioned), which necessitates a further investigatory 
step to determine the total body blood volume. There is the problem of 
gradual exsanguination of the subject at each determination, making 
lengthy series impractical. Finally, the observations of Kountz et al (1964) 
bear restating:
i. Dilution of haematocrit using normal saline requires the accurate 
estimation of very small changes in haematocrit.
ii.' Estimations using dyes require plasma extractions which are time 
consuming and prone to inaccuracy.
Thermal Dilution as a Method for Measuring Peripheral Blood Flow
As in cardiac output measurements using thermal dilution, a 
precise volume of saline at a known temperature is injected into blood 
flowing in the vessel under investigation. The temperature of the 
saline is lower than that of the blood, so that the temperature of the 
mixture of saline and blood lies somewhere between the original saline 
temperature and blood temperature. The actual tempera-ture of the 
blood/saline mixture is determined by the amount of blood with which 
the fixed volume of saline is mixed.
A modified intravascular catheter is used to deliver the saline 
to the mixing zone, to measure the blood temperature before the addition 
of saline, and to measure the temperature of the blood/saline mixture. 
Temperature measurement is carried out by a thermistor bridge, the 
active arm of which is a minute thermistor mounted near the distal tip 
of the catheter.
Consider the case of continuous infusion of saline;
During unit time, grams of blood at temperature flow into the 
mixing zone. During the same period, a mass of IVL grams of saline 
at temperature T\ flow into the mixing zone. Assuming a homogeneous 
mixture results, its temperature will be r  provided no heat losses 
occur between the mixing zone and the measuring point.
Thus the heat gained by the saline in warming from to
will be lost by the blood in cooling from T, to T 
J b m
M.S. (T - T.)
1 1 m 1
i.e. M,
b
grams/unit time
To convert to volume flow rate it is simply necessary to multiply by 
the ratio of densities of blood to injectate
V. S. 0  . (T - T.)
x x ^  x m l
infusion), renders a continuous read-out of blood flow. Rhythmic 
variations due to respiration and cardiac activity may be displayed, 
and on averaging the waveform, a mean value of blood flow may be 
established provided due consideration is given to the equation used 
to determine flow, for as was seen earlier in this chapter, the 
wrong choice may lead to grave errors.
i. e V.b
ml./unit time
The continuous injection method (i.e. Constant indicator
The essential difference between cardiac output measurement 
and peripheral flow measurement by thermal dilution, is the mechanism 
by which the saline is mixed with the blood. In the cardiac output 
method the saline may be delivered to the right atrium, or indeed the 
superior vena cava, without much regard for mixing phenomena, for by 
the time the blood and saline have been swirled together from the 
atrium into the ventricle, and thence to the pulmonary artery, it 
can be taken that they will be very well mixed. However, the same 
is not true for the case of measurement in the peripheral vessels.
To measure the blood flow rate in a vessel, it is necessary to 
introduce the cold saline in such a manner that mixing occurs 
completely, reliably and reproducibly in a very short distance, and, 
due to the velocity of flow, in a short time in order that the 
mixture temperature may be measured as soon as possible. It is very 
important to the accuracy of the method that the mixing distance be 
kept to the shortest possible length which will allow sufficient 
mixing in a pulsatile fluid field, as failure to accomplish this may 
cause considerable errors (see Chapter 9 ). This precaution also 
minimises the risk of a side vessel occuring between the injection 
site and the measurement site, for, as can readily be appreciated, 
the effects of a side vessel in such a position are of great 
consequence. Also, the earlier one can measure the time/temperature 
relationship the better, as heat transfers, which are taking place 
continuously, have a marked effect upon the accuracy of the method 
(Richards p. 131 onwards).
One further complication is introduced by the requirement for 
the blood and saline to mix completely across the entire flow stream, 
in order that the mixture temperature sampled may be'representative 
of the temperature distribution throughout the mixture as it passes 
the thermistor. A complete and homogeneous mixture is a somewhat 
idealistic concept which is difficult to demonstrate in practical 
terms. However, it can be taken that the mixture becomes more 
homogeneous with its passage along the vessel, and with the elapse 
of time. This brings us to a compromise between the desire to 
measure the temperature profile at the shortest distance from the 
injection site, for reasons stated in the previous paragraph, and 
the need to allow the mixture to travel some distance in order to 
be able to guarantee its homogeneity.
There are further constraints which must be considered 
concerning the effect on the mixing procedure of vessel bore diameter, 
mean velocity of flow, kinetic energy of injection and so forth.
Again, the detailed study of these effects is left to another chapter; 
at this point suffice it to say that the distance from the injection 
point.to. the site of temperature measurement is arrived at by 
optimisation of many factors, and as such can only be deemed accurate 
for a very narrow range of flow rates and vessel diameters. However, 
it may be possible to extend the range of measurement at the expense 
of accuracy.
The mixing distance may be minimised by ensuring that the probe 
is always in the best possible position for mixing to occur and for 
accurate temperature measurement to be made. In the past, such 
devices as expandable plastic cages have been employed to hold the 
probe in the mid-line of the vessel, and to position the measuring 
thermistor away from the vessel wall (Clark, p. 285). An attempt 
was made to position the catheter by the jet/ground effect of four 
radially spaced holes (Richards p. 239), but was found to be 
impracticable.
A further method of probe localisation introduced by Fronek 
and Ganz (1960) consists of bending the distal tip of the catheter, 
but this will be described more fully later on.
At first sight, thermal dilution may appear too cumbersome to 
be used clinically when compared with electromagnetic and doppler 
techniques, but this, on reflection may not be so. As we have seen, 
both electromagnetic and doppler devices transduce velocity components' 
from which volume flow rates are extrapolated. Electromagnetic flow 
measurement is particularly susceptible to errors due to pathological 
changes in vessel walls. Doppler devices, whilst still virtually in 
their infancy, use complex electronic circuits requiring skilled 
operators and expensive back-up equipment to compute mass flow rate 
from an initial measurement of velocity distribution.
The thermal dilution method apparently has the potential to 
measure blood volume (or mass) flow rate directly without requiring 
information on vessel diameters, velocity profiles and vessel wall 
pathology. With the evolution of a simple catheterising technique, 
the method would be suitable for use in conscious and unconscious 
subjects.
CHAPTER II
A review of published literature concerning 
the topic of local thermal dilution blood 
flow measurement is undertaken.
There ^ ave already been several reports other than Clark's and 
Richards' of attempts to measure single vessel flow by the method of 
local thermal dilution, but in writing this thesis it has been 
necessary to draw more heavily on these two works than on the others. 
This in many ways is quite natural since both are known personally to 
the author, and their combined output on local thermal dilution forms 
a very large part of the total of information published on the subject. 
However, since they are only two of a number of people who have worked 
on the problem, consideration must be given to the reports of other 
workers' efforts.
Unfortunately, these other reports are, in general, very 
confusing; information which the author considers essential to the 
understanding of the problems of local thermal dilution, is in most 
cases incomplete or contradictory. For example, there is a large 
variation in tlie distance used between the injection and measuring 
sites, for measuring flows of the same order of magnitude, viz;-
TABLE I
Author Year Distance mm. Flow ml/min
Fronek and Ganz (V) 1960 5-10 96-538
Dowsett and Lowe 1964 15 50-600
(Linzell et al 1966 70-150 80-1000 )
Clark 1966 10 40-800
Lowe and Dowsett 1967 15 30-600
White et al 1967 11 5-80
Richards 1970 10 40-800
Ganz (W) et al 1971 10-40 300-500
The most used distance at which temperature is measured after 
injection appears to be from 10-15mm. with a minimum distance of 5mm 
(Fronek and Ganz 1960).and a maximum distance of 40mm (Ganz 1971).
The maximum flows measured and vessel diameters encountered show 
considerably more consistency than the corresponding measuring distances 
do, particularly in the two papers by Ganz, V. and Ganz, W. Both 
papers by Lowe and Dov/sett use a greater measuring distance to measure 
a smaller range of flows (15mm to measure 50-600 ml/min and 30-600 
ml/min) than Clark and Richards (10mm to measure 40-800 ml/min).
It is interesting to note that White et al (1967) required a mixing 
distance of 11mm to measure a maximum flow rate of 80 ml/min., whilst 
other authors used the same distance to measure flows of up to ten 
times that amount.
The large distances used by Linzell (7-15cm) should not be 
misinterpreted, as his experimental set-up was completely different 
from the others. For this particular study in which goats were the 
subjects, a vein was dissected and brought through the skin to form 
a loop. In this way the same blood vessel could be used over a 
period of months for the study of blood ,flow. This procedure is of 
course completely unsuitable for use on humans.
The effects of the injection on both flow and pressure, are 
regarded by most authors as being minor. Fronek and Ganz (1960) 
found that the injection caused the flow rate in veins to increase, 
while in arteries the flow was unaffected or decreased; they did not 
report on pressure changes. In contrast, some other workers
(Lowe, Dowsett, Clark, Richards, Linzell) measured a slight 
increase in pressure (in the order of 0.2-0.5 mmHg), but few 
reported any flow changes. Lowe and Dowsett (1967) stated that the 
angle at which the injection was made relative to the flow stream 
could vary the pressure changes in the vessel from up to 5mm Hg for 
injection against the flow, down to 0.5 mm Hg for an injection made 
in the direction of flow at an angle of 15 to the axis of flow.
Their comments on changes in flow are limited to an estimation that 
a pressure increase upstream of 0.5 mm Hg in a vein would reduce flow 
by about 5%, which contradicts Fronek and Ganz directly. Linzell 
reported that flow in goats' pudic veins increased during injection, 
but not by the full amount injected; pressure changes were "minor".
There are many factors which must be taken into account when 
attempting to analyse or explain the widely varying reports which 
have been made concerning the effects of injection on pressure and 
flow rate in a vessel. In a later chapter, (Chapter 7 ), the matter
will be discussed fully, with particular reference to the effects 
of continuous and bolus injections on physiological parameters. The 
effect of vessel size, rate of flow, the kinetic energy of the 
injectate, the downstream impedance, the hydrostatic pressure at the 
injection site, and many other factors'must be examined before any 
meaningful evaluation of local thermal dilution can be undertaken.
Thus, for the time being, the reader must accept that further 
discussion about work already published on the subject, is likely to 
be fruitless, as not only are the reports incomplete, but the salient 
mechanisms involved may not have been fully elucidated.
A summary of the literature published on local thermal dilution 
is presented in the form of a table (TABLE II). It serves two 
purposes, first it is a resume of the subject in its own right, and 
secondly, it serves to demonstrate exactly how diverse and inconsistent 
the subject has become.
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In fairness it must be admitted that many of the applications 
of local thermal dilution presented so far have been developed by the 
authors involved for highly specialised studies, as Table III shows.
TABLE III
Author Area of Interest
Dowsett and Low 1964 Jugular vein flow in man
Linzell 1965 Pudic vein flow in goat 
Vein flow in lower limb of manClark 1966
White 1967 Portal and renal vein flow in rabbit 
Coronary sinus flow in manGanz W 1971
Probe Location as a Means of Aiding Mixing and Temperature Sensing
The reader will probably have noticed that those diagrams which 
are used in the literature to illustrate the mechanics of local thermal 
dilution, present a somewhat idealised concept of probe localisation. 
The probe tip is usually drawn lying perfectly along the axis of the 
vessel and injection is made through a number (usually four) equally 
spaced holes, all issuing exactly the same amount of injectate. In 
a practical system however, it is unlikely that a blood vessel would 
be straight for more than a few centimeters at a time, and the chances 
of a slightly curved (due to coiling at manufacture, and/or subsequent 
packing) length of plastic taking up an axial position in such a 
twisting vessel is highly unlikely. In fact most workers in the past 
realised this and made some special arrangement for accurate and 
reproducible probe location in the blood vessel.
hole injection from a bent tipped catheter, whilst Lowe and Dowsett 
(1964, 1967), Clark (in later mark probes), and Richards, all 
preferred multiple hole injection through axially aligned catheters. 
In order to achieve axial alignment a centralising cage was developed 
by Lowe and Dowsett (1964) which could be collapsed for insertion 
into the vessel and expanded once at the measurement site. The 
centralising cage was made by slitting an outer sheath of plastic 
tubing from four to six times longitudinally near the distal tip.
Fronek and Ganz (1960), and Ganz W. (1971) advocated single
The outer sheath was firmly fixed to the very end of the measuring 
probe, thus when the central tube was pulled through the outer sheath 
slightly, the cage expanded (see Clark p. 208).
centralising cage so that it would lie half way between the vessel 
wall and the axis of flow. Clark (1966), mounted his mixture 
temperature sensor on the tip of the probe. Richards (1970), 
realising that a thermistor on the extreme tip of the probe could 
possibly become embedded in the vessel wall despite the effect of 
the centralising cage, extended the probe tip beyond the thermistor 
to minimise the risk of such an occurrence.
Chronologically, the development of axially aligned probes 
using an expanding cage may be illustrated thus:-
Lowe and Dowsett (1964), mounted their blood/saline mixture 
temperature sensing thermistor on one of the expanding arms of the
Lowe and Dowsett
(1964)
/ 
\
Clark (1966)
thermistor
Richards (1970)
Multi-holed indicator distribution
According to Lowe and Dowsett, Clark and Richards, the use of a 
multi-holed axially aligned catheter is the most logical design for' 
even distribution of the injectate in the bloodstream. In the past, 
the number of holes used seems to have been decided by balancing both 
the difficulty of manufacturing a series of holes of exactly the same 
size, (Richards p. 183 onwards), and the weakness of the structure if 
too many holes are made around a circumference (Lowe and Dowsett, 1967), 
against the resultant improvement in dye distribution achieved by using 
a large number of holes. Theoretically, the greater the number of holes 
used the more uniform the injectate distribution is likely to be.
However, as stated in-a paper by Susman (1969), it is most importantI
that the number of holes, their size and spacing along and round the- . 
catheter be very carefully calculated in accordance with the principles 
of fluid dynamics, in order that the injectate will be delivered uni­
formly across the blood vessel section. Certainly the method for 
making injection holes, (multiple stabbings with a needle) advocated 
by Lowe (1967), is not likely to comply with the fluid dynamic require­
ments as expounded by Susman, but both Clark and Richards appear to 
have taken considerable care over the accuracy of production of their 
injection nozzles.
Finally, the vanes of centralising cages have been claimed by 
both Lowe and Clark to increase the disturbance of the flow in the 
region of the injection site, thereby increasing the mixing efficiency, 
and for that reason the centralising vanes were considered an asset to
the design of local thermal dilution probes.
Indicator distribution using a single holed bent-tip catheter
Probe location using the bent-tip method of Fronek and Ganz 
(1960) apparently precludes the use of more than one injection hole,
(at least nobody to date has advocated using more than one). The 
absence of the centralising cage (and thus its additional mixing 
effect), makes a bent-tip probe rather more simple to construct than 
the axially aligned multi-hole type, particularly as only one hole is 
required. However, since the injectate is introduced through a single 
hole, as opposed to four in the axially aligned type, it would seem 
reasonable to assume that either the jet would require more kinetic 
energy for a set degree of mixing to be achieved in a set distance 
from the injection site, or, using the same amount of kinetic energy 
in the injectate jet as was used in the axially aligned probe, the 
mixing distance between injection site and measurement site would have 
to be increased. Published data, however, does not confirm this point, 
as Fronek and Ganz (1960) used mixing lengths which were on the short 
side (5-10mm), whilst the other advocate of this method, Ganz W. (1971), 
used a rather longer than average mixing distance (up to 30mm).
At the outset of the work presented herein, the author was 
following the leads of Clark and Richards, and was more acutely 
interested in axially aligned multi-holed probes.
CHAPTER III
Clot formation on and around the centralising cage om 
the probe tip'is found to be a major problem which 
endangers the subject's welfare and reduces the usefulness, 
accuracy and reliability of the device.
Methods for producing surface coatings on plastic which 
are less prone to cause blood coagulation, are examined.
A method is selected for treating the centralising cage 
and probe tip in order to reduce thrombogenicity.
The discovery of clot formation around the centralising cage 
of the flow probe was made towards the end of Richards' work (p. 228). 
Initially, on extraction of the probe through the venepuncture, small 
amounts of thrombus were noticed mostly around the vanes of the cage, 
with relatively little on the central catheter. Further investigations 
revealed the true extent of the clot growth over the whole area of the 
centralising cage, (Richards p. 229). To make this investigation, 
Richards excised the vein with the probe in situ then slit the vein 
to remove the probe. In this manner the clot formation around the 
cage could be examined without disturbing the distribution of clot on 
the probe. In order to compare clot formation around the centralising 
cage with clot formation around a regular intravascular catheter, the 
experiment was repeated using a Portex Ltd. intravenous catheter 
(Ref. B205 size 4), and found that clot also formed on the regular 
catheter after about an hour. '
Richards surmised that stagnation of blood in the vicinity 
of the junction between the vanes and central probe was possibly the 
origin of the gross thrombus formations around the cage. In an 
attempt to reduce the areas of stagnation, he designed probes with the 
injection holes at the vane/body junctions through which the areas of 
stagnation could be irrigated (Richards p. 234). The degree of success 
obtained from this attempt to limit thrombus deposition, was such that 
Richards was prompted to suggest that the clinical use of the local 
thermal dilution probe be suspended until a less thrombogenic polymer 
had been developed and tested, (Richards, p. 323).
In fact, at that time there were already several methods 
available for making intravascular appliances less thrombogenic.
Most of the technology involved was developed during the search for 
a suitable material for the construction of an artificial heart for 
the American Artificial Heart Program. Although many, if not all, 
techniques which have been tried and tested have resulted in failure 
in terms of an artificial heart material, due to stringent require­
ments impose'd by that particular project, there are many techniques 
which could possibly reduce the thrombogenicity of short-term (by 
artificial heart standards) intravascular plastic devices.
In 1931 it was shown that the negative charge of a normal 
blood vessel wall prevented blood coagulation (Abramson et al, 1931). 
Since then, Sawyer (1964, 1965, 1970) has done much work on the 
subject of vascular wall potentials, including the actual measure­
ment of the negative electric potentials and streamlining potentials 
in a blood perfused vessel. Most early attempts to produce a 
material with a negative surface charge, have been superceded by 
the development of techniques for incorporating an anticoagulant in 
the material to actively prevent blood from clotting on the material.
Heparin is one such anticoagulant. It is used widely in 
medicine where a rapid, temporary anticoagulation is required.
Heparin is a protein made of groups of amino acids having a molecular 
weight ranging from 8,000 to 15,000 (although taken as around 10,000) 
with negatively charged sulphate and sulphamide radicals. It inhibits 
clotting of blood in vivo and in vitro by combining with certain 
fractions of the plasma proteins. It has been shown that the 
heparin-protein compound inhibits the conversion of prothrombin to 
thrombin, and antagonises thromboplastin which is an activator 
required for prothrombin to convert to thrombin.
Most methods for making plastic surfaces less thrombogenic 
are based on one technique or another for fixing an effective layer 
of heparin on the plastic surface in such a way that it would not be 
washed away by the flow of blood over the surface.
The first report was made by Gott (1963), who coated acrylic 
discs with graphite and dipped them in benzalkonium chloride* 
solution so that heparin could subsequently be absorbed by the 
graphite and held in place by the attraction of its negatively 
charged radicals to the positive charge of the benzalkonium.^ This 
method was rather limited by the delicate, friable nature of the 
graphite coating which was apt to crack and flake off the host 
material, making its use on flexible materials impractical.
* Benzalkonium chloride is a mixture of alkyldimethylbenzylammonium 
chlorides marketed by Winthrop Laboratories, Surrey under the 
trade name Roccal.
A method for binding colloidal graphite to silicone rubber 
was later evolved by Sennen (1969); after the graphite was bound 
to the rubber, heparin was adsorbed using the same procedure as that 
reported by Gott (1963),
More recently, Herbert (1970), investigated inconsistencies 
in the graphite-benzalkonium-heparin (G.B.H.) treatment and concluded 
that the ability of colloidal graphite to disperse a charge may have 
as much significance in the G.B.H. effect on blood coagulation as the 
heparin has.
However, the difficulty of binding graphite to the surface of 
many different materials has so far not been overcome. Ways of 
providing suitable sites for heparin bonding or adsorption on plastics 
without using graphite were examined by Leininger (1966). The method 
is applicable to polystyrene, polyolefin (PVC), tetrafluorethylene (PTFE) 
and, with slight modifications, silicone rubber. The process consists 
of producing ionic sites of quatenary ammonium salts on the plastic 
surface to which heparin molecules can be adsorbed by their negative^ 
radicals to form complexes with the salts.
The author does not fully understand the chemistry involved, 
but briefly, taking polystyrene as an example, chloromethylation of 
polystyrene results in an amine which can be quaternised by treatment 
with methyl iodine or dimethyl aniline. After washing, heparin will 
readily be adsorbed on the surface of the polystyrene. The major 
limitation of this method is that the plastic material must be 
chemically treated in bulk before the finished section is made from 
it by moulding, rolling or extrusion. A more practical treatment 
would be one where finished components could be heparinised immediately 
before insertion into a blood vessel.
Eriksson, Gillberg and Lagergren (1967) reported a very 
practical method for preparing the surfaces of plastic materials 
(namely polyethylene and polypropylene) for the adsorption of heparin.
The procedure consists of exposing the plastic surface to a solution 
of cationic surfactants at a temperature close to the softening 
temperature of the plastic. This method is based on the well-known 
phenomenon that surfactants (soaps), that is, molecules with a long 
hydrocarbon tail and a polar ionic head, are adsorbed in an oriented 
monolayer at a paraffin oil/water interface in such a way that the
lipophilic hydrocarbon chain penetrates into the oil and the hydrophilic 
group remains in the water. If the oil is then allowed to harden, the 
hydrocarbon chains of the surfactant molecules are firmly anchored in 
the oil, due to Van der Waals and/or steric forces. By choosing either 
an anionic or a cationic soap, it is possible to obtain a negatively 
or positively charged surface respectively.
Eriksson's initial tests were made using cetyltrimethyl ammonium 
bromide (CTAB), cetylamine hydrochloride (CAHC1), and
octadecyldimethylbenzyl ammonium chloride (triton). It was found that 
there was no essential difference between the amounts of heparin which 
could subsequently be bound to any of the cationic groups used.
Surface penetration of CTAB in polypropylene was found to occur to a
depth of about 0.2mm. The concentration of surfactant solution was
-4 -2
typically in the range 10 to 10 M.
After repeated rinsings using 0.9% NaCl solution and distilled
water, the surface treated with cationic surfactant was exposed to a 
dilute solution of sodium heparin (2.5 IU/ml in 0.9% NaCl) at 70 C. .
After final rinsing, all surfaces treated exhibited a clotting 
time in excess of 300 minutes.
A subsequent paper by the same group (Lagergren, 1968), 
evaluated the stability of nonthrombogenic plastic surfaces, and 
found that the heparin used was quite stable even after long washing 
and soaking in distilled water, 0.9% NaCl solution and 10% NaCl.solution. 
The method has the advantage of great simplicity and flexibility over 
other methods, since it can apparently be applied to all. thermoplastics. 
This method was therefore chosen for treating the expanding cage and 
probe tip of the thermal dilution flow probe.
CHAPTER IV
The Eriksson method for heparinising plastic surfaces 
is attempted using isotope labelled heparin.
A series of in vivo experiments are conducted to 
deduce the effectiveness of the heparin layer.
The centralising cage is found to cause excessive 
thrombus formation despite the presence of a layer 
of heparin.
One of the points which were made in the first paper reporting 
the use of surfactants to bind heparin to plastic surfaces,
(Eriksson 1967), was that freshly made polyethylene and old stocks 
of plastic had different capacities for irreversibly adsorbing 
surfactant. Also the number and type of additives used in the 
manufacture of the plastic could affect the adsorption level.
Eriksson also suggested that the method would work for all thermo­
plastics, although results were only quoted for polyethylene and 
polypropylene. Since nylon is the chief material used in the. 
manufacture of local thermal dilution flow probes, it was decided 
to repeat the recipe as published using nylon and polyethylene 
tubing of a representative diameter.
In order to monitor the degree of success of the procedure it 
became necessary to measure the amount of heparin on the material 
surface. To do this a small quantity of heparin was obtained, which 
had been labelled with the radio isotope 35 sulphur. Using a G.M. 
Counter Make Twentieth Century Electronics, Type EWG 5H, an 
estimation of the amount of heparin on each piece of plastic could 
be made.
The surfactant chosen for the process was cetylamin hydrochloride 
or hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide - which is commonly used in 
hospitals under the trade name "Cetavlon". A 0.5mN solution of 
"Cetavlon" is made by diluting 0.408 grams of 40% w/v stock solution 
in one litre of distilled water.
The heparin used was made up from a stock of weight 22.3 
milligrams having a specific activity of 9.8 mCi/gram, the total 
activity of the stock being 419 ^Ci. Initially the heparin was 
dissolved in 2.048 ml of normal saline (0.9% NaCl). 0.281 ml of 
this solution were then diluted to 100 ml in normal saline. This 
gave a working strength solution of 3.06 mg heparin in 100 ml 
saline (0.9% NaCl), since lmg heparin is approximately equivalent 
to 105 I.U. (International Units), the final concentration was 
approximately 3.2 I.U.s per ml, having an activity of approximately 
6 0 / t C i .
For the first test eight plastic tubes were selected as
follows
2 nylon intravenous cannulae - yellow luer (Portex Ltd.
Cat. No. 200/300/060) 2.1mm O.D.
2 nylon intravenous cannulae - blue luer (Portex Ltd.
Cat. No. 200/300/020) 0.75mm O.D.
4 lengths polythene tubing 20cm long 1.9mm O.D., 1.4mm I.D. 
(Portex Ltd. Cat. No. 800/100/360).
The tubes were heated for 9 hours to 85°C in a 0.5mN solution
of "Cetavlon" which was stirred throughout. "Ageing" was allowed
for 2| hours in air at room temperature.
Each tube was then rinsed for 2 hours in 10% NaCl solution,
the solution being changed after an hour. The rinsing process was
repeated usinga 0.9% NaCl solution for 2 hours at 40°C.
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All tubes were then incubated in S heparin solution (3.2 I.U.
per ml) at 60°C for 3 hours.
The tubes were then rinsed thoroughly in 0.9% NaCl solution
and distilled water.
An estimation of heparin adsorption was made by coiling each
tube to form a disc and measuring the total radiation from each side
during a, ten minute period. The background radiation was also
measured in order than an absolute value of heparin adsorption could
be obtained by subtracting the background value from the total count.
The polyethylene tubes gave an average count of 9,723 in ten
minutes, whilst the nylon cannulae gave an average of 10,097. The
background reading was 8,960 over the same period. Hence the
+
absolute count for polyethylene was 760 (SD - 140) and the absolute 
count for nylon was 1137 (SD- 150). '
Clearly the method worked for both polyethylene and nylon with 
a slightly better result (unaccountably) on nylon.
Having shown the presence of heparin on the plastic, the next 
step was taken to evaluate the non-thrombogenic characteristic of 
the layer.
A new set of tubes consisting of five polyethylene tubes 
(Portex Ltd. 800/100/360) 1.9mm O.D. 20cm long and four red luer 
intravenous cannulae 1.6mm O.C. (Portex Ltd. Cat. No. 200/300/050)
were processed using unlabelled heparin solution.
The processing was as follows:-
7 hours 0.5mN "Cetavlon" stirred at 80°C
Wash 2 x 1  hour 10% NaCl solution at 40°C
Wash 1 hour 0.9% NaCl solution at 40°C
3 hours 5 I.U./ml heparin solution stirred at 60°C
Wash 3 x 1 hour 0.9% NaCl solution at 40°C
Each catheter and plastic tube was filled with 0.9% NaCl '
solution and introduced into a separate superficial limb vein of an 
anaesthetised greyhound dog. Two lengths of untreated polyethylene 
tubing and an untreated red luer nylon cannula were also positioned 
in veins to act as controls. The investigation was carried out at
the end of another experiment before the animal was killed.
The nylon catheters and polyethylene tubes which had been 
treated and the untreated controls were each identified with a label. 
No special attention was paid to the siting of each tube or to whether 
the catheterisation was made up the vein (orthograde - with the flow) 
or down the vein (retrograde - against the flow).
The time at which each tube was inserted was noted, and since 
the animal was to be sacrificed, each vein could be dissected out with
its tube in situ, and the time noted. The vein was then split open
and the plastic tube removed. Assessment of the amount of thrombus 
present on the tubing was made qualitatively. Fortunately there 
seemed to be only two cases to describe; one where the tubing was 
clot free, the other where the tubing was covered with a heavy clot.
Both types of treated plastic tubing were removed at regular
intervals between 75 and 270 minutes after implantation. No treated
tube showed any visible signs of clot formation 240 minutes after 
implantation; both the treated nylon tube and the treated polyethylene 
tube showed very small deposits of clot after 270 minutes. Control 
catheters were dissected out at 100, 160 and 270 minutes; all were 
heavily clotted.
The direction of catheterisation of either the treated or 
untreated tubes seemed to have no effect on the subsequent performance 
of the tubes. The formation or thickness of clot on the three control 
tubes did not reflect any dependence upon catheterisation time, as all 
controls carried approximately the same amount of clot despite the 
variation in the length of time that they were in situ.
From the test just described it was reasonable to conclude that 
the treatment worked on both polyethylene and nylon tubing, clot, 
formation being delayed for up to 270 minutes.
The same treatment regime was next applied to six dummy probes 
complete with centralising cages, made of polyethylene sheathing over 
a nylon central catheter. The dummy probes were treated with the 
cages in the expanded position to allow the solutions to reach all the 
surfaces which would subsequently come into contact with blood.
After treatment the dummy probes were implanted into the 
superficial veins in the limbs of an anaesthetised greyhound. Once 
in place, the centralising cage of each probe was expanded and the 
time noted. As before, the animal was due to be sacrificed at the end: 
of another experiment, which meant that the veins containing the dummjr 
probes could be dissected out for inspection. Starting at 55 minutes 
after implantation, and at regular intervals up to 115 minutes after 
implantation, the six veins were removed and slit open. In every case 
the centralising cage and probe tip were covered in gross clot formation
The immediate reaction to this result was to suspect the 
treatment process, but, after careful back checking of records, the 
treatment process was confirmed to be exactly as used in previous tests. 
There was only one other cause for doubt concerning the dummy probes; 
in retrospect it was felt that the centralising cages were too large 
for the size of vein in which the probes were positioned. In fact two 
instances were noted where the cage members had collapsed onto the 
central arm of the probes.
Clearly the test had to be repeated, but with a number of 
modifications. First, it was evident that a treated plastic tube 
without a centralising cage had to be implanted with the treated dummy 
probes with centralising.cages, in order to monitor the success of the 
heparinisation treatment. Obviously for this check to be meaningful, 
the tube without a centralising cage (process control), should be 
treated at the same time as the dummy probes and in the same solutions.
In this manner the doubt concerning the success of the heparinisation 
process could be removed, since it has already been shown that under 
normal conditions the treatment renders plain plastic tubes non- 
thrombogenic for over four hours after implantation; thus if the 
process control remained clot free whilst the dummy probe clotted, 
the treatment would be above suspicion.
A second modification was required to remove the element of 
chance associated with the time of removal of the dummy probes for 
examination. In the previous test the first dummy probe was removed 
after 55 minutes, and found to be heavily clotted; all probes 
subsequently removed were in a similar condition, leaving the time 
of onset of clot formation set between 0 and 55 minutes after 
implantation.
In order to monitor the formation of clot around the probe
tips, an isotope tracer technique was employed which had originally
been developed for tracing thrombus formation in the deep veins of
post-operative subjects (Atkins, 1968). The method consists of
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injecting a small quantity of fibrinogen labelled with iodine into 
the subject's bloodstream. The labelled fibrinogen becomes distributed- 
throughout the system, giving a constant (assuming a very long half- 
life) count rate from any particular site. Should a blood clot form 
in a monitored area, some of the labelled fibrinogen in the blood­
stream becomes incorporated into the clot and the count rate in that 
particular area increases. As the clot increases in size, so the 
area of raised activity spreads. To offset the effects of diminishing 
radioactivity (such as they are), and to compensate for the reduction 
in background activity as a clot forms, it is usual to measure the 
activity in the heart, (the heart blood volume being assumed constant 
over a period of time).
The thyroid gland is known to take up iodine in the body; to
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prevent this happening to the I it is necessary to block the 
thyroid by administering a large dose of sodium iodide before the 
labelled fibrinogen is injected.
Finally, concern about the expanded centralising cages impeding 
the normal blood flow could best be allayed by monitoring the blood 
flow through the veins with the dummy probes in place; to do this an 
electromagnetic flowmeter was incorporated into the experimental set-up.
The main object of the experiment was to test the effectiveness 
of antithrombogenic heparin layer on the surfaces of dummy thermal 
dilution flow probes as a function of implantation time. To do this 
it was proposed to implant several catheters in similar sized veins 
of an anaesthetised greyhound and continuously monitor the clot 
formation on only one dummy probe. As the clot formation developed 
on the monitored probe, other dummy probes could be dissected out 
and examined at regular periods and at times when significant changes 
in monitor readings occurred, in order that a visual interpretation 
of each particular monitor reading could be made.
By reserving the left side of the animal for treated probes 
and the right side for untreated probes, and by using similar 
positions on each side for probe implantation, it would also be 
possible to observe the differences in performance between treated 
and untreated dummy probes. The inclusion of a process control 
(treated plain tubing) and an ordinary untreated intravenous catheter 
would enable a complete study to be made.
Accordingly a greyhound weighing 30Kg was anaesthetised with
sodium nembutal (lmg/Kg body weight) followed by 50mg of sodium iodide
given intravenously. Fifteen minutes later the dog was injected with
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a 5 0 yU C i dose of I labelled fibrinogen in a front limb vein. A 
suitable number of large (5mm to 7mm) superficial veins were exposed 
surgically and the various types of catheter introduced via a branch 
vein. In each case the branch vein was ligated at the entry point 
of the catheter. In order to obtain a suitable area in which clot 
formation and blood flow could be measured with confidence, care was 
taken to ensure that the two dummy probes to be monitored for clot 
formation were sited beneath intact skin some 5cm from their 
respective incisions; this was necessary in order to reduce the 
effect of spurious radiation which was to be expected from clotting 
and blood seepage around-the wounds. The sites chosen for these two 
probes were the femoral veins, catheterisation and flow measurement 
taking place just proximal to the knee.
The blood flow in the femoral veins was monitored with a 
Nycotron 372 electromagnetic flowmeter. Radioactivity was monitored 
around the region of the dummy probe tips in the femoral veins using a 
Pitman 235 Isotope Localisation Monitor.
The two dummy probes which were to be monitored were introduced 
first and monitoring was begun immediately, the exact time was noted. 
As quickly as possible another ten probes, catheter and treated tube 
were sited and the times of placements noted.
The monitored untreated dummy probe showed signs of clot 
formation after 15 minutes, when the radioactivity level in that 
segment began to increase. After a treated and untreated dummy probe 
had been in situ for 15 minutes they were dissected out and examined. 
Following this, probes were dissected out at 5 minute intervals so 
that specimens were obtained for both treated and untreated dummy 
probes at 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 minutes after catheterisation.
The treated dummy probes were free of clot at 15 and up to 20 
minutes after catheterisation, but were covered in clot after 25 
minutes and at all subsequent samplings. The untreated dummy probes 
were all covered in clot after 15 minutes and at all subsequent 
samplings. The intravenous cannula was covered in clot after 75 
minutes, and the treated polyethylene tube was clot free at the end 
of the investigation over 4 hours after implantation.
The growth of clot around the monitored dummy probes appeared 
to impede flow as shown in the graph overleaf. Prior to this no flow 
impediment due to the placement of dummy probes alone had been 
observed.
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Graph showing the growth of clot on the probe tip and the effect 
which this has on.the flow rate with the passage of time.
It would appear from the graph of clot formation and blood flow 
rate against catheterisation time, that once a certain quantity of clot 
had formed on the probe tips the situation reached a quasi-stable 
state; either no more thrombus was being formed, or the rate at which 
thrombus formation occurred was equal to the rate at which it broke 
away from the probes and was swept from the site.
Untreated dummy probes clotted after 15 minutes, the heparinisation 
process effectively prolonged the appearance time of clot on treated 
dummy probes by a further 10 minutes.
The unfavourable result of the foregoing test presents some 
serious implications concerning the future of a centralising cage and 
hence multihole injection. Indeed, the enormity of the clot formation 
problem, and its likely effect on results obtained in the past, must 
cast doubt on the accuracy of the in vivo work by Dowsett and Lowe,
Clark and Richards. This is a grave statement to make in view of the 
many hours of work which have been spent in the design and testing of 
multiholed axially aligned local thermal dilution probes.
Before casting so many years work to one side, one feels duty- 
bound to examine further the mechanisms of clot formation and the ways 
in which it is provoked, in the hope that some other method will 
present itself for preventing, or at least controlling, clot formation 
around the centralising cages.
What then are the factors most likely to be involved? The 
mechanism of thrombogenesis on intravascular catheters and other 
foreign surfaces was thought to be due to activation of the Hageman 
factor (Ratnoff, 1964) which is considered to be an important factor 
in initiating intravascular thrombosis. Blood being exposed to. 
collagen fibres may also initiate thrombosis (Niewarowski, 1965, 1966); 
this might arise from exposure by abrasion, or other damage by the 
intravascular device, of the subendothelial collagen which is present 
in the basement membrane in a vessel wall. Such damage may also 
activate the Hageman factor (Spaet, 1965),
Some properties of the material used for the manufacture of 
the intravascular device may also contribute to the promotion of 
thrombosis. As already mentioned, the surface electrical charge 
plays a large part in thrombogenesis (Sawyer,'1965), and surface free 
energy, which exists in lattice defects occurring at crystal surfaces, 
margins or deformations, is also closely related to blood coagulability 
(Lyman, 1965).
The foregoing factors are possible causes of thrombosis around 
the centralising cages, and whilst they should not be discounted 
completely, they should be viewed as being of secondary importance in 
this case. This view is justifiable on the grounds that all of the 
factors mentioned apply equally to both the probes with cages and 
those without. The single factor likely to cause some variation in 
result, is that of intimal damage, but this is discounted for two 
reasons; first, the thrombus formation was most prolific at the 
centre of the vessel around the roots of the cage vanes; second, no 
intimal damage was noted in any of the vessels which had been slit 
open for removing the probes.
The most significant variation created by the use of either 
normal catheters or catheters with a centralising cage is likely to 
be in the pattern of flow in the vicinity of the particular probe tip. 
Turbulent flow, which might be caused either by the geometrical 
properties of the vessel, or by disturbance of laminar flow by an 
unstreamlined foreign body in the bloodstream, or both, is a very 
significant factor in the promotion of thrombosis (Fry, 1965), The 
exact physical condition responsible for initiating thrombosis in a 
particular case may be any one, or a combination, of a number of 
different possibilities which may exist in a disturbed flow pattern 
around a foreign body. The primary blood element involved in 
intravascular thrombosis is the platelet, which has been shown to be 
of major significance (Hughes, 1962, Owren, 1964, Mustard, 1967), 
Apparently, when platelets gather at one location and exceed a • 
certain number, white filaments of fibrin are deposited over them. 
Platelet "stickiriess", which increases their ability to ''clumps 
together, is increased by intracellular substances - notably 
adenosine diphosphate (ADP). Such substances as ADP are set free 
in the blood plasma when blood cells (red, white or platelets) are 
damaged.
Platelet "clumping" is likely to occur on a foreign body as a 
result of turbulent flow around the body,, and such platelet-' 
precipitation on foreign bodies may cause the initial thrombosis. 
(Jacobsson, 1969). Precipitation of platelets may also occur on 
the vessel wall, causing damage to the wall, and thereby causing 
thrombosis (Vassali, 1963). The concentrations of substances such 
as ADP in the plasma is likely to be higher than normal in areas of 
turbulence; cells in these areas are more likely to be damaged by 
the high shear rates to which they are subjected in the turbulent 
vortices and eddies in the blood.
Finally, the possibility of stagnation areas in the bloodstream 
cannot be ruled out completely. Indeed, Richards apparently believed 
this to be the major cause of clot formation around the centralising 
cage, but whilst venting such stagnant regions reduced the formation 
rate by a small amount, it did not cure the problem entirely.
What more can be done to further reduce the thrombosis around 
the probe tip?
Certainly a possible solution to the thrombosis problem would 
be to streamline the probe tip and centralising cage in order to 
reduce the turbulent and/or stagnant areas in the blood field around 
them, but this would remove one of the factors (cited by Lowe, Clark 
and Richards), responsible for ensuring efficient mixing. On one 
hand turbulence is desirable from a mixing viewpoint, whilst on the 
other hand it is undesirable from a thrombogenesis viewpoint.
Since a compromise obviously cannot be made, one is faced 
with the choice of either developing a flow probe with a streamlined 
centralising cage and solving the thrombogenesis problem en route, 
or rejecting the cage and solving the probe location problem in 
another way not involving extra struts or the like. No doubt an 
equally good case could be argued for going in either direction by 
using purely scientific or technical justifications, but since the 
author was trained as an engineer the decision was made to abandon 
the centralising cage mechanism, and thus the thrombogenesis problem, 
and to concentrate on developing a new probe.
CHAPTER V
Attempts to reduce the thrombogenic nature of the 
probe centralising cage by the use of heparinisation 
techniques have resulted in failure.
A new probe design is to be undertaken. The design 
criteria are examined. -
It has proved rather more easy to find justification for 
abandoning the existing expanding centralising mechanism on the 
local thermal dilution probe tip than it has to find a replacement 
mechanism which does not require ribs, struts or the like. Indeed, 
the task has proved to be beyond the capabilities of the author 
and colleagues who have been acquainted with the problem. From 
Richards' investigation (p. 239), it is known that centralisation 
by implementation of the jet-ground effect .is ineffective, and 
since this was the only possible alternative method for locating 
the probe along the axis of the vessel, it was concluded that axial 
alignment was not feasible.
But how important was axial alignment in the first place?
Other than satisfying the requirement that the sensing thermistor 
be located away from the vessel wall, there appears to be only one 
other advantage to be gained from axial alignment of the probe - that 
of multi-hole injection.
Objectively one finds little evidence in the published literature 
to support the case of multi-holed injection systems over single hole 
types. However, Richards, Clark, Lowe and Dowsett all appear to have 
felt that multi-hole injection was a "desirable" design feature and 
all incorporated it in their respective designs, indeed Lowe (1964) 
seems to' have held the view, "the more holes the better". However, 
the author does not wish to debate which is the correct number of 
holes to use, what is really being questioned here is the rationale 
of injecting from the centre of a fluid stream towards the periphery:
If mixing (implying disturbance of flowlines) is the prerequisite 
factor, does injecting from a higher velocity zone (i.e. at or close 
to the axis of flow) into a low velocity zone (i.e. at the boundary 
between vessel wall and blood), produce the best mixing characteristics 
for a particular amount of jet kinetic energy? Surely, the greatest 
disturbance to flow would result from the disruption of high velocity 
flowlines - that is, dissipating the kinetic energy of the jet towards 
the centre of flow rather than from the centre to the periphery. From 
this argument it would seem desirable to inject from near the 
periphery of the flow towards the centre, which is the opposite 
condition to that advocated by Lowe, Dowsett, Clark and Richards.
Fronek and Ganz (1960) presented a simple, positive and 
reproducible method for locating their local thermal dilution probe 
tip in the vessel, which did not result in axial alignment of the 
probe. The distal few centimetres of the probe were softened by 
warming and bent to an angle of between 30° and 45° to the main body 
of the probe. Once cool, the tip of the catheter had a permanent 
"set'' in the form of an elbow three or four centimetres from the 
distal end. In the confines of a blood vessel, (of roughly circular 
cross section), the natural position assumed by the probe tip was 
such that the very tip rested against the vessel wall and the point 
of the elbow rested against the opposite wall. In this manner the 
short section of the probe between the tip and elbow was located in 
a plane shared by the longitudinal axis of the vessel and a diameter 
of the vessel as shown below.
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The plastic material remained sufficiently supple for the 
elbow to be straightened out for passing into a large bore intravascular 
needle, but regained its "set" immediately after passing through the 
needle. This characteristic may be important because catheterisation 
techniques would have to be considered at a later stage, and passage 
via an intravascular needle may be one solution to that problem. The 
bent tip of the catheter may also aid probe manipulation inside the 
subject, in the same way that angiographic catheters are sometimes 
formed to facilitate selective angiography.*
Since it was likely that the probe would be used in vessels 
which were curved along their lengths to various different radii of 
curvature, a simple investigation was undertaken to ensure that the 
locating mechanism would work in all expected vessel diameters and 
radii of curvature of vessels.
A selection of clear plastic tubes of various internal 
diameters was obtained. Using a dummy probe with the distal 3.5cm of 
catheter bent to an angle of 35° to the main body, each clear plastic 
tube bent and rebent in a random manner; the probe was passed through 
the twisting course. As the probe was advanced through each tube, it 
was closely observed to ascertain whether the tip remained located 
across a diameter of the tube as previously described. In this manner 
satisfactory location of the probe tip was observed in tubes ranging from 
3mm to 12mm internal diameter, and bent to a minimum radius of 8cm, 
which was considered to be the tightest curve likely to be met in vivo.
Having established the reliability of the probe tip locating 
mechanism, one was then in a position to consider the remaining design 
features of the probe, those associated with the mixing distance between 
injection site and measurement site. Here again the published literature 
is disappointing, as was shown in Chapter II; one can hardly deduce the 
correct mixing distance from such a spread of figures. In 1960,
Fronek and Ganz V. required 5 to 10mm mixing distance to measure 96 to 
538ml/min blood flow, but in 1971, Ganz W. required 10 to 40mm to 
measure a flow of 300-500 ml/min. Surely one of them must be in error, 
particularly as both groups used bent-tip catheters and a single 
injection hole.
* Personal Communication R. Berguer M.D.
Quite obviously the whole topic of mixing and mixing lengths 
requires re-appraising with a searching enquiry into the parameters 
affecting the efficiency of the mixing process.
Factors likely to affect the mixing process are:-
i) Vessel diameter
ii) Mass flow rate through the vessel
iii) Kinetic energy of the injectate jet, which is a 
function of the injectate flow rate and injection 
needle diameter
iv) Angle at which injectate jet is directed into the 
bloodstream
v) Position of the jet in the bloodstream (i.e. close
to the vessel wall and directed against the wall,
or close to the vessel wall and directed towards
tjie axis of flow).
Before any of the above factors can be investigated, some 
criterion must be established for measuring or describing the mixing 
process.
Theoretical requirements for, and practical limitations of, 
the estimation of the homogeneity of a mixture
Some things are more easily described than measured; mixing is 
one of them.
You are a high flying bird. When descending to a green field 
you find the greenness is not grass, but a blending of many blue and 
yellow flowers; the closer you approach the more obviously blue or 
yellow each flower is.
Mixing, which is a degree of homogeneity, depends then on the 
viewpoint from which it is observed.
The principle of local thermal dilution is based on a number 
of assumptions about mixing. The problem arises from the need to 
remove heat energy from the blood flowing in a single vessel segment. 
For many people the idea of adding "coolth" to the blood produces the 
same effect.
A further requirement is that heat should be removed, or 
"coolth" added, to all the blood in that segment, not just a part of 
it. It has been found that the easiest way to remove heat from the. 
blood is to add a suitable cold fluid to it, usually by injection.
The injectate is not the indicator, merely the heat energy absorber. 
The indicator is the change in temperature of the blood which occurs 
as heat is taken from it by the injectate. In theoretical terms the 
injectate should be added to the blood in such a way that an instant­
aneous, homogeneous mixture results across the entire vessel section. 
This implies that if the saline is instantaneously and homogeneously 
distributed, the "coolth" will be distributed likewise.
The gap between theoretical requirement and practical 
feasibility is not easily bridged. In physical terms nothing happens 
instantaneously and the assessment of a property such as homogeneity 
depends upon the accuracy of the assessment technique, which, more 
often than not is the subjective interpretation of an observer.
What are the practical limitations of such assessment 
techniques? First one must be sure that the technique employed to 
measure mixing does not in itself modify the characteristics of the 
mixture; the effect of this limitation was never more keenly felt • 
than in local thermal dilution. The primary requirement is to 
ascertain the uniformity of "coolth" distribution throughout the 
vessel segment; since this infers the instantaneous measurement of 
temperature profiles along and across the vessel segment, a method 
for measuring temperature is sought which will allow measurements to 
be made remote from the fluid field, for any device placed in the 
fluid must, by its presence alone, cause modifications to mixing.
The use of a thermographic device was though to hold some 
promise, but practical limitations reduced its usefulness. The major 
criticism of the device proposed for the investigation was that the 
visual display was presented on a 600 line television screen, which 
severely limited the resolution of the device. A second consideration 
was that of interpretation of results; a thermography machine measures 
the heat radiated from a body's surface, not the distribution of heat 
below the surface layer. This idea was abandoned, and to date no 
other possibilities have become apparent.
At this juncture, most investigators in the past have turned to 
dye distribution experiments, but to undertake this step is to accept 
a number of assumptions. The first has already been alluded to, that 
is, wherever a particle of injectate travels, it takes with it its 
correct proportion of "coolth".
The second assumption is that dye distributed in a transparent 
blood analogue will behave exactly as "coolth" would in warm blood; 
there does not appear to be any way of comparing the behaviour of 
each in the short term, but there are some discrepancies between the 
two situations which become more pronounced after a period of time.
For example, under laminar flow conditions, a streak of dye parallel 
to the axis of flow will persist for a considerable time, whilst a 
streak of "coolth" in the same position would disappear relatively 
rapidly, the difference between the two disappearance times being 
due to the relative difference between the rate of molecular diffusion 
in the first case, and the rate of heat conduction in the second. 
However, since temperature determinations should be made very soon 
after the injection, this difference is not significant.
A third assumption has to be made concerning the behaviour of 
blood and blood analogue when each has a jet of saline released into 
it. Physical properties such as density and viscosity may be an 
indication of the degree of similarity between the analogue and 
blood, but since there does not appear to be a method for measuring 
the miscibility of saline in blood, in the end one must assume that 
the miscibility of dye in the blood analogue approximates to the 
miscibility of saline in blood. Alternatively one may choose to 
test the validity of the blood analogue by a method which does not 
involve the injectate - measurement of apparent viscocity at high 
Reynolds Number perhaps, but here one would have to make another set 
of assumptions which may, or may not be found more attractive than 
those made using viscosity, density or miscibility as the criteria.
From the foregoing remarks it becomes clear that in a situation 
without rules to abide by and established principles to follow, one 
may choose to give importance to what one likes, and suppress that 
which lacks appeal. Bearing this in mind one must exercise discretion 
when arguing the pros and cons of a case such as homogeneity of 
mixing, in order that a sensible and balanced viewpoint results from 
the deliberations.
One great asset of the dye distribution technique as a means 
of visualising thermal distribution is that it can be recorded photo­
graphically, and, provided the necessary precautions are taken to 
ensure uniformity of exposure, contrast etc., a set of permanent 
records are obtained which can be compared and contrasted at leisure.
It seems logical to use a blood analogue whose properties at 
least approach those of human blood, for although inevitably there 
will be errors involved, they are likely to be minimised. Clark (1966) 
preferred to use water as the blood analogue and account for differences 
in density and viscosity by the technique of dimensionless analysis, 
but this inevitably leads one to the debate about whose Number to use 
and what assumptions are contained in it. And at the end of the day 
one is still forced to interpret dye distribution pictures in order to 
judge the range of flows over which mixing is deemed to be satisfactory 
for that particular injection energy.
In the photographic study which follows a blood analogue of 
42% by volume glycerine in water was used which was compared to whole 
blood in the following table.
Whole blood at 20°C * Analogue at 37°C
Hematocrit Viscosity
(centipoise)
Viscosity
(centipoise)
35 2.0 3.0
52 4.0
Density gm/cc Density gm/cc
Men Women
1.09
1.06 *1.05
* Data for whole blood taken from Documenta Geigy Sixth Edition, 
Analogue properties measured by the author.
Some consideration must also be given to the optical 
characteristics of the transparent vessel model, since the analysis 
of the mixing region is likely to be further confused by optical 
distortion of the dye distribution by the curved surface of the 
transparent vessel model wall and the effect of variations in thick­
ness of the analogue. The amount of distortion is likely to be 
minimal when the model wall is at its thinnest; obviously then, the 
very thinnest walled glass or plastic tubing should be used for the 
vessel model. Unfortunately, such thin walled tubing is not 
available in glass or clear plastic in the range of diameters 
required, and one would be forced to use those types of tubing which 
have the required bore size regardless of wall thickness.
The idea of producing a square sectioned vessel with parallel 
plates of acrylic was considered, in order that the mixing process 
could be viewed without optical distortion, as shown below.
I
Diagramatic representation of 
secondary flow patterns which
occur in non-circular section
conduits.
After Nikuradse 1926
The disadvantage of this scheme is that secondary flow due to 
the non-circular cross section would tend to transport dye from the 
centre of the section right into the corners of the tube. Since, 
under normal circumstances, blood vessels are circular or near 
circular in cross section, and therefore less likely to cause secondary 
flows within themselves, it was thought that studying flow and mixing 
phenomena in square sectioned vessels was not acceptable, due to the 
exaggeration of the mixing process which the phenomenon of mass 
transport from centre to c o r n e r s  may cause.
As a compromise, lengths of square (or rectangular) section 
polymethyl methacrylate (acrylic), were drilled out axially to give 
a vessel with flat outside surfaces and a circular bore. By viewing
normal to a flat surface, some, but 
not all of the optical distortion is 
removed. The picture is further 
improved by using a blood analogue 
with a refractive index equal to, or 
very close to that of the vessel material. Rather fortunately, acrylic 
and 42% by volume glycerine in water are two such materials, the 
refractive index of acrylic being 1.49 (manufacturers' value), and 
that of the glycerine and water mixture 1.45 (authors' measurement 
by "apparent depth" method). The only problem with this idea is a 
practical one, in that it is difficult to produce a narrow (3mm-9mm) 
bore of over 15cm length in acrylic with a sufficiently polished 
internal surface to be useful. However, suitable plastic vessels were 
produced by a lengthy process of drilling, honing and polishing.
The size of the bore of the injection needle, and the flow 
rate of the injectate to be used, were decided upon by considering 
two arguments. First, the amount of "coolth" added to the flow must 
be sufficient to give a measurable change in thermistor output; 
this point was examined in depth by Richards (p. 62). Bearing in 
mind that the blood temperature change is inversely related to the 
blood flow rate, a change in flow rate at the high flow end of the 
range will produce a considerably smaller change in thermistor output 
than would the same amount of change at the low flow end of the range.
This being the case, the thermistor output amplifier network must be 
made sufficiently sensitive and stable that small changes in thermistor 
output may be correctly processed, to give accurate measurements at 
the high end of the flow range.
Alternatively, more "coolth" may be injected in order to increase 
the temperature change between the two high flow rates; this may be 
accomplished either by increasing the injection rate of indicator at 
the original temperature, or by using the original rate of injection, 
and lowering the injectate temperature.
From a practical point of view, thet use of room temperature 
injectate is to be recommended, since neither cooling equipment nor 
corrections for heat exchange in the injector mechanism are required. 
However, the relatively larger volume necessary when using room 
temperature saline may become problematic when blood flow rates of 
the same order of magnitude as the injectate flow rates are encountered.
The second consideration is that of the effect of the injection 
on blood elements. Generally, in the literature relevant to local 
thermal dilution, the kinetic energy of the indicator jet has been 
taken as the factor responsible for mixing, and will be accepted as 
such at this point, although the question will be raised again in the 
next chapter.
Having decided on the volume flow rate of injectate, one must 
then select the inside diameter of the injector nozzle to give 'a 
specific value of kinetic energy per second of injection. To assist 
in this task the following graph was compiled (see next page).
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The units of the y-axis are gra.cm. sec .sec (K.E. units/ 
second).
It can be seen that injections made through a 0.5mm I.Dia 
needle using flow rates from 4(5 to 75 ml/min would give a range of 
kinetic energy per second of injection of 40 to 245 cgs units of 
K.E./second, which is the approximate range of figures encountered 
in the literature.
As a result of the foregoing deliberations, a 0.5mm ID 
needle was chosen and injection rates of 42, 55, and 75 ml/min 
envisaged for future investigations. The needles were mounted in 
specially designed plastic inserts at various angles to the axis of", 
flow.
A slot was milled through one wall of the vessel model so that 
the plastic insert carrying an injection needle could be inserted to 
such a depth that the needle tip just protruded into the vessel bore. 
The slot and insert were made in such a manner that the needle could 
be turned round; in this way a needle set at 30° (measured from the 
normal to the axis of flow) could be used to inject first with the 
flow, and then, by rotating the insert through 180°, against the flow. 
Two other needle inserts were made, one at 0° (i.e. injection made at 
right angles to the flow), and one at .60°. An injection made with a 
jet which had an axial component acting in the same direction as the 
flow, was termed "positive" or "with" the flow. A jet with an axial 
component acting in the opposite direction to the flow was termed 
"negative", or "against" the flow.
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Photographic Study of Mixing
Photographs were taken using a static camera mounted in front 
of the acrylic block. The acrylic block was backlit by an X-ray 
viewing screen* made of translucent white plastic sheet in front of 
two 20watt fluorescent strip lights. See diagram opposite.
The blood analogue of 42% glycerine in water was stored in a 
thermostatically controlled bath at 37°C. A circulator pump delivered 
analogue to a constant head tank connected to the acrylic block by 
silicone rubber tubing. The return from the acrylic block to the 
storage reservoir was made via a rotameter which had previously been 
calibrated by timed direct catchment for blood analogue at 37°C.
Flow rates were controlled by a simple adjustable clamp on the silicone 
tubing proximal to the acrylic block. A switch was incorporated into 
the fluid circuit distal to the acrylic block, so that during an 
injection the dye/analogue mixture could be diverted to waste, thereby 
removing at source any problem due to recirculation of dye.
•The motor-driven syringe pump used in this investigation was 
the same as that used and described by Richards (p. 117 on).
A large stock of Methylene Blue dye wis made up at one time in 
order to standardise the concentration of dye used throughout the 
study.
In this study, a vessel bore diameter of 6.5mm was chosen, and 
two principal flow rates investigated. A flow of 100 ml/min was 
selected as a minimum rate, and 350ml/min as a maximum. The higher 
flow rate was thought to be slightly in excess of the maximum blood 
flow rate one would expect to find in a similar sized vessel in vivo.
The intention here was to ensure that efficient mixing could be obtained 
for all expected instantaneous values of pulsatile flow rate in vivo, 
and this was only possible if one could guarantee the response to a 
slight over-range in flow rate in vitro.
Considerable care was taken in the subsequent processing of 
the photographic material in order to ensure a standardised result.
The following materials and procedure were employed:
* Kodak Coldlight Illuminator Series 2
Film:
Camera:
Developer:
Development:
Stop bath:
Fixation:
Washing:
Ilford 35mm IIP4 rated at ASA 650
Nikkormat Ftn fitted with 55mm f3.5 Macronikkor lens. 
Shutter speed l/250th sec. Aperture f3.5 
Ilford "Microphen"
5 minutes at 20°C with 10 seconds agitation at start 
of development, and 10 seconds at the end of each 
minute.
1 rinse with 2% acetic acid in distilled water at 
20°C.
2 minutes in Ilford "Hypam" diluted 1+4 at 20°C.
45 minutes in running tap water.
PLATE I
High speed injections (75 mls/min) into high analogue 
flow rate (350 mls/min).
Top to bottom: injection angles +60°, +30°, 0°, -30° 
and -60°.

PLATE II
Medium speed injections (55 mls/min) into high analogue 
flow rate (350 mls/min).
Top to bottom; injection angles +60°, +30°, 0°, -30° 
and -60°.

PLATE III
■ ''■o''.
Low speed injections (42 mls/min) into high analogue 
flow rate (350 mls/min).
Top to bottom: injection angles +60°, +30°, 0°, -30° 
and -60°.

PLATE IV
Sigh speed injections (75 mls/min) into low analogue 
flow rate (100 mls/min).
Top to bottom: injection angles +60°, +30°, 0°, -30° 
and -60°.

PLATE V
Medium speed injections (55 mls/min) into low analogue 
flow rate (100 mls/min).
Top to bottom: injection angles +60°, +30°, 0°, -30° 
and -60°.

PLATE VI
Low speed injections (42 mls/min) into low analogue 
flow rate (100 mls/min).
Top to bottom: injection angles +60°, +30°, 0°, -30° 
and -60°.

Analysis of Photographs of Mixing Phenomena
Each of the foregoing Plates shows mixing patterns for various
o o
angles of injection from +60 to -60 . Two flow rates of blood 
analogue and three injectate flow rates are considered.
Plate I 75 ml/min. injectate
Plate II High flow rate 55 ml/min. injectate
™   ^ -r-r-r 350 ml/min. analogue An _ . . . . . ^Plate III 42 ml/mm. injectate
75 ml/min. injectate
Low flow rate 55 ml/min. injectate
100 ml/min. analogue , . . . . , ,
42 ml/mm. injectate
The diameter of the vessel was 6.5 mm.
Medium and Slow rate injections into high analogue flow (Plates II 
and III).
Plates II and III show that injections of 55 and 42 ml/min. 
through a 0.5mm dia. bore needle into a flow of 350 ml/min. do not 
give adequate mixing. This result is obtained regardless of the 
angles at which the injection is made. Mixing in these cases is 
considered "bad", with filling defects noted on the same side as that 
on which the injection is made. For both these sets it is quite clear 
that the velocity of the injection is below the minimum required for 
efficient mixing. As might be expected, those injections made 
essentially against the flow (-30° and -60°) cause greater initial
C
disturbance than those injections made essentially with the flow of 
blood analogue - evidence of this is the amount of swirling seen in 
each case. '
o o
In the pictures of injections made at +30 and 0 at both 
injection rates, what might be called "peripheral dumping" can be 
seen. This phenomenon consists of the injectate being confined to 
the layer between vessel and blood analogue with little mixing at 
the centre of the flow stream. In such cases the injectate forms a 
horseshoe shape, the gap of the horseshoe being on the same side as 
the needle. A similar effect was noticed by-Richards (p. 238):-
Plate IV 
Plate V 
Plate VI
"It (the jet) penetrated to the periphery of the test section and
dispersed laterally..... . around the inner circumference of the
test section, engulfing approximately one third of this circumference". 
"Peripheral dumping" is characterised by a dye distribution of 
horizontal light and dark bands, usually with an unfilled upper 
portion.. The middle photograph (0°) on Plate III (Page 78 ) is the 
best example of this.
Neither rates of injection made at +60° into a high flow 
exhibited dumping, but incomplete mixing is evident, particularly on 
the side from which the injection is made-
None of the mixing conditions examined thus far can be termed 
"good", even bearing in mind the difficulty which exists in deciding, 
and then describing exactly what "good" mixing is.
High flow rate of blood analogue and high injectate rate - Plate I
In this series of photographs the situation approaches the 
border line between what is "bad" mixing and what is "good" mixing.
The injections made against the flow, (-60° and -30°) appear to cause
greater disturbance to flow than the others, without actually
increasing the quality of mixing as a result.
The injection made normal to the axis of flow, (0°) produced 
incomplete filling of the section with some dumping.
The two remaining cases (+30° and +60°) are the most suitable 
examples so far of "good" mixing. Initially, the +30° case exhibits 
some striation, but this is resolved further downstream.
In summary then, the investigation at high blood analogue flow
rates shows that neither 42ml/min nor 55ml/min injections through a
0.5mm bore needle into a 6.5mm vessel carrying 350 ml/min of blood 
analogue would produce an acceptable mixture of analogue and injectate, 
regardless of the angle at which the injection was made.
At the highest injectate flow rate (75 ml/min) the border line
is reached between "good" and "bad" mixing, with 0° and -30° injections
o o
on the poor side, and +30 and +60 on the acceptable side. The 
injection at -60° to the flow characterises the subjective nature of 
judgement of quality of mixing; clearly the quality increases with 
the distance from the injection site,but must be regarded as "bad" 
for the first five or six diameters after the injection site.
Injections into low flow rates of blood analogue (Plates IV, V, VI)
For a blood analogue flow of 100 ml/min down a 6.5 mm bore 
vessel it would appear that injections made at 75, 55, and 42 ml/min 
at angles from +60° to -60° all gave a uniform homogeneous mixture 
throughout the test section. In all cases mixing was "good".
There are several significant points which can be made as a 
result of the photographic study of mixing phenomena.
At the high blood analogue flow rate, (350 ml/min), only the 
fastest injection caused efficient mixing; this implies that in a 
pulsatile flow field where peak instantaneous flow rates may exceed 
350 ml/min, one would have to use the fastest injection rate. In 
such a pulsatile flow field the mean flow rate may be as low as 100 
ml/min, giving a blood to indicator flow rate ratio of 100/75 = 1.33 
which is very close to the lowest ratio (unity) considered to be 
practical by others (Richards p. 64).
Theoretically, even a ratio of 1.33 is likely to have some 
noticeable effect on flow in arteries in vivo, although exactly what 
the response will be is a matter of conjecture at this point. One 
may perhaps find a large influx of cool fluid to a muscle bed causes 
spasm in the arterioles and hence vasoconstriction. On the other 
hand, such a large amount of injectate compared to arterial blood 
may dilute the bulk oxygen content causing the arterioles to 
vasodilate in an attempt to increase the oxygen supply, or, by pure 
bulk flow rate alone, trigger a vasoconstrictive response in order 
to reduce the flow into the muscle bed. But this is mere conjecture, 
and will be examined in more depth at a later stage.
Flow in veins is-less pulsatile than in arteries, unless 
stimulated by exercise or artificial means, and excursions about the 
mean value of flow rate are likely to be small in amplitude. In this 
circumstance, assuming a mean flow rate of 100 ml/min in a 6.5 mm 
diameter vein, a 42 ml/min injection rate would give excellent mixing. 
However, if for any reason the flow was rather more pulsatile than 
expected, an injection flow rate of 42 ml/min may not give effective 
mixing even though the mean blood flow rate remained at 100 ml/min.
One must consider what effect inefficient mixing would have 
on the response of the thermistor. There are two possible conditions, 
"peripheral dumping" and incomplete filling of the section.
"Peripheral dumping" would result in the thermistor (assumed to be 
at the centre of the stream), sensing a temperature very close to 
that of uncooled blood, as all the "coolth" would be distributed 
around the periphery of the vessel section. In terms of the resultant 
blood flow prediction this would produce a very high blood flow rate 
reading, since predicted flow rate is inversely proportional to the 
change in blood temperature, i.e. ifAT is small, the output value of 
is large.
It is likely however, that the more gross the error caused by 
"peripheral dumping", the more probable it is that the error will be 
recognised. ■ .
The problem of incomplete filling has far more insidious 
implications. In the case of incomplete filling of the section, the 
thermistor would sense the temperature of only part of the actual 
blood flowing mixed with all the injectate. This would result in ad­
mixture temperature which is rather too low,’ and an underestimation 
of flow would result, (AT would be large, thus the output values of 
would be small). In this case one would be in a dilemma - how 
can one decide whether the X ml/min measured flow rate is a true 
estimation of flow, or whether it is only part of X+Y ml/min of 
true flow, the error in estimation of Y ml/min being missed because 
of incomplete filling?
The answer to this question lies in having the confidence 
that the injectate would produce an acceptable level of mixing in all 
expected sizes of vessel and for all types of flow pattern. But to 
be able to give this guarantee one must be prepared to inject*large 
volumes at high velocity on every occasion. Patently, if this regime 
is followed, the situation must inevitably arise where an injection 
with a high kinetic energy is made into a very low flow rate of blood 
- what physiological effects will this produce?
CHAPTER VI
Contradicting statements have been published concerning 
the effect which the injection has upon the segmental 
blood flow rate and blood pressure. An in vitro 
investigation is undertaken in an attempt to clarify 
the situation.
The results of the tests suggest that lengthy injections 
are detrimental to the stability of the blood flow rate. 
Short duration injections are considered and preliminary 
investigations undertaken both in vitro and in vivo.
The results of the in vivo study suggest an error in the 
original in vitro study.
The rate at which the kinetic energy of the injectate is 
added to the system has become accepted as the most likely primary 
determinant of mixing, (Clark p. 171). This is probably because it 
has been shown to be related to the rate at which erythrocytes are 
destroyed by mechanical shear stress associated with turbulence 
during the dissipation of injectate kinetic energy in the bloodstream 
(Andres et al 1954). However, textbooks on fluid dynamics 
(Daily and Harleman 1966), and boundary layer theory (Schlichting 1968) 
treat free turbulent jets in terms of momentum and momentum flux, but 
since both kinetic energy and momentum contain mass and velocity 
terms, little is lost other than continuity.
What is more disturbing is the diversity of opinion concerning 
the level of kinetic energy flux, (i.e. rate at which ICE. is added) 
at which physical effects become noticeable. In the original study 
by Andres et a*l (1954) hemolysis was detected in a. pool of citrated 
human blood when isotonic saline, was injected with a kinetic energy
2 —2 —i
flux of between 10 and 20 gm.cm .sec .sec . An in vivo test in 
human subjects by the same workers confirmed these findings; a step­
wise rise in kinetic energy per second of injection from 33 to 178 
2 - 2
gm.cm .sec giving a fourfold increase in hemolysis, which increased
forearm blood flow by nearly 300%. Conversely, Fronek and Ganz (1960)
reported that an injection into an artery decreased the flow when the
2 —2
kinetic energy per second of injection was greater than 13 gm.cm .sec ;
this level of kinetic energy flux would, according to Andres be
sufficient to produce hemolysis, vasodilation and thus an increase in 
blood flow.
Further confusion is caused by comparing the work of Andres with
that of Kountz et al (1964). Andres showed that an injection of K.E.
2 —2 —1
flux 88 gm.cm .sec .sec gave a sevenfold increase in blood inflow
to the gastrocnemius muscle of a dog (measured by collection of the
total venous outflow). Kountz et al recorded hemolysis at a kinetic
2 -3
energy flux of 206 gm.cm .sec but stated that "normal" rates of
2 -3
injection (giving a K.E. flux of 26 to 87 gm.cm .sec ) did not affect 
the base flow rate and thus did not cause hemolysis.
Clark (p. 171) based his design on a maximum kinetic energy 
2 -3
flux of 200 gm.cm .sec , which in practice may have been slightly
2 -3
higher at 209 gm.cm .sec (author's calculation). No comment on
hemolysis or vasodilation was made in subsequent in vivo studies.
Finally, Ganz W. (1971) injected 55 ml/min through a 0.45 mm ID
2
needle which would imply an addition of kinetic energy of 155 gm.cm .sec 
per second of injection; again no comment was made on hemolysis or 
vasodilation.
It would appear from the foregoing remarks that either hemolysis
is not directly related to kinetic energy flux, or there is another
factor, hitherto undefined, which must be acting at the same time to
influence the amount of damage caused to erythrocytes during the
administration of a high speed injection.
The possibility exists for a number of injections, (made at
differing flow rates through various diameter nozzles) all to have the
same value of kinetic energy flux. A graph (overleaf) showing a range
of jet orifice diameters and injectate flow rates which produce equal
values of kinetic energy flux, has been constructed to demonstrate
this point. A high flow rate (1.2 ml/sec) through a large diameter
orifice (0.7 mm) produces the same kinetic energy flux as a low flow
rate (0.35 ml/sec) through a small orifice (0.3 mm), namely 
2 - 3
50 gm.cm .sec . The difference between these two injections is the 
velocity at which the jet leaves the nozzle, as the graph on page 90 
shows.
Here then is a clue to the answer. If the kinetic energy flux 
per unit weight of injectate is considered in fundamental units form, 
using the conventional units for mass, length, and time, we obtain the 
following:-
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Kinetic energy flux = M L T
Weight (force) 
thus:
K.E. flux/unit wt.
_ _1T 1 - 2  
M L T
1 2 - 3  
M L T
-1 -1 2 
M L T
= LT-1
which are the units of velocity. In passing, it is noted that the
-2 -1
units of K.E. flux may be written in the form MLT . L. T (i.e. 
force length/time), which are the units of power. i.e. the kinetic 
energy flux across the outlet of the nozzle is equal to the power 
dissipated in the blood by turbulent mixing, shear etc.
Re-examination of the published literature and calculation 
of the injectate jet nozzle velocity, where the information supplied 
permits, gives the following result:-
Author
Year
Andres
1954
No. holes
1
1
1
Nozzle dia. 
mm.
.025 
.038 
.050 .
Total injectate Jet vel 
flow rate cm/sec.
ml/sec.
0.008
0.014
0.020
1629
1234
1018
Hemolysis?
yes/no
yes
yes
yes
Kountz 
et al 
1964
.33
.33
2.00 
1. 50
780
585
yes
no
Clark
1964
.25 1.12 570 no
Ganz
1971
.45(av) .733(av) 460 no
It can be seen from the above table that there is a direct 
correlation between hemolysis and injectate jet nozzle velocity, with 
velocities of 780 cm/sec and greater causing damage to erythrocytes. 
This result is not surprising, since in a Newtonian fluid shear stress 
is proportional to the velocity gradient across a section. If the 
section considered is the boundary between an injectate jet and the 
blood field, one would expect the shearing effect to increase with an
increase in jet velocity. Thus at higher jet velocities, an 
increase in blood element damage would occur.
After consideration it would appear that the injectate jet 
velocity is a more realistic determinant of blood damage than the 
kinetic energy flux across the nozzle section. The kinetic energy 
flux is certainly a fair indicator of the level of mixing obtainable 
in a specific situation; but, bearing in mind the difficulty of 
quantifying a phenomenon such as mixing, it is only possible to find 
the level of kinetic energy flux below which mixing becomes unsatis­
factory. All values of kinetic energy flux above this minimum 
value must, by definition, give satisfactory results in that 
particular flow condition.
Unfortunately, as shown in the previous chapter, the kinetic 
energy flux must be great enough to give satisfactory mixing conditions 
for the maximum possible flow rate. From the foregoing remarks of 
this chapter, it is clear that the velocity of the jet must be 
between 585 and 780 cm/sec for blood damage to occur. So, as a 
design criterion then, the injectate jet must have as high a kinetic 
energy as possible without the velocity of the jet exceeding 585 
cm/sec.
. A graph of injectate jet orifice against injectate flow rate 
for the specific case where the injectate exit velocity is 585 cm/sec, 
is presented on page 93 . Combinations of orifice diameter and 
injectate flow rates with co-ordinates below the curve would not be 
expected to cause hemolysis, whilst all those above the curve would.
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So far, only the effects of the injection upon blood elements 
have been considered. There is another facet to the effects of the 
injection which must be examined, namely, what effect introducing a 
mass of injectate has upon the existing blood flow rate. We have seen 
that blood element damage, particularly in an artery, causes vaso­
dilation, but the simple addition of injectate without blood element 
damage may also cause changes in basal flow rate.
In an attempt to isolate the purely physical aspects of the 
problem, (liquids in pipes), from the physiological responses, a model 
experiment was designed.
At this point it is important to state that the following work 
is based on some incorrect assumptions regarding the modelling of the 
vascular circuit.
Because the interpretation of the physical system involved is 
incorrect, the results obtained, in absolute terms, are also incorrect. 
That is to say, if the model was supposed to represent the human blood 
circulatory system, and did not, then the results obtained from the 
model would not correlate to the response in vivo, and therefore no 
direct inferences could be made from one about the other.
However, in as much as the model represented some arbitrary 
fluid system in which changes did occur during an injection, one can: 
surmise that an injection into a particular fluid system would also 
create changes within that system, albeit changes with entirely 
different characteristics.
Concurrent with the above work, a new system for measuring 
blood flow by local thermal dilution was being undertaken. Many of 
the design features of the new system were made in anticipation of 
the results obtained here, and where possible, were intended to avoid 
completely, or at least minimise, the presumed undesirable effects of 
injection upon the basal flow conditions. It was not until an in vivo 
calibration experiment was undertaken that the original misconception 
became apparent.
In the following description of the work undertaken, it is 
proposed that the original (mis)conceptions be followed. Footnotes 
will be included to assist the reader in the recognition of the 
errors and their consequences. Discussion about the results obtained 
is minimised, as little useful information can be gained from such 
an exercise.
It was decided to construct a model vascular circuit in which
pressure and flow could be varied independently of each other. A
blood analogue of 42% by volume glycerine in water was used to replace
the blood. The circuit, (see next page), consisted of a thermostatically
controlled reservoir of blood analogue at 37°C, which supplied analogue
to a constant head tank via a peristaltic pump. The test section was
arranged so that silicone rubber tubing of various diameters could
readily be inserted and removed from the circuit. In this way
"vessels” of differing diameters could be examined. Two Y-pieces
were inserted distal to the test section, through which passed the
injection catheter and a pressure measuring catheter. Before returning
to the reservoir the analogue passed through a rotameter which had
o
previously been calibrated for analogue flows at 37 C.
Two adjustable clamps were placed one each side of the test 
section. The distal clamp was placed beyond the Y-pieces. By 
manipulation of the two clamps* it was possible to arrange for the . 
fluid in the test section to have any desired flow rate and pressure.
* It was the dynamic impedance characteristics of these clamps that 
introduced the first error in to the system. Their function was to 
act as pressure droppers and flow controllers, which of course, they 
were. It was not realised at the time that their impedance 
characteristics were of fundamental importance, and should have been 
examined to ensure some measure of similarity between them and the 
in vivo circuits.
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So-called "arterial flow"** conditions required relatively 
high flows at a high pressure, whilst "venous flow"*** conditions 
required relatively low flows at a low pressure in larger vessels.
The injectate was delivered by a motorised syringe pump at 
the rate of 1 ml/sec. The syringe pump was the same as that 
described and used by Richards (p. 117 on).
The resting pressure and changes in pressure were measured 
by a Bell and Howell Pressure Transducer (Type L221) connected to 
the pressure measuring catheter and to a Devices 4-channel recorder.
The level of the rotameter float before and during injection 
was noted, and the corresponding flow values found by reference to 
the calibration curve.
Three vessel diameters were investigated, 4mm, 6mm, and 9mm. . 
For each vessel the flow was adjusted to a certain value at a certain 
pressure by manipulation of the screw clamps. An injection was then 
made and changes in flow and pressure recorded. A new value of flow 
was then set for the same value of pressure and the process repeated.
In this way families of curves were produced for each vessel size.
The results were then plotted on graphs in two forms (pages 98 to 100).
i. Percentage change in flow against base flow rate 
for set values of pressure.
ii. Percentage change in pressure against pressure for 
set values of flow rate.
** Besides having a high pressure and relatively high flows for a 
particular vessel size, the arterial system also works into a high 
impedance network (the peripheral capillary bed), and is supplied 
by an essentially constant pressure source (the heart).
*** Venous circuits are characterised by low pressure, low velocity 
flow rates in relatively large distensible vessels. The supply 
impedance is very high (capillary bed) and the resistance to flow in 
the forward direction is almost zero (heart).
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In anticipation of the foregoing results, work had already 
been started on the design of a new system for measuring local blood 
flow. The results just presented, merely confirmed the author's 
conviction that lengthy injections disturbed the circulation too 
much, and a new method should be sought. The basis of the new design 
was simply to reduce the amount of injectate infused per unit time in 
order that the base flow rate and physiological status quo would be 
disturbed as little as possible.
To this end a pneumatically powered precision syringe pump* was
obtained and fitted with a 1 ml. glass syringe. This syringe pump
replaced the motorised syringe pump designed by Richards. The Hamilton
syringe pump has an automatic reloading action after each discharge,
which made it particularly attractive for this application. Both
filling and discharge speeds could be adjusted within useful limits,
+
and the discharge volume could be accurately repeated, (- 0.03% at 1 ml 
manufacturers' specification).
A new probe design was developed with the following features:
i. bent tip probe location
ii. single injection hole
iii. double lumen construction to reduce heat transfer
iv. injectate catheter by-pass of the thermistor in
retrograde catheterisation model to prevent the
thermistor sensing the injectate "coolth" in ‘
transit to the orifice.
v. built-in injection hole precision.
* Hamilton Company Precision Liquid Dispenser. Product No. 77002

CATHETER CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE 
(Special Techniques)
Formation of holes in 
catheter outer sheath is 
performed using a very sharp 
blade. Successive layers of 
tube wall are pared off until 
a hole in the tube wall of the 
required diameter is obtained
The hole for siting a thermistor is formed 
in nearly the same manner, but a sharp, fine 
needle is used to break through the wall 
instead of its being cut through. The 
reason for this is that the thermistor 
hole is required to be less than 0.25 mm. 
in diameter, and this cannot be made with 
reproducible accuracy by the previous 
method. The reduction of wall thickness 
in the vicinity of the thermistor also has 
the advantage of lowering the thermistor 
profile.
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After making the required number of holes and bending the 
catheter outer sheath tip, the inner catheter is passed into the 
sheath. The inner catheter consists of a modified blue luer catheter 
(Portex Ltd. 200/300/020) which has a tube length of 1 metre (made 
to special order), instead of the standard 30 cms.
In the case of the retrograde catheter the thermistor bypass 
loop is formed by manipulating the inner catheter through the two 
holes previously prepared, then on through the remaining hole to form 
the injection nozzle. At this stage the inner catheter is not passed 
completely into the sheath, as this was found to aid another operation 
at a later stage. J
A fine, hard brass wire (less than 0.2 mm dia.).is now passed 
through the hole at the thermistor site to the proximal end of the 
sheath. Two enamel coated copper wires (0.05mm dia. and over lm. long) 
are prepared and soldered to the brass wire at the proximal end of 
the sheath. The brass wire is then withdrawn through the hole in the 
thermistor site, towing the two copper leads with it. Once the two 
leads are passed through the hole in the thermistor site, the guide 
wire is detached.
The thermistor (U23US)* is now soldered to the copper leads. 
Considerable care is required for this stage and the next. By short­
ening one of the platinum thermistor leads it is possible to arrange 
for the soldered connections to be staggered. This manoeuvre enables 
the relatively bulky soldered connections to pass through the hole 
singly, which considerably reduces the risk of breaking a thermistor 
lead by the use of excessive force in the next step.
Before the thermistor is pulled into place, its two platinum 
leads and soldered joints must be insulated to prevent them subsequently 
shorting together. No method for insulating these wires can be 
recommended wholeheartedly, but epoxy resin (Araldite Hardener HY991, 
Resin AY103) was used with reasonable success.
The next stage involves the most difficult procedure of the 
whole construction. By pulling very delicately on each copper lead 
in turn,•the thermistor is slowly pulled into position.
* I.T.T. Harlow, Essex
When the thermistor bead is within 2 or 3 mm of its site, a 
small spot of epoxy resin is applied to the thermistor leads. As 
the leads are pulled through the hole, the resin is partially wiped 
from the leads by the edge of the hole so that a bed of adhesive is 
formed into which the thermistor finally sinks. The adhesive is 
allowed to harden.
At this point the copper leads are under a slight strain 
caused by pulling on them to position the thermistor bead. It was 
found that as the inner catheter was passed into the outer sheath, 
to position the inner catheter luer against the proximal end of the 
sheath, a few centimetres of copper lead were also dragged into the 
sheath. This had the effect of removing the residual tension in the 
copper leads.
The injection orifice is now formed by trimming the excess 
inner catheter to within 5mm of the injection site, and passing a
0.5mm rod into the bore of the inner tube. The rod is set at right 
angles to the axis of the catheter and epoxy resin used to secure it 
in this position, see below. .
Remove excess outer sheath
after adhesive has ------
cured
Epoxy resin 
adhesive
0.5mm dia wire rod
In the case of the orthograde catheter, the adhesive is 
allowed to set and the excess inner catheter is removed flush to the 
outer sheath. In the case of the retrograde catheter, the excess 
outer sheath beyond the injection orifice is also removed. The 
thermistor bypass is sealed by injecting epoxy resin through the 
holes into the outer sheath wall where the inner catheter passes 
through.
The copper leads at the proximal end are prepared and soldered 
to two pins. The whole end is then embedded in an epoxy resin mould 
as shown below.
The mean blood flow rate during a short duration injection is 
given by the reciprocal of the integral of the time/temperature 
curve, modified by the specific heats and temperatures of the 
injectate and blood prior to injection (see Chapter 1).
A cardiac output computer (C.O.C.)* was considered as a 
possible source of the signal processing facilities. There were 
several common features between the C.O.C. system and the proposed 
thermal dilution system; for example, both systems used U23US 
thermistors** in the temperature sensing bridge, and the injectate 
temperature ranges were of a similar order, as of course were the 
resting blood temperatures.
There were however, two areas of difference which were easily 
modified. First, the C.O.C. input signal was normally derived from 
a temperature change of up to 1 degree C, whilst, in the proposed 
system, temperature changes would be larger, up to 5 degress C.
It was therefore necessary to modify the front end of the C.O.C. to 
scale down the input voltage to the integrating amplifier; this was 
done by the manufacturers. *
Secondly, the read-out meter on the C.O.C. was calibrated in 
two ranges, 0-10 1/min and 10-20 1/min, which were both too high for 
the new application. However, at this stage no modification to this 
feature was undertaken, as linearity could be investigated regardless 
of the units of the meter scale.
Each probe was required to be matched to the C.O.C. for 
linearity, base line resistance and sensitivity; a balancing circuit 
to accomplish this was supplied by the manufacturers of the C.O.C. 
Further information about the Devices Cardiac Output Computer 3750 
is available in the manufacturers' catalogue.
* Devices Ltd. Model.3750 
** I,T,T.
Before in vitro calibration of the new system could be carried 
out, several modifications to the existing blood analogue model were 
necessary. >
The primary modification was concerned with maintenance of a 
steady analogue temperature. One of the limitations of the C.O.C. 
was its susceptibility to base line temperature drift, although 
several features of its design are included specifically to reduce 
the effect of this occurrence. It was found that substantial heat 
loss occurred in the supply tube from the constant head tank to the 
model vessel section; this heat loss was a function of the length.
of the down tube and the velocity of flow in the tube, and constituted
a significant base line temperature drift.
The following modifications were therefore made to the existing 
model (see next page)..
i. ‘A branch tube was incorporated proximal to the test 
section so that the velocity of flow in the down tube 
could be kept roughly constant.
For a low flow through the test section, the main part 
of the down tube flow was diverted through the branch. tube. 
For a high flow through the test section, the branch
tube was nearly clamped shut, so that only a small >
portion of the down tube flow passed through it.
ii. A heating coil at 37°C was fitted into the constant 
head tank.
iii. All long tubes were insulated where possible with 
expanded polystyrene from tubes. ~"
iv. The output of the peristaltic pump was increased so 
that a larger volume flow rate of blood, analogue was 
supplied to the constant head tank, thereby decreasing 
the time each volume spent in the header tank.
v. The vessel test section was submerged in the analogue 
reservoir.
With these modifications to the original circuit, base line 
stability ceased to be a problem.
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Initially, four sizes of vessel model were investigated, 4mm,
6mm, 7.5mm and 9mm internal diameter. The hydrostatic pressure 
in the test section was set at 80mm Hg*, as at this stage it was 
envisaged that measurement of arterial flow rates would be the 
principal application of the method. Various flow rates were 
established at this pressure in each of the model vessels and serial 
measurements made. Five estimations were made at each flow rate in 
each vessel and the mean and standard deviation obtained. Transient 
changes in flow and pressure were also noted as previously described.
The results are presented in the form of a graph of measured 
flow (C.O.C. meter reading xlO *) against actual flow rate measured 
by the rotameter. The C.O.C. meter reading was reduced- by a factor 
of ten because the original system had been designed to operate with 
an injectate volume of lOmls; since only 1 ml was used in this case, 
the registered output was taken to be ten times too large.
The mean of each set of readings and the standard deviations 
were calculated. The maximum deviation from the mean was found to 
be - 8 .8ml/min for a flow of 237 ml/min in a 6mm internal diameter
*f*
vessel. This represented a standard deviation of less than - 4%.
The best straight line through the points passed through the 
origin, but was found to have a slope of 1.85. There were a number 
of possible reasons why the slope was not the expected value of unity.
It was thought that the discrepancy was purely a problem of machine 
scaling and the effects of differences between densities and specific 
heats of analogue and real blood. At this stage such a result gave
no cause for concern.
Two other results are presented in graph form; these are the 
transient change in flow during injections into the same four vessels 
against actual flow rate, and the change in pressure against the same 
basal flow rates.
*■Interpretation of the results obtained from the original model circuit 
led to the conclusion that the % changes in flow and pressure were much
lower under "arterial flow" conditions i.e. high pressure and relatively
high flow rates, than under "venous flow" conditions.
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An in vivo calibration of the probe was arranged in order to 
remove the errors inherent in the in vitro analogue properties.
A dog weighing 30 Kg. was anaesthetised with sodium nembutal,
(1 mg./Kg. body weight). Whilst the dog’s aorta and inferior vena 
cava were being dissected at a level below the renal vessels, the 
extra-corporeal circuit shown opposite was being assembled and primed 
with heparinised saline, (0.9% NaCl containing 100 I.U.’s heparin 
per 100 mis.)
The dog was connected to the external circuit by cannulation 
of the aorta and vena cava, and blood allowed to flow slowly through 
the circuit. The blood passed first through the test section 
containing the thermal dilution flow probe and a pressure measurement 
catheter, then through a cannulated electromagnetic flow probe 
connected to a Nykotron 372 flowmeter. Flow through this section 
was controlled by a screw clamp beyond the E.M.F. flow probe. The 
blood issuing from the partially clamped end of the tube was either 
caught in a measuring cylinder for flow calibration, or in a small 
reservoir. The blood in the reservoir was pumped up to a heated 
(37°C) constant head tank and returned to the dog via a cardiotomy 
reservoir containing a blood filter, and then through the cannula in 
the inferior vena cava.
The object of the clamp in the circuit was to provide a variable 
impedance which could be set to give the same impedance as the distal 
regions of the dog's hind limbs.
Considerable difficulty was experienced in adjusting the clamp 
so that both flow waves and pulse pressure waves retained their 
natural shapes; in fact this condition proved impossible to achieve.
Before the system could be adjusted, the dog suddenly died.
There were two probable causes of death. First, the major portion of 
the heparinised saline was washed into the dog as unheparinised blood 
filled the circuit; this could have resulted in pieces of thrombus 
generated between the blood filter and the dog being washed into the 
animal. Secondly, repeated exsanguination and rapid re-infusion of 
blood as the clamp was adjusted could have caused death. Other 
possibilities do exist for the cause of death, but under the circum­
stances it was generally agreed that the two already mentioned were 
the most plausible.
The untimely termination of the experiment was not entirely 
without benefit, for the question about the clamp and its similarity 
to the distal impedance in vivo had been raised. It was at this 
juncture that the errors involved in the preceding work of this 
chapter became apparent.
CHAPTER VII
Due to the problems associated with accurately 
transferring in vivo parameters to an in vitro study, 
an experiment is designed to study the effects of a 
high velocity injection on the peripheral circulation 
of an experimental dog.
Several variations in experimental procedures are 
described, all of which were innovated in order to 
reduce and control experimental errors as they 
became apparent.
The somewhat sudden and fruitless conclusion of the work 
described in the last chapter initiated a completely new start on the 
problem of measuring changes in pressure and flow during high speed 
injections into single vessels.
At this point the complexity of measuring the dynamic impedance 
of the periphery was very clearly realised. It was also obvious that 
attempts to model this dynamic impedance in vitro were going to create 
more problems than would be solved by such an action. Accordingly 
attention was refocussed on the experimental dog.
It was envisaged that the femoral sheath of an anaesthetised. 
dog could be dissected and injections made into the vein and artery. 
Using an electromagnetic flowmeter, the basal flow rate .before 
injection, and changes in flow rate during injection could be monitored. 
Pressure recordings could also be kept, in order to study changes in 
pressure during injection.
With correct planning a variety of parameters could be 
investigated. Initially, the effect of the injectate flow rate and 
the angle of jet were of prime concern; later, such parameters as 
injectate orifice diameter and injectate viscosity might be examined, 
using the same experimental arrangement.
A method was therefore sought whereby a syringe needle could 
be inserted into a vessel of the animal and held at some desired angle 
to the axis of flow. The position of the needle tip within the lumen 
of the vessel was also required to be controlled, so that injections 
could be made from the periphery of the vessel towards the centre of 
the flow stream. If the needle was advanced too far into the vessel, —  
the injection might be made directly onto the opposte wall, thereby 
causing some peculiar variation in response.
The locating block and angle pieces shown overleaf were thought 
to satisfy the conditions already mentioned, and were manufactured
accordingly from acrylic blocks. Angle pieces were made to hold the
o o o o o o
injection needle at angles of 0 , 15 , 30 , 45 , 60 , and 75 ,
measured from the normal to the axis of flow. Reversal of the angle
pieces would allow a range of injections, from +75° (with the flow),
to -75° (against the flow) to be studied. The locating block was made
in two pieces which could be screwed together around the vessel under
investigation. The injection needle was fitted with a tight plastic
sleeve which prevented it from penetrating too far into the vessel lumen.
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A greyhound weighing 30 Kg. was anaesthetised with sodium 
nembutal (1 mg/Kg body weight). The right femoral sheath was exposed 
from the groin to a few centimeters above the knee, then the femoral 
vein was dissected out and all but one of its branches ligated; a 
pressure transducer catheter was introduced through this remaining 
branch and connected to a pressure transducer (Bell and Howell,
Type L221).
The locating block was assembled around the vein and the 
injection needle inserted through the block into the vein (see page 
The motor driven syringe pump designed by Richards was used to infuse 
normal saline at room temperature. The syringe was connected to the 
injection needle by a manometer line (Portex Ltd.) one metre long. 
Slight movement of the needle was found to tear the vein wall causing 
it to leak around the needle; great care was taken over handling the 
locating block, but vessel damage was unavoidable.
The technique was abandoned on the venous side, and tried on 
the femoral artery; a similar result was obtained, except that due to 
the arterial pressure, leaks in the artery had to be sutured as they 
occurred.
The locating block was removed and the injection needle inserted 
and held in place by hand. This technique preserved the vessel wall, 
but the accuracy of angulation of the injection needle was lost 
completely.
The experiment was terminated.
A new concept of the experimental apparatus arose from the 
unsatisfactory performance of the first attempt. It was obvious that 
movement of the injection needle relative to the vessel wall should 
be avoided, and that a more positive method for fixing the depth of 
penetration of the needle into the vessel lumen was required.
The idea of placing a polished stainless steel block in the 
vessel was suggested; the plastic inserts carrying injection needles 
used in the photographic study of mixing (Chapter 5) could then be 
used to study the effects of the injection in vivo.
Accordingly, a steel block was machined to the dimensions 
shown overleaf. Adapters were also made so that the block could be 
fixed in vessels from 5mm to 6mm inside diameter. Special consider­
ation was given to the depth of the seating which located the plastic 
inserts in the steel block, so that the tip of each injection needle 
could just be seen protruding into the bore of the steel block, (see 
end view in diagram overleaf).
A greyhound weighing 28 Kg. was anaesthetised with sodium 
nembutal (1 mg./Kg. bodyweight). The right femoral sheath was 
exposed as before and the femoral artery selected for study. All 
branches leaving the artery between the groin and the knee were 
ligated, except one which was preserved for catheterisation for 
pressure measurement. The artery was clamped in two places and a 
short (1.5cm) piece of artery cut out between the clamps. The steel 
block complete with needle insert was passed into the artery ends 
and tied tightly in place. See page 125.
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The syringe pump was connected into the injection needle by a
manometer line 1 metre long (Portex Ltd.). A 50ml capacity syringe
was used to inject normal saline at room temperature.
A 5mm electromagnetic flow probe was placed on the artery just
distal to the steel block, and the pressure catheter connected to a
Bell and Howell pressure transducer (Type L221) which was in turn
connected to a Devices M4 pen recorder.
A switch circuit was arranged so that event marker pens on the
pressure recorder and electromagnetic flowmeter recorder could be
switched on at the start of an injection and off again immediately the
injection was finished. In this way the exact period of the injection
could be recorded.
Before each injection was made, both the pressure recording
system and the flow recording system were zeroed. The pressure
transducer was‘vented to atmosphere, and the artery was clamped off
to give zero flow through the flow probe. After releasing the artery
clamp, a short period was allowed for the distal bed to recover from
the reactive hyperaemia which always followed the removal of the clamp.
An injection was only commenced when the blood flow rate had returned
to a steady level. A typical flow trace is shown overleaf.
The injection pump speed controls were set to give three
alternative rates of injection, 75, 55, and 42 ml/min. An injection
was made at each rate through a series of needles mounted in plastic
o o
inserts at angles between +60 and -60 to the flow axis.
A strict procedure was followed in order that uniformity of 
results could be ensured. The procedure was as follows:
1. Turn two way tap to give path from injectate reservoir to
syringe, reverse injection pump motor to charge syringe, turn 
tap back to give discharge path into dog.
2. Vent pressure transducer to atmosphere and check zero 
pressure on recorder chart.
3. Purge pressure transducer catheter with heparinised saline 
(100 I.U./100 ml. NaCl).
4. Re-establish pressure line to transducer. Start chart 
recorder drives.
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5. Clamp artery distal to electromagnetic flow probe for zero 
flow. Adjust zero flow line, on recorder chart if necessary.
6. Remove clamp from artery. During hyperaemic phase enter 
experiment information on both recorder traces i.e. time, 
angle of injection, rate of injection.
7. When flow trace has been constant for half a minute or so,
simultaneously commence injection and press event marker 
switch to mark both chart records.
8 . At the end of injection release event marker switch and
record flow trace returning to normal value.
9. Switch off recorder paper drives;
10. Change injector pump speed and/or needle insert and start
at 1. again.
To remove a needle insert, it was necessary to clamp the 
femoral artery above and below the steel block. Each time the 
plastic needle inserts were removed, the steel block was examined 
internally for clot formation, and on the infrequent occasions when 
clot was detected, it was removed immediately. Further precautions 
were taken by regularly back bleeding through the steel block and 
flushing with heparinised saline (100 I.U.s/100 ml NaCl). As far 
as can be ascertained, no untoward complication ever arose as a 
result of the minimal thrombus deposition in the steel block.
Each flow tracing was then examined. The area under the 
steady flow phase was found by planimetry and, by dividing by the 
base length, the average height derived. The same procedure was 
applied to find the average height of the flow trace during the 
injection period. By multiplying these heights by the flowmeter 
recorder scale factor, (in this case 80ml/min/cm), the average 
flow was determined for each case.
The actual base of the raised flow phase during injection 
did not coincide with the base suggested by the event marker line. 
There are several reasons why this should occur. First, a transit 
time would be expected before the increased flow reached the 
peripheral capillary bed, hence a certain amount of time would 
elapse before pressure and flow values would stabilise at new 
values. Also, as the event marker switch was pressed when the 
syringe pump motor was energised, it was possible that a short 
period would have, elapsed before pressure built up in the injector 
line, but a careful check did not confirm this point. Finally, 
there was a finite distance between the injection site and the flow 
measurement site, which would give a transit time dependent on the 
velocity of flows of both the injectate and the blood before changes 
in flow would be recorded.
To compensate for these variations, an area was chosen with 
its left hand vertical boundary half way up the slope of the 
increased flow phase and the right hand vertical boundary half way 
down the slope after the injection was completed. If anything, this 
approach would tend to slightly underestimate the maximum increase 
in flow and this was thought to be more desirable than over-estimation, 
A specimen trace is shown overleaf.
The mean flow rate sensed during the injection was the sum of 
the blood flow rate and the injectate flow rate. The percentage 
change in base flow rate was found as follows:
( %  -  Q. ) - Q.
^ 1 1 x 100 %
Q1
where is the steady blood flow rate before injection
is the total flow (blood and injectate) during injection
is the injectate flow rate
all measured in ml/min.
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A graph of percentage change in flow against base flow rate 
before injection, was constructed. Unfortunately, the number of 
results obtained was limited because the animal became distressed; 
after the administration of a second dose of nembutal, the cardiac 
output became depressed and very erratic. Atrial fibrillation and 
partial heart block were thought to be the cause of the erratic 
systolic beats as indicated by the abnormal blood pressure trace 
(page 133). Stable conditions could not be maintained long enough 
for further injections to be made, so the animal was left undisturbed 
for thirty minutes, but the situation did not improve and no further 
measurements were made.
This turn of events meant that there were only a few points 
available for analysis; all the points obtained during the experiment 
were therefore plotted on one graph (overleaf). Attention is drawn 
to the origin of each point, i.e. the injectate flow rate and the 
angle of injection.
The immediate, (and unexpected), observation made from the 
graph is that all the injections increased the arterial blood flow 
rate, the percentage increase in flow being a strong function of the 
basal flow rate and the injectate flow rate. The angle at which the 
injection is made apparently has little effect on the amount of 
change in flow.
The distribution of points on the graph of percentage flow 
change, was so unexpected that one felt there was some error in the 
method or calculation. Careful re-calculation of the co-ordinates 
of the points yielded no arithmetical, errors. However, some doubts 
were expressed about the experimental layout.
The injections also appeared to have little effect on the 
arterial blood pressure; the high speed injections (75ml/min) 
momentarily reduced the peak systolic pressure by 11% in the worst 
instance, (i.e. injection at 90° to flow axis). A summary of 
pressure changes is presented on page 134. With hindsight, it was 
felt that the electromagnetic flow probe was probably positioned on 
the wrong side of the injection block, and because of this the flow­
meter was sensing the combination of two flows (blood and injectate).
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There were a number of chances for errors to arise as a result of 
the lack of consideration of this point.
It is possible that the injection caused changes in electrical 
.impedance characteristics of the blood flowing through the flow probe 
field, and this may have affected the sensitivity of the flowmeter. 
However, the work of Frewer (1972), would suggest that under these 
conditions the change in impedance was minimal. Also, changes in 
hematocrit due to the dilution of blood by the injectate, are not 
likely to have affected the flowmeter sensitivity by a significant 
factor, since Robert (1969) showed that the Nykotron 372 flowmeter ' 
used in this work is relatively insensitive to hematocrit variations.. 
The injection would also be expected to cause local turbulence in 
the bloodstream, but this too is felt to be unimportant, as the 
turbulence would almost certainly have subsided by the time the flow 
probe field was reached (refer to the mixing photographs in Chapter 5)
Whether any or all the above sources of experimental 
uncertainty were operating, is rather an unimportant point at this 
juncture. Simply positioning the flow cuff upstream of the injector 
block would eradicate all these possibilities, and it would also 
simplify the calculations. Further, one would not have to measure 
the total flow during injection then subtract the injectate flow 
rate to obtain the increased blood flow rate during injection; the 
flow cuff would record it directly. . .
Accordingly, the experiment was repeated on a second dog.
As mentioned above, the injector block was introduced further down 
the artery towards the knee, and the flow probe.positioned above the 
block. Fortunately, the new preparation, (see photograph, page 136), 
remained stable for a much longer period of time, which allowed a 
greater number of results to be gathered.
Both the flow and pressure traces were examined as before, 
and the results presented in two groups of graphs, (pages 137 to 144).
Photograph:
Showing the experimental preparation for investigating 
the effects of an injection on arterial blood flow rate 
and pressure. From left to right can be seen;- a 
stainless steel retractor, a 5mm electromagnetic flow 
probe, the stainless steel injector block with the +30° 
needle insert: fitted and, at the far right, a cannulated 
tributory artery for pressure measurement. The light 
coloured femoral sheath is clearly visible behind the 
artery to the right of the injector block. Blood flow 
is from left to right.
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•Injection rates:
■X 75mls/min100 -
— 0 55mls/min
42mls/min
60
40-
20 “
500 mls/min.3001000
Graph showing the actual increase in arterial blood flow 
rate against the flow rate before an injection. The angle 
at.which each injection was made is omitted.
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STEADY FLOW RATE BEFORE INJECTION Mls/min
Angle of injection measured from the normal 
to the axis of flow
Graph of percentage increase in flow rate against 
flow rate before injection for an injection rate of 
75mls/min made at various angles to the flow.
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Injection rate = 55mls/min 
into femoral artery of dog.
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STEADY FLOW RATE BEFORE INJECTION Mls/min
Angle of injection measured from the normal 
to the axis of flow
graph of percentage increase in flow rate against 
flow rate before injection for an injection rate of 
55mls/min made at various angles to the flow.
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Graph of percentage increase in flow rate against 
flow rate before injection for an injection rate of 
42mls/min made at various angles to the flow.
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Graph showing the comparative effects of various 
injectate flow rates on arterial blood flow rates 
in a dog.
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flow rate for various angles of injection
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INJECTION RATE = 55 mls/min 
(angles measured from normal to axis of flow)
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The graphs of flow changes during injections showed the same
basic shape as those obtained previously. The percentage change
i
appeared to be heavily dependent on the pre-injection blood flow rate. 
Lower blood flow rates suffered greater changes than the higher flow 
rates, for the same rate of injection. ,
It is important to note that the increases in flow measured 
here, are purely increases in blood flow. To find the total amount
of fluid flowing during an injection, one must also add in the
injectate flow rate.
The angle at which the injection was made relative to the axis 
of flow, had no recognisable effect on the amount of change of flow. 
All points on the graphs have been identified with the angle of 
injection at which each was made; no correlation is apparent*
The curves for the changes in flow rate at each injection rate 
(75, 55 and 42 ml/min), have been reproduced on one graph (page 141), 
in order to show the relative effects of each injectate flow rate on
the steady blood flow rate before injection. It can be seen that
flows in excess of 400 ml/min are only subject to a maximum of 5% 
increase in flow for all injection rates. However, at the lower end 
of the steady blood flow range, (around 200 ml/min), the highest 
speed injection, 75 ml/min, gave a 60% increase in flow, whilst the 
lowest speed injection, 42 ml/min, gave a 40% increase in flow. This 
result was obtained in an artery with a 6mm internal diameter, and it 
is unlikely that the same result would be obtained for similar flow 
conditions in an artery of different bore diameter.
The graphs representing percentage pressure changes against 
various flow rates before injection, show much less of an obvious 
trend than did the flow, change graphs.
No particular pattern could be identified, except possibly, a 
vague trend of points from bottom left to top right. This would imply 
that pressure drops occur at low blood flow rates, whilst slight 
pressure rises occur at higher flow rates. However, the author 
remains unconvinced of this point.
Subjecting each set of points to a statistical analysis 
yields the following:
Injection rate Mean pressure change Standard deviation
ml/min % %
75 ->2.781 -2.335
55 -1.994 -2.218
42 -1.546 -2.090
Combining all points
for the three . ■
injection rates we have, -2.060 -2.29
t
which, in terms of actual pressure change represents a drop of 
"f"
6mm Hg - 5mm Hg for a 75 ml/min injection. Bearing in mind that
the Bell and Howell pressure transducer (L221) has a stated accuracy
+ + of - 1.5% at 250 mm Hg, i.e. - 3.75 mm Hg, and operator error in
planimetering the area under each pressure curve is likely to be at 
least as great, the changes in pressure seen in the three graphs 
presented cannot be expected to show much of a trend.
In conclusion then, it has been shown that an injection into 
an artery increases the blood flow rate through the artery during 
injection. Pressure changes undoubtedly do occur, but are of a much 
smaller order in comparison with the flow changes.
In the previous dog experiment the apparent increase in blood 
flow rate during the injection was thought to be caused by an over­
sight in the experimental layout, but the results from the last 
attempt show that there was less of an error than previously suspected.
Nevertheless, the fact that arterial blood flow rate increases 
during an injection is still an intriguing result. Intuitively, one 
would expect the flow to be decreased in almost every case, so how 
does the flow increase?
In attempt to answer this question, an injection was made 
into the prepared arterial segment with the flowmeter recorder set 
to a high paper speed (10 cm/sec). During the injection, the blood 
flowing upstream of the injection site lost the short negative phase 
which is usually present in arterial flow traces; the trace became 
wholly positive, giving an increase in mean flow rate (see page 147).
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.
No explanation of this phenomenon has so far become apparent to the 
author. The immediate reaction to this somewhat peculiar result, 
was to suspect hemolysis and subsequent vasodilation, but the time 
course of the raised flow phase after the end of the injection was 
so short that one finds it difficult to believe a vasodilator substance 
was responsible. For an injection rate of 75 ml/min, the period of 
raised flow after the completion of the injection, was rarely longer 
than 30 seconds, and usually less than 20 seconds. In the cases where 
return to the steady flow rate before injection was delayed, a base 
line drift was sometimes noted at the next baseline check. Thus some 
of the periods of raised flow after injection of more than 30 seconds 
may well have been due to this upward drift of the base line.
Again one finds oneself debating and explaining an effect 
which is in itself interesting, even intriguing, but not important.
The important thing is the cause of that.effect, in this case an 
injection into a dog’s femoral artery.
Since local thermal dilution relies upon injections being made 
into the peripheral vasculature, the mere fact that injections into 
arteries cause flow changes of the order already presented, the method 
must be viewed with suspicion. '
Attention was now focussed on the femoral vein. A further dog 
experiment was conducted, using basically the same procedure as' before, 
except that this time the femoral vein was dissected out of the femoral 
sheath. The experimental layout was exactly as in the diagram on 
page 125. The annotations are simply modified by reading "vein" in 
place of "artery". The electromagnetic flow probe used was slightly 
larger to accommodate the increased vessel diameter (7mm).
The procedure for processing the results was essentially the 
same as that used on the arterial results. Two sets of specimen 
traces are presented on pages 149 and 150. These are traced reproductions 
of the actual flow and pressure records for injections made at angles 
of +45°, 0° and -45° at a rate of 75 ml/min. The accumulated results 
of the vein experiment are summarised and presented in the form of 
graphs (pages 154 to 167).
Flowmeter
recorder
scale
40ml/min per 
centimetre
INJECTION PERIOD
75mls/min.RATE
injected at +*45 
with'the blood flow
ZERO FLOW LINE
Paper speed lOcms/min
injected normal to 
axis of blood flow
ZERO FLOW LINE
injected at -45 
'against'blood flow
ZERO FLOW LINE
j-------------------------------
Changes in femoral vein flow in 
a dog caused by injections at 
three different angles to the 
flowstream
Pressure
recorder
scale 
5mmI-Ig per 
centimetre
INJECTION PERIOD
RATE:75 mls/min
injected at+45 'with' blood flow
ZERO PRESSURE
Paper speed 2.5mms/sec
injected normal to axis of blood flow
ZERO PRESSURE
injected at -45 1 against'blood flow
ZERO PRESSURE
Changes in venous pressure caused by injections 
at three different angles to the flowstream
Once again the number of points obtained from the experiment 
were quite adequate to make definite comments on the effects of an 
injection on normal venous flow and pressure patterns, but when 
subjected to closer scrutiny to elucidate ramifications of the effect 
of the injection on the vein flow, the number of points available was 
rather scant.
Initially, the resultant changes in flow and pressure for 
each injection flow rate, were plotted against the angle at which 
the injection was made (pages 156, 157, 158,164, 165 and 166). The best 
straight line was drawn through the points in each case. It is 
unlikely that the relationship between change in flow (or pressure) 
and angle of injection is 'in fact linear; a more probable alternative 
is a curve with sigmoid characteristics. However, none of the 
distributions of points presented here endorse this opinion, and 
thus the straight line was employed, not so much to show linearity, 
as to demonstrate the trend of the injection effects.
The points obtained for changes in pressure resulting from 
the injections at low speed (42 ml/min) did not fit on either a 
straight line or a sigmoid curve (page 166 ). Two "trial” lines were 
drawn
a. was drawn under the assumption that the two points -30° and -45° 
were misfits.
b. was drawn as the best line through all the points.
Superimposition of the three graphs of changes in pressure 
against angle of injection leads one to believe that line b is the 
better alternative (see page 167 ).
Comparing the flow change graphs (see page 159) for the three 
injection rates reveals, not surprisingly, that the greater range of 
disturbance is caused by the highest injection rate. This observation 
also applies to the cumulative graph of pressure changes (page 167).
Comparing the two cumulative graphs (pages 159 and 167 ), one 
notices that an injection which causes an increase in flow causes a 
decrease in upstream pressure, and conversely, an injection which 
decreases the flow, causes the upstream pressure to increase. Thus 
an injection against the flow in a vein, impedes flow (resulting in
t
a rise in distal pressure), and an injection made with the flow
augments it (lowering distal pressure).
The mean steady blood flow rate before injection throughout
+
the experiment was 135 mls/min with a standard deviation of - 18 mls/min.
l
However, a definite step in mean flow values is noticeable half way
through the series; splitting the flow values into two groups, we
obtain the first half of the flows with a mean flow of 120 (SD - 5.4)
+
mls/min, and the remainder with a mean of 154 (SD - 9) mls/min.
Plotting percentage change in flow rate for various angles of injection 
and separating points according to the relevant mean flow rate at the 
time of each injection, the graphs on pages 160 to 162 were obtained.
The high (75mls/min) and low (42 mls/min) speed injection graphs 
suggest that the effect of the angle of injection on the change in 
flow, is also affected by the basal flow rate, but the medium speed 
injection (55mls/min) does not concur with this point. Debate on this 
argument must be restricted due to lack of experimental data available 
to confirm or disprove the theory. Whilst conclusions drawn from 
three point graphs must be viewed with some scepticism, the idea that 
the basal flow rate does have some effect on the amount of change in 
flow and pressure, does not seem so improbable.
The main problem with elucidating this point is once again 
the experimental model. One requires an in vivo experimental 
preparation in which the venous flow rate is controllable without 
incurring changes in proximal or distal impedances, and at the same 
time maintaining a normal pressure pattern. Such a model has not 
been developed.
Examination of the mean pressures throughout the experiment 
did not yield any new information which could help with the solution 
of the problem. The mean pressure for the first half of the 
experiment was 9.6 (SD - 0.8) mm Hg and for the remainder 9.55 
(SD - 0.8) nun Hg.
In summary, from the two graphs of changes in flow and 
pressure against angles of injection (pages 155 and 167), there is a 
suggestion that an angle of injection between 0° and +30° would not 
disturb the flow or pressure. However, exactly which angle that is 
has not been shown by the work in this chapter. Neither has the 
effect of the basal flow rate been fully examined. There is a 
possibility that an interaction of basal flow rate and angle of 
injection is involved in determining the exact amount of disturbance 
which a particular flow rate of injectate would cause in a vein.
This would be a significant difference between the venous system 
and the arterial system, as the angle of injection apparently has 
little effect upon the change in arterial flow during a high speed 
injection.
In arteries it is the basal flow rate which is the primary 
determinant of changes in flow during an injection at a particular 
rate, whilst in veins, it is the angle at which the same strength 
injection is made which determines the amount and direction of the 
change. There is a possibility that the basal flow rate in veins 
also has some small effect on the amount of change.
In this investigation, changes in arterial pressure during 
injections have not been correlated with the basal flow rate or the 
angle of the various injections used. Arterial pressure changes were 
usually of the same order of magnitude as the cumulative errors
+
inherent in the pressure measurement and planimetry equipment (- 6%).
Venous pressure changes occur in the opposite sense to the 
changes in flow caused by each injection (i.e. an increase in distal ~ 
pressure is accompanied by a fall in venous flow rate, and vice versa)
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CHAPTER VIII
The limitations of the previously described work for 
the study of venous flow changes in vivo, compel a 
fresh attempt at synthesising a venous model in order 
to study the effects of the injection on venous flow. 
The results are discussed and a theory is proposed to 
explain them.
The in vivo investigation detailed in the last chapter, was 
designed to examine the changes which might occur in a vein or artery 
during a high speed injection. It was thought that the angle and 
rate at which the injections were made would decide the actual amount 
of change in a particular vessel carrying blood at a particular flow 
rate.
Over the period in which the arterial investigation was being 
conducted, the arterial blood flow rate continuously varied over the 
range 200 to 500 ml/min. At that time this variation in base flow 
rate was a source of concern, as one felt that an uncontrolled variable 
was operating, casting considerable doubt on the validity of the data 
being obtained, and possibly confusing the outcome of.its subsequent 
analysis.
It was not until the results were actually plotted that it 
became obvious that the angle of injection had little effect on the 
change in arterial blood flow rate during injection; the primary 
determinant of the amount of change seen for a particular injection, 
was in fact, shown to be the base flow rate before the injection.
During the investigation of changes in venous flow rate caused
by a high speed injection, the flow rate remained reasonably constant,
+
(135 - 18 ml/min), and changes in flow were found to be dependent 
upon the angle and rate of injection. Quite by chance the flow rate 
readings were found to be in two definite groups of roughly equal 
numbers. The first group had a mean flow of 120 ml/rain, whilst the 
second had a mean flow of 153 ml/min. Splitting the results obtained 
into sub groups under the two flow rates yielded groups of three and 
four points, which when plotted, seemed to suggest that the flow rate 
had some influence on the amount of change in flow rate. There remains 
considerable uncertaintity about this point, as firstly, not all the 
graphs produced from the sub division of results confirmed the 
possibility, secondly, the difference between the two flow rates was 
not very marked, and finally, evidence based on graphs drawn from only 
three points is of a somewhat tenuous nature.
The immediate reaction to the result of the venous investigation 
was to find a way of varying the venous flow rate in vivo by a greater 
amount, and see if the suggested effect could be enlarged. Consider­
able time and effort was expended on trying to design an in vivo 
preparation which would allow venous flow rates to be modified with­
out changing either the upstream or downstream impedances, or the 
venous pressure. Since no solution to this problem could be found, a 
return to an in vitrp study was undertaken as the only alternative.
From the point of view of making a model to represent a venous 
return system, the following features of the venous system were 
considered.
The first problem in describing the venous system in physical 
terms, is introduced by the effects of posture and the location of a 
particular vein with respect to the heart. For example, on a human 
subject standing upright and still, the veins of the lower limbs and 
pelvis are likely to be distended to nearly their maximum capacity.
The pressure at any point in a lower limb vein would be roughly the 
height of blood from that point up to the next vein valve, or if the 
point under consideration is above the last valve, the height from 
that point to the heart. Assuming no flow at an instant, the vein 
valves would be closed. For flow to occur through a vein valve, the 
pressure below the valve must exceed the hydrostatic pressure acting 
on the upper side of the valve; this may occur in two ways. Firstly, 
the venous outflow distal to the valve may continue despite the halt 
in flow at the valve level; this would cause the part of the vessel 
below the valve to distend until the pressure exceeded the hydrostatic 
pressure above the valve, and flow would then occur. Secondly, during 
the respiratory cycle, the changing’volumes of the chest cavity and 
abdomen exert varying pressures on the inferior vena cava. If the 
cyclic variation of pressure on the vena cava swings lower than the 
pressure in the limb vessel below the vein valve, blood would be 
caused to flow through the valve by the favourable pressure gradient.
Since the subject is stationary, the effects of the "muscle 
pump" are not relevant, but should movement of the lower limbs occur, 
the effects of the "muscle pump" would have to be considered.
At the same time, and in contrast to the lower limb vessels, 
the condition of the vessels in the neck of the same subject would be 
rather different. Because the venous pressure in the neck also varies 
with the respiratory cycle, and might swing for example between 
-1 and +4 mm Hg, the veins of the neck may be totally collapsed at 
certain times in the respiratory cycle, (during the negative pressure 
phase), and far from fully distended at any other time in the cycle.
If the subject is then laid flat on his back with his feet 
higher than his head, the pressure and vessel distension conditions of 
the lower limb and neck described above, are almost exactly reversed. 
The valves of the lower limbs become temporarily redundant, the blood 
volume held up in the limb veins is reduced, and the veins tend to 
collapse. Conversely, the volume of blood held in the neck' vessels 
would increase distending the veins to near the maximum limit, and 
raising the hydrostatic pressure at the same time.
Thus, before one can design a venous flow model, one must 
decide which particular part of the anatomy is to be investigated, 
and what should be its position relative to the heart. The table of 
applications listed in Chapter II(page 39 ) shows the diversity of 
the possibilities which have been investigated up to this time.
The following discussion is conducted around the assumption 
that the resting lower limb vein blood flow rate is to be investigated 
in a human subject lying relaxed on a horizontal surface. In such 
circumstances the veins of the lower limbs would drain easily into 
the vena cava and right heart; the vessels of the limb would therefore 
be relatively undistended and the hydrostatic pressure would be 
reduced to a few millimeters of mercury. The impedance looking 
towards the heart would be low, due to the combined bffeats of the 
ability of the vessels to distend easily in re s p o n s e  to  a small 
increase in pressure and the ability of the heart to respond to 
increases in venous return rate by increasing its own output.
The vein valves in the lower limb, or in their absence, the 
distal capillary bed which a particular venous system drains, 
constitute a high impedance to back flow, but this does not 
necessarily mean that back flow is impossible to create. The presence 
of a collateral circuit upstream of a particular site, but downstream
of a vein valve, may make it possible for flow to occur in a reversed 
direction if the relative impedances upstream of the site considered 
and of the collateral circuit are of suitable magnitudes.
Thus, in the new venous system model, the essential require­
ments were that the supply should be at a constant low pressure,
(within finite limits), and that a downstream increase in resistance 
to flow would result either in the distension of the model vessel 
walls, or the transference of flow to a collateral circuit, or both, 
without a significant rise in system pressure.
Under the circumstances it was decided to concentrate on the 
aspects relating to the collateral circuits rather than vessel 
distensibility; neither Richards nor Clark had noticed any measurable . 
distension of the vein during injection. A careful examination by 
the author also failed to show that the amounts of fluid injected 
caused any distension at the site of injection. However, it is 
appreciated that only a minute increase in diameters throughout all 
the vessels of the distal network connected to a single vein, would 
result in a considerable volume of blood being held up in that network, 
without the observed vessel showing any change in diameter. This in 
essence is why the venous system is described as a high capacitance, 
low forward impedance circuit.
An important feature of the venous model was to be the absence 
of screw clamps for adjusting the flow. Flow variations were to be 
achieved by small changes in pressure gradient across the model 
caused by raising and lowering the supply tank slightly.
The complete model circuit is shown overleaf.,
The constant head tank has an important role in the function 
of the model circuit; as well as providing a constant pressure head, 
it also has the characteristics of a collateral venous circuit in 
vivo. An increase in the venous downstream resistance to flow in 
vivo would normally lead to an increased volume being held up in the 
distal vessels (due to vessel distensibility), or flow being diverted 
through a collateral venous circuit. The net effect would be only a 
minimal increase in venous pressure at the site of the increased 
resistance. During an injection into tlie model circuit, if the 
injection was to cause an' increase in resistance to flow, the blood 
analogue flow impeded by the effect of the injection, would immediately
co
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be diverted down the overflow pipe of the constant head tank.
A second important aspect of the collateral effect of the 
constant head tank is that the pressure rise required to bring the 
effect into operation is very low.
The forward impedance of the circuit must also be minimal, and 
this was obtained by arranging for the analogue outflow to occur 
through large bore tubing on the same level as the test' section, so 
that there is a minimal pressure gradient between the test section 
and the outflow.
Variations in base flow rate before injections were achieved 
by raising and lowering the constant head tank in order to change 
the hydrostatic pressure causing flow. With the fluid level in the 
constant head tank 2 cm above the test section, the outflow rate was 
approximately 100 ml/min; increasing the head height to 12cm, raised 
the outflow to over 500 ml/min.
2cm analogue represents a hydrostatic pressure of 1.6 mmHg
12cm " " " " " " 9.5 mmHg
(analogue density 1.09 gm/cc)
Thus, the pressure variation from 1.6 to 9.5 mmHg at the test
section produced outflows from 100 to 500 mls/min respectively. This
was thought to be an adequate representation of venous parameters in 
vivo.
The same injection rates as used previously were employed in 
the work that follows, (i.e. 75, 55 and 42 mls/min). Three vessel 
model diameters were investigated, namely 4.3mm, 6.0mm and 9.5mm bore 
diameter. The vessel models were made of acrylic blocks bored out 
and polished, with seatings machined in them to accept the plastic 
mounted needle inserts used in the dog experiments and photographic 
study. The same care was taken over the machining of the insert 
seating in each block as that taken in the manufacture of the steel 
block used in the dog experiments (see page 124), thereby ensuring 
the correct location of the needle tip relative to the flow stream.
Before each injection was made, the constant head tank was 
raised or lowered to give a particular reading on the rotameter, 
(previously calibrated for analogue flow rates at 37°C). The rota­
meter level was noted. The injection was then started; the rate and 
angle of injection and the new rotameter reading were noted.
The results were tabulated for each vessel size, rate and angle 
of injection, and rotameter readings before and during injection.
The rotameter readings were converted to flow rate values by reference 
to the calibration chart.
Two sets of graphs were constructed, the first being the actual 
change in blood analogue flow plotted against the blood analogue flow 
rate before the injection. The second set express the change in flow 
as a percentage of the base flow rate (see pages 183 to 191 and 192 to 
200 ). The percentage change in analogue flow rate during a particular 
injection was calculated from: .
(Q2 - Q p  " x ioo % ■
Qi
where blood analogue flow rate before injection (mls/min)
combined flow rates during injection (mls/min)
Q_^  injectate flow rate (mls/min)
Each graph shows either the percentage change or the actual 
change in flow rate caused by a particular injection rate at various 
angles into a certain sized vessel carrying blood analogue at various 
flow rates.
A comparison between the graphs on pages 183 to 191, shows that 
the actual change in flow rate caused by an injection is dependent 
upon the following parameters:
The injectate flow rate -
The greatest change in analogue flow rate (increase or decrease) 
is caused by the highest injectate flow rate. The amount of change in 
analogue flow rate decreases with the reduction of the injectate flow 
rate.
The angle of injection ~
All angles of injection except +60°, and in some cases +30°, 
cause the analogue flow rate to be reduced. In the case of a slow 
speed injection (42 mls/min) into a large vessel (9.5 mm dia.), even 
the +60° injection caused some reduction in flow.
Vessel bore diameter -
Each injectate flow rate has a greater effect on flow for a 
particular angle of injection into a smaller bore vessel than into a 
larger one. The amount of change caused by a particular rate and 
angle of injection, is greater in a narrow vessel (4.3mm) than in a 
wider bore vessel (9.5mm).
The blood analogue flow rate before the injection -
Apparently this parameter is less effective than one might 
think. Generally speaking a particular rate and angle of injection 
has a roughly constant effect on the analogue flow rate regardless of 
the analogue flow rate. The greatest variations are found at the 
extremities of the range of the angles; 75 ml/min into 9.5mm vessel 
at -60°, changes the flow rate by 25 ml/min, between flows ranging 
from 200 to 500 mls/min, whilst 75 ml/min into 4.3mm vessel at +60°, 
changes the flow rate by 40 ml/min between flows of 130 and 370 
mls/min. All injections at 0° (normal to axis of flow) give a 
horizontal line showing that for all vessel diameters and rates of 
injection used in the investigation, these injections cause a change 
in flow rate which is independent of the analogue flow rate.
Since the change in flow rates caused by each particular in­
jection rate and angle is essentially constant, it would seem desirable 
to express each flow change as a percentage of the analogue flow rate 
before the injection. To this end the graphs on pages 192 to 200 were 
constructed. This exercise produces a set of curved characteristics 
which show that the roughly constant change in flow that each injection 
produces, is reduced in significance as the base flow rate is increased. 
By plotting these curves on the same axes, a set of graphs are produced 
which lend themselves to comparison.
The range of percentage changes in flow caused by a particular 
injection rate at angles of +60° and -60°, is a maximum in the 4.3ram 
bore vessel, and a minimum in the 9.5mm bore vessel. Obviously the 
range of changes also increases with an increase in injection rate, 
but the primary determinant of the magnitude of the change is the 
vessel diameter. This can be corroborated by comparing the graphs of 
changes in flow caused by an injection rate of 75 ml/min into a 9.5mm 
vessel (page 192), with those caused by an injection rate of 42 ml/min 
into a 4.3mm bore vessel (page 200); the curves are almost identical.
A third set of curves can be constructed by transferring
information from the previous set. This new set of curves shows the
percentage change in flow caused by a certain injection rate as a
function of the angle at which the injection is made (see pages 201
to 204). The point at which each curve crosses the horizontal axis
(i.e. the angle which gives 0% change in flow), varies with the
analogue flow rate, the injection rate and the vessel diameter. In
_ o ogeneral, the intersection point lies between +30 and +70 .
A further pair of graphs are presented on pages 205 and 206 , 
which summarise the effects of analogue flow rate and vessel bore 
diameter on the percentage change in flow caused by injection rates 
of 75 and 42 mls/min respectively.
As mentioned earlier, many of the attempts in the past to make 
local thermal dilution work as a technique for measuring blood flow 
rates, have used angles of injection in the range -45° to -30°.
Clearly, the results presented here cast doubt on the validity of 
those attempts. The doubts however, can only be substantiated by 
demonstrating the validity of the work in this chapter.
First, let us decide what mechanisms are involved in the 
changing of a flow rate by an injection. This can either be discussed 
in general terms, in terms of the flow model of this chapter, or in 
terms of the in vivo experiment of the last chapter. It is expedient 
to propose a general theory and test it against the results obtained 
in this and the previous chapter.
One effect to be considered is that of jet entrainment. A 
circular turbulent jet discharging into an infinite, static field, is 
a subject dealt with in most fluid mechanics and boundary layer theory 
text books. The basic principle is the law of Conservation of Momentum 
and manifests itself in the way that a turbulent jet spreads out in a 
fluid field, catching up or entraining some of the fluid of the field 
in the process (see overleaf).
Entrainment resulting from discharging a turbulent jet 
into a static field. The momentum flux in the X direction 
remains constant at all distances from the orifice.
Unfortunately, the analogue in the test section is neither 
stationary nor an infinite field, thus a second aspect of the effects 
of the injection must be considered.
The jet also causes the quasi-steady flow stream to become 
turbulent. This has the effect of introducing a turbulent plug into 
the vessel, which, due to the increased "apparent" viscosity 
associated with turbulence, over the normal value of the viscosity, 
creates an increased impedance to flow and thereby reduces the flow 
rate.
The way in which these two effects operate is dependent upon 
several other factors. The diameter of the vessel must be significant, 
as the turbulent intensity created by a particular jet discharging 
into a narrow vessel is obviously going to be much greater than that 
of the same jet discharging into a large bore vessel.
The resistance of the system before an injection will also 
have some-effect upon the change in flow recorded during an injection. 
Clearly, if the increase in impedance to flow caused by the injection 
is comparable to the pre-injection impedance of the system, the flow 
will change markedly. .On the other hand, if the increase in impedance 
due to an injection is very small compared to the pre-injection value, 
the effect of the injection is liable to be minimal. The distribution
of the component parts of the total impedance of the system may also 
affect the way in which the flow varies during an injection. If the 
upstream and downstream impedances are comparable, then the resultant 
changes in flow may be quite different from those obtained in a system 
where the upstream and downstream impedances are very different.
The characteristics of the dynamic impedance of the system may 
also have some significance in determining the magnitude and direction 
of a change in flow. For example, a certain increase in flow rate may 
simply be absorbed in the downstream vessels by an increase in vessel 
distension, without significantly changing the pressure in the vessel.
If however, the vessel is already close to being fully distended, 
attempts to increase the flow rate may result in a pressure rise and 
little increase in flow rate.
It should be possible to decide from the results obtained in 
the earlier part of this chapter which facets of the above discussion 
apply to the in vivo circuit.
From the graphs on pages 183 and 191 it is noted that the 
injections at 0° cause a reduction in flow. This may be due to two 
possibilities, either the impedance of the system is very low and the 
change in impedance caused by the injection is sufficiently large to 
restrict the flow of analogue, or the injected volume displaces a 
finite volume of analogue backwards to the constant head tank. For 
this second possibility to occur, the resistance to backflow must be 
less than the resistance to forward flow. From the model dimensions 
this is quite feasible, as there was approximately four times the 
length of tube in front of the injection site as there was between it 
and the constant head tank. Thus it would be rather easier for analogue 
to be driven back by the expanding injectate "plug” than forward.
Referring to the effects of the positive and negative angles 
of injection on the same graphs substantiates the above argument. The 
positive angles of injection do go some way to overcoming the impedance 
to flow which an injection causes, with injections at +60°, and in 
some cases +30°, actually increasing the analogue flow rate.
Perhaps the best way to summarise the in vitro circuit, is to 
describe it as one in which all injections cause an impedance "plug" 
which tends to reduce the analogue flow rate. The positive angles of 
injection tend to overcome the effects of the "plug", but are limited 
in their effectiveness by the forward impedance characteristics of the 
model. The magnitude of the injectate "plug" is dependent on the 
diameter of the vessel bore, as is the counteracting effect of the 
forward pointing jets, in that the wider bore vessel shows a lower 
impedance to flow than the narrow bore vessel. At the same time, the 
counter-balancing effects of the forward pointing jets (positive angle 
injections), are more effective in the narrow bore vessel than in the 
wide bore vessel. Hence the spread of changes in flow is greatest in 
the small vessel and smallest in the large bore vessel.
But how does the in vivo preparation of Chapter VII compare to 
the above circuit description, and what facets of the general discussion 
apply particularly to it? Referring to the graph on page 155, one 
notes that the range of changes in flow rate is somewhat lower than 
in the above case, and that an injection at 0° causes hardly any change 
in flow rate.
Thus, in comparison with the in vitro circuit already described, 
the in vivo preparation had a somewhat higher basic impedance, such 
that the added impedance caused by the injection did not change the 
overall impedance by a significant amount. Further, the positive and 
negative angles of injection caused roughly equal changes in flow.
This suggests that although the basic impedance of the system was 
higher, there was still a facility available to accommodate a change 
in flow in either direction; that is, the vessel was not fully 
distended.
Although the resistance to flow has been discussed in terms of 
impedance, there is also the question of inertia to be considered.
It may well be that an impedance effect is in fact confused with an 
inertia effect, (i.e. a resistance to a change in flow rate), the two 
being indistinguishable in an in vivo preparation such as that in the 
previous chapter. If this is the case, in order to gauge the effects 
of a particular injection, one would have to obtain some measure of 
the state of the system in terms of vessel distension, (how capable
it is of accepting more flow without any significant increase in 
pressure), and what inertia must be overcome in either direction from 
the injection site, for the flow rate to be accelerated.
The in vitro circuit may be criticised as not being very 
representative of the in vivo preparation of the previous chapter, 
but then it was not intended to be. At the outset of this chapter 
the idea was to model a "generalised" venous circuit, and having done 
so, test it to decide what particular features and responses of a 
venous system it actually represented. This may not appear to be a 
very scientific way of proceeding, but how can one make a model which 
responds to flow stimulation in the same way as a real venous circuit, 
when one is engaged in making a device in order to study in vivo venous 
flow rates? In other words, one needs to know how a venous system 
behaves in a dynamic situation, in order to make an accurate model 
circuit to te£t a device which will ultimately measure the dynamic 
characteristics of a venous system.
In dealing with such "vicious circles", one must be prepared to
travel around the loop a number of times, picking up what pointers one
can, in the hope that ultimately the circle will be broken. This in 
fact, has been the chief motivation for continuing with this particular 
piece of work.
What solid facts emerge from the work of this chapter? Simply 
that injections "against" the flow cause a reduction in the basal flow 
rate in an in vitro model. Injections "with" the flow cause increases 
in the basal flow rate, but by a smaller amount than the reduction
caused by those "against" the flow. The null point is obtained by
injecting at an angle between +30° and +60°, depending on the vessel 
diameter and analogue flow rate before injection. Th© in vivo 
experiment showed that the angle of injection was more likely to lie 
between 0° and +30° for that particular preparation.
The object of the work in this chapter, was to investigate 
whether the angle at which an injection is made in order not to change 
the basic blood flow rate, is dependent upon such parameters as vessel 
diameter and basic flow rate. What has emerged is that the circuit, 
which was originally conceived as a fair attempt at modelling a 
generalised venous system, produced quite different results from those 
obtained in vivo. Thus one can deduce that the two systems were not
very similar, but the question remains, does the model circuit 
approximate to any venous conditions in vivo? The answer to this can 
only be found by gaining more knowledge of the living system than we 
already have, and to do this we need devices such as local thermal 
dilution flow probes.
It has not been clearly defined which is the best single angle 
(if in fact one exists), at which to make the injection, but some 
indication at least has been gained that it should be between 0° and 
30°. Accepting this estimation as a solid enough design criterion, 
how are other aspects of the flow probe design and performance affected 
by the use of a slightly positive angle of injection?
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CHAPTER IX
The implications of using a slightly positive angle of 
injection and a reduced injectate flow rate are studied.
The errors introduced by using a greater mixing distance 
between the injection and measurement sites to measure 
pulsatile flow rates are examined with the aid of a 
mathematical model.
. The evidence of the last two chapters, although by no means 
absolute, indicates that injections into venous systems should be 
made at slightly positive angles to the flow, in order not to cause 
a change in the blood flow rate. The actual angle to be used may 
possibly vary with the vessel diameter and the blood flow rate, but 
until more is known about the response of the venous system to high 
speed injections, a single angle must be accepted for use in all 
vessel diameters and flow rate combinations.
Whilst one must accept the possibility that the particular 
angle chosen at which to make the injection may either increase or 
decrease the flow rate, by reducing the injectate flow rate the 
amount of change thus caused may be reduced to small enough proportions 
as to be insignificant.
Referring back to the photographic study, it will be remembered
that neither'injections normal to the flow stream (0°), nor injections
at +30° produced satisfactory mixing characteristics rapidly in a
high flow rate stream. Undoubtedly, a uniform dispersion of "coolth"
can be obtained for all rates and angles of injection - eventually.
It is the time required for convection and conduction to proceed to
give a uniform "coolth" distribution which varies. During the
o o
necessary stabilising period, if angles of 0 or +30 are used for the 
injection, the blood/saline mixture may move a substantial distance 
down the vessel, making it necessary to increase the distance between 
the measuring site and injection orifice.
Increasing the mixing distance has three possible disadvantages; 
first, the greater the distance between measuring site and injection 
orifice, the more chance there is for heat to be absorbed into the 
cool mixture during the transit period. Second, the possibility of a 
branch vessel occurring between the two sites is increased by 
increasing the distance between them. The net result of either or 
both occurrences is inevitably an over-estimation of flow rate,
(since the change in temperature sensed by the thermistor will be 
too small).
Careful calibration and siting of the flow probe could possibly 
accommodate these two anamolies, but the third problem is more in­
tractable. The problem concerns the errors created by the inter-action 
of a relatively large mixing distance and the wavelength of a pulsatile
fluid flow. In a pulsating fluid flow stream, the wavelength is given 
by the distance which a particle moves during one complete pulsatile 
cycle. So-called "distance-distortion" errors have been studied by 
Cropp and Burton (1966), but some aspects of their work make a second 
survey of the principles involved seem worthwhile. Their initial 
investigations demonstrate quite adequately the nature of "distance- 
distortion", but factors which affect the magnitude of the error 
involved, such as the flow wave shape, and the parameters which affect 
the wavelength, require closer examination.
In essence, distance-distortion is caused by an element of 
blood/saline mixture passing the measuring site at a different 
velocity from that with which the blood passed the injection plane.
This effect causes the spatial distribution of "coolth" produced by 
variations in'flow rate to be sensed incorrectly. The effect only 
applies to pulsatile flow patterns, and it would seem reasonable to 
suppose that the magnitude of error involved is dependent upon the 
ratio of the mixing length to the wavelength.
In the following discussion it will be necessary to make some 
assumptions:
i. The vessel is non-distensible, long and of constant cross sectional 
area, with no side branches. The conditions of non-distensibility
and constant section ensure that, during a pulse cycle (flow), the 
velocity must be the same at all points in the vessel at any instant 
in time.
ii. The velocity profile across the vessel must be flat, inferring 
that flow is turbulent, which would be the case for a section of the 
flow stream immediately downstream of the injection orifice.
iii. It is also necessary to assume that mixing will be complete and 
uniform, without any loss, by the time the measurement site is reached.
iv. The response of the temperature sensing thermistor is taken to 
be both fast and accurate.
v. For the following argument it is assumed that the infusion of 
saline does not alter the flow waveform in any manner, or modify the 
blood flow rate.
vi. For reasons which will become obvious, the pulsatile flow is taken 
to have no negative flow phase, i.e. there is no momentary backflow.
Consider now a constant infusion of cool saline, rals/sec 
into a pulsating flow of blood under the conditions already mentioned. 
Let us assume that the blood velocity varies with time in a recurring 
cycle; one cycle takes T seconds during which time mis of blood 
flow passed any section of the vessel. The mean flow rate, Q is given
2
by Q^/A, where A is the cross sectional area of the vessel bore in cms
The distance travelled by a particle of blood during one pulse
cycle, X cms, is given by
Q^/A .T or V.T, the distance is termed the wavelength.
Now T, the time for one cycle, is the inverse of the pulse rate
(frequency), P in beats per second,
T = 1/P sec. '
therefore,
wavelength, X - V.P ^cms.
Factors which affect the wavelength are the pulse rate and the mean 
velocity of flow. The mean velocity of flow varies with the mean 
blood flow rate and the vessel bore cross sectional area. It is not 
possible to represent all these variables on one graph without giving 
one variable a constant value. Curves were constructed (page211 ), 
for a pulse rate of 100 beats per minute. These curves show how a 
certain wavelength may be produced by a number of combinations of flow 
rate and vessel diameters with a common pulse rate. To find the wave­
length produced by the same flow rates and vessel diameters, but with - 
a different pulse rate, it is simply necessary to multiply the wave­
length produced by 100 beats per minute by 100/X, where X is the new 
pulse rate in beats per minute.
GRAPH OF FLOW RATE AGAINST WAVELENGTH FOR VARIOUS VESSEL 
DIAMETERS AND A CONSTANT PULSE RATE OF 100 BEATS PER MIN.
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Returning to the case under consideration, a constant infusion 
of "coolth", mls/min, into a typical pulsatile flow trace like the 
one shown above, would give rise to an indicator distribution pattern 
of the following form:
sparsely filled zone due to second peak.
heavier concentration due to notch.
INJECTION
PLANE minimum indicator Concentration 
associated with the maximum 
velocity of the first peak.
FLOW
(t = T)
wavelength, A
(t = 0 )
The concentration of "coolth" along the vessel is inversely 
related to the velocity with which the section of blood carrying that 
"coolth" past the injection site.
If the measurement of mixture temperature is made at the same 
site as the injection, or at a distance downstream of the injection 
site which is equal to a whole number of multiples of the wavelength, 
there would be no error, within the limits of the assumptions already 
listed. The error arises when measurement is made at a distance from 
the injection site which is not a whole number of wavelengths away.
In order to assess the magnitude of the errors introduced by 
this condition, it is necessary to construct the false "coolth" 
concentration curve which the thermistor senses, and compare this with 
the true "coolth" concentration curve which the pulsating blood 
produces by passing the injection site. However, since both "coolth" 
curves are produced by velocity variations, and the velocity at any 
point must.be known before the concentration of "coolth" can be found, 
it is reasonable to work in terms of velocity rather than concentrations.
\
xn^ecuxon pxane 
at t=T
wavelength, A
FLOW
L
mixing length
t = T
Measurement plane 
at t=T Injection plane 
at t=0
The diagram above shows the state of affairs at the end of 
one pulsatile cycle. In order to find the concentration of "coolth"
which the thermistor is sensing at the instant shown, it is necessary
to find the velocity at which the plane of blood shown at the measuring 
plane passed the injection site. This may be accomplished by discovering 
how long it took for the column of blood of length A - L to pass
the injection plane, starting from tQ . Having obtained the value for
t, it can then be substituted into the velocity equation to find the 
velocity which the thermistor is sensing at the instant shown in the 
diagram.
The values of t (say t 1), may be found from the solution of 
the equation:
The value of t ’ which satisfies the above equation is then submitted 
into the velocity equation. The resultant velocity is then plotted 
against t relative to the injection plane, (i.e. in the case shown 
t=T or 0).
A-L V(t) dt
In the next increment of time the diagram may be modified as
below:
Injection plane 
at t = T +
Injection plane 
at t = T
wavelength, X
S =
Injection plane 
at t = O
FLOW:
V(t) dt_
mixing length.
by:
The position of the thermistor relative to t=0 is now given
A - L + S , where S = aV(t) dt
o
From this point the procedure is as before, except that a solution 
is required for t^ such that
A - L + V(t) dt = V(t) dt
o o
The velocity obtained by substituting t^ into the velocity equation 
is then plotted against t .
In this manner a false velocity wave form may be produced. 
Since the solution to the equation on the previous page is a tedious 
routine, the task was submitted to a programmable calculator* 
connected to an X-Y plotter**.
The program is shown overleaf in the form of a flowchart.
^Hewlett Packard 9 820 
**Hewlett Packard 9 86 2A
INITIALISE
ENTER
wavelength A, mixing length L,
Vel.Eq. V(t), Displ.Eq. V(t) dt .
calculate S= |^V(t).dt 
■* o
no STOP
calculate A-L+S = X, store.
0 t 1 t = t+At
calculate Y from t 1
ft1
into V(t') .dt
J0
t' =t +At
PLOT V(t|)
against 
value of t.
substitute into 
Velocity Equation
V(t) .
In their original paper, Cropp and Burton (1966) were against 
using a mathematical model to examine the magnitude of "distance-
distortion" errors because, ".....  the only simple, truly periodic
functions, such as the sine or cosine curve that lend themselves to 
integration, are too far from the form of physiological pulsations 
to be applicable1’.
Whilst one might accept this statement from the physiologist's 
point of view, understanding the mechanism, of "distance-distortion" in 
terms of the factors affecting it, requires the analysis of many 
pulsatile flow (velocity) traces. The empirical method proposed by 
Cropp and Burton is too tedious and cumbersome to allow this procedure 
to be followed.
And in any case, demonstration of the factors affecting 
"distance-distortion” does not necessarily require the use of physio­
logically ’’valid” waveforms, even though the problem is physiological 
in origin. In fact, it is probably much better to demonstrate the 
principles in general terms and apply the information to specific 
problems at a later stage. This, at least, is the premise from which 
the following work is evolved.
The mathematical model has been used to examine three basic 
parameters which affect the magnitude of "distance-distortion”:
i. the mixing length compared to the wavelength
ii. the pulse rate-
iii.the characteristics of the velocity wave form.
The actual volume flow rate and vessel diameter involved become 
irrelevant as their effects are contained in the description of the 
velocity trace. Also, the wavelength is derived automatically from 
the pulse rate and the mean velocity value, thus its examination is 
contained in the examination of the two factors already mentioned.
The first examination consisted of developing the false 
velocity traces for a series of cosine curves superimposed on a 
fixed mean value. The amplitude of the cosine term was varied 
between 4 and 20 in steps of 4. The mean value of velocity was set 
at 21.
Thus five curves ranging from 21-20coswt, (maximum amplitude 
condition), to 21-4coswt (minimum amplitude condition), were studied. 
The pulse rate was set arbitrarily at 60 beats/minute or |Hh  The 
wavelength was thus
V cm/s = 21 cm 
l(Hs?)
The mixing distance L was systematically set at 1,2,3,4,5,6,8 
and 10.5 cms and the error curves plotted.
It was not necessary to extend the mixing length beyond 10.5 cms 
( X/2) as the symmetrical nature of the waveform produces a similar 
characteristic in the error distribution curves.
Three specimen sets of error curves are shown between pages 232 
and 240. The two sets 21-16coswt and 21-8coswt have been omitted for 
economy.
The mean value of each false velocity curve was found by 
planimetry, division of the area under each curve by the relevant base 
length producing the value of false mean.
The percentage over-estimation in mean velocity ("distance- 
distortion" always produces an over-estimation), was plotted against 
the mixing length which produced it, for the five wave forms. The 
results are shown overleaf.
Clearly the magnitude of the error increases with the mixing 
length until L = ^/2 , beyond which the error reduces. The value of 
mixing length which gives the maximum error will only occur at half 
the wavelength, if the true velocity waveform is symmetrical, with 
the maximum value at the middle of the cycle.
The amplitude of the excursions about the mean velocity also 
affects the magnitude of the error produced; increasing the amplitude 
(co-efficient of cosine term) increases the error for any particular 
value of mixing length.
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The second examination focussed on the importance of the 
frequency of the pulse cycle in determining the magnitude of the 
error. An arbitrary constant mixing length was assumed at 5cms.
A set of curves was examined (pages 241 and 242), in which the 
general form was held at 21-16coswt; the value of w was set in 
each case by choosing pulse rates between 20 and 120 beats/minute, 
(1/3 Hz to 2Hz) in 20 beats/minute increments. Changing the pulse 
rate inevitably results in a change in wavelength, thus the relation 
between the wavelength and a constant mixing length is demonstrated 
again as a secondary result of the investigation.
The true velocity traces are shown as dotted lines on the 
same axes as the false velocity traces.
Planimetry and treatment as before, gives the results plotted 
overleaf, showing the percentage error against the pulse rate for 
a constant velocity wave shape and mixing distance. Unfortunately, 
the horizontal axis could easily, be retitled, ’’ratio of mixing length 
to wavelength", without changing the shape of the curve, but 
nevertheless it serves its purpose as an illustration of the effect 
of a change in pulse rate.
The somewhat unsatisfactory nature of the definition of the 
cause of "distance-distortion" errors in the last investigation, 
leads one to seek a more acceptable form in which to express the •: ■ 
effects.
In this third examination a series of waveforms were chosen 
with a constant pulsatile component (-lOcoswt) superimposed on 
various mean values (11 to 31cms/sec in 5cms/sec increments). The 
pulse rate was set at 60 beats/minute, (1Hz), As has already been 
shown, the wavelength is found from the mean velocity component 
(cms/sec) divided by the pulse rate (Hz), and in the cases being 
studied here would give values of wavelength from 11 to 31 cms.
Now, to offset the confusing effect of a fixed mixing length 
interacting with various values of wavelength, a "lengths ratio" was 
introduced, such that:
. mixing length cms
lengths ratio = ---- :--- -r-^ ------r wavelength cms
Thus, if a waveform produced a wavelength of 26cms. and a lengths 
ratio of 0,2 was decided upon, a value of mixing length of 5.2
+50 H
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GRAPH SHOWING THE VARIATION IN PERCENTAGE ERROR PRODUCED BY 
CHANGING THE PULSE RATE OF A VELOCITY WAVEFORM, V =21-16coswt 
WHERE w =2TTf/60 rad/sec., f -  pulse rate per minute.
THE MIXING LENGTH IS ARBITRARILY SET AT 5 cms.
(26 x 0.2)cms. was entered into the calculator. If the wavelength 
was 16cms. the mixing length used would have been 3.2cms. for the 
same value of lengths ratio. The importance of this manoeuvre is 
that the sensor appears in the same relative position in velocity 
fields which have different mean values combined with constant 
pulsatile components.
A series of curves was plotted for velocity waveforms given 
by ll-10coswt to 31-10coswt in five steps,'and lengths ratios from
0.1 to 0.5 in 0.1 increments, (see pages 243 to 247 ), Planimetry 
of the error curves produced the distribution of errors seen on 
page 224.
Before constructing this graph (page 224) , it was necessary to 
adopt a method for quantifying the difference between one waveform 
and another, i.e. a Pulsatility Index. The definition of the 
Pulsatility Index as a measure of pulsatility, has been arrived at 
after careful deliberation, both from the viewpoint of past 
definitions (or the lack of them ), Gosling 1972, Roberts 1972, and 
from the viewpoint of choosing a definition which has physical 
significance and is obvious in use.
For the purposes of this work the Pulsatility Index of a 
waveform has been defined as the ratio of the r.m.s. value of the 
alternating components taken about the mean value itself.
Vrms about V
1.e. P.I. = ___________
V
or the ratio of the r.m.s. value of the a.c. component to the d.c. 
component value on which it is superimposed.
Again, it should be stressed that the curves shown'on page 224 
are only valid for the general form V + Acoswt. However, the primary 
determinant of the magnitude of the error is clearly shown to be the 
Pulsatility Index. Referring to the error curves (pages 243 to 247 ) 
it is easy to appreciate the significance of the Pulsatility Index in 
contributing to the "distance-distortion'1 error. Note how on page 243 
the curve ll-10coswt is greatly distorted ( P.I. > 0.6 ), whilst the 
curve 31-10coswt is relatively unchanged ( P.I. = 0.25 ). There is 
also an effect made by the lengths ratio, but even at the value
Percentage 
Error.
L/X
+60
L/X =0.4
50 •
7? L/X40 .
30 •
L/X
20 -
10 -
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.60.2 0.70.1
V
PULSATILITY INDEX = _rms
~V
ERROR DISTRIBUTION AS A FUNCTION OF PULSATILITY INDEX AND LENGTH 
RATIOS .
LENGTH RATIO = MIXING DISTANCE/WAVELENGTH 
CONSTANT PULSE RATE =60 beats per min.
L/A = 0.5, which maximises the effect of the interaction between
wavelength and mixing length, the distortion caused to a waveform 
of high P.I. (ll-10coswt) is noticeably greater than that caused 
to waveform of low P.I. (31-10coswt), See page 247.
Bearing in mind the criticism of Cropp and Burton, that 
cosine waves are too far from physiological waveforms to be valid 
two further sets of waves were submitted to examination.
The first waveform was constructed on a "trial and error" 
basis to represent an arterial flow trace. A suitable wave shape 
was given by a four term Fourier series, (see overleaf):
V = 30+13.5cos (wt-3/4Trj - 13. 5cos (2w t+7T/6) - 6 .2cos (3wt-7r/6)
+ 2 , 5cos (4wt+7T/2) ,
The cardiac rate was set at 90/minute, which would produce a wave­
length of 20cms.
The mixing length was varied between 0 and 20cms. and the 
subsequent error curve produced (see page 227).
The error curves produced by the plotter are included at 
the end of the chapter (page 248 to:272) to demonstrate how a 
velocity waveform maybe modified by "distance-distortion".
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A convenient check on the validity of the calculator program 
was provided by substituting 0 and 20cms for the mixing length, since 
the two curves produced should be identical to the true velocity wave­
form. Having ascertained that this was the case, the other values for 
mixing length could be substituted with confidence.
The distribution of errors relative to changes in mixing 
length are not readily predicted. The two peak distribution and 
minimal error at L = A/2(i0cms), contrast sharply with the results 
obtained from the earlier investigation using simple cosine variations 
in flow, (see page 220).
A second physiologically "valid" trace was constructed from 
the series
V = 10 . 5+5sin (wt-7r/4)+5sin (2wt-7r/2)+1. 8sin (3wt-3Tr/4)
which represents the characteristics of a venous trace, (see overleaf).
A pulse rate (due to the respiratory cycle) was chosen at 20/minute.
This produces a wavelength of 31.5cms. The distribution of errors 
produced by various mixing lengths is shown on page 229 .
Comparing the magnitude and distribution of the errors produced 
by each of the "valid" waveforms leads to a surprising conclusion that 
there are greater percentage errors associated with the venous trace 
than with the arterial trace. This highlights an important point missed 
by Cropp and Burton, in that they assumed equal volume flow rates and 
vessel diameters for arteries and veins. Generally this is not the 
case, the velocity of flow in veins being somewhat slower than that 
in arteries, due to the greater diameter of veins compared to arteries 
at comparable sites through the system. .
Furthermore, although the pulse rate associated with respiration 
is much lower than the cardiac rate, the possibility of increasing 
venous return by exercise, means that cyclic variations in venous flow 
rate must be considered at greater values than those expected for 
respiration induced changes, if the technique is intended to be used 
under such conditions.
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However, in moderation of the above argument, it must be noted 
that the amplitudes of the pulsatile components of the venous velocity 
trace may vary considerably with the depth of the subject's breathing. 
Thus by suitable respiratory control, the pulsatile element of the 
venous flow or velocity trace may be reduced sufficiently to allow 
measurements to be made with reasonable confidence.
Whether or not such a device would be considered useful or 
trustworthy, will not be debated here.
The important features of the foregoing investigation, are 
simply that the error due to "distance-distortion" is dependent upon 
many parameters such as vessel diameter, volume flow rate, and pulse 
rate, which at the original conception of the technique, were precisely 
the variables of which the method was taken to be independent.
And, as in Chapter VII, until a method is developed which will 
allow such features as the pulsatile nature of venous flow to be 
studied in conscious subjects, one cannot assess the magnitude of the 
error introduced by "distance-distortion". Needless to say, if such 
a method could be found, it would automatically make obsolete methods 
susceptible to "distance-distortion" errors.
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CHAPTER X
In view of the conflict of interests arising from the 
criteria which must be satisfied to ensure adequate 
mixing with minimum disturbance to the blood flow rate, 
and the criteria which must be satisfied to reduce 
errors due to "distance-distortion" to an acceptable 
level, a critical appraisal of the method is now 
presented.
In conclusion it is necessary to review the work in each chapter 
and attempt to assign to each part its true significance.
There is a regressive trend in this work which becomes apparent 
when one considers the optimistic note of the introduction, and 
contrasts this with the implications of the subsequent work, particularly 
the implications of the results of the last three chapters. That 
regressive trend will now be traced.
At the commencement of this work it appeared to the author that 
local thermal dilution was about to become a useful measurement tool 
which could be put to use in a wide range of applications. There was 
however, one problem remaining to be solved, that of clot formation on 
the flow probe centralising cage. .
The design and fabrication of thermal dilution flow probes has 
been considered by a number of authors; in fact, almost every article 
on the subject contains some information on how that particular worker 
set about constructing his variation on the theme. Clark presented 
rigorous design details in his thesis (1966), and duplicated them in 
other publications, but it was Richards (1970) who was responsible 
for the truly exhaustive study on the design and fabrication details 
of the flow probes.
From an engineering point of view, Richards’ design conformed 
to the highest standards in every way, but the chance discovery of 
thrombus formation around the probe tip centralising cage was to prove 
to be a critical event. The attempts made by Richards to reduce the 
rate at which clot formed on the cage, were apparently based on the 
assumption that it was stagnation in the vicinity of the cage roots 
that caused the problem, and steps were taken to vent these areas 
of stagnation. A whole design was developed with the idep. of making 
the saline injectate act as a flushing agent around the cage strut 
roots, but with only limited success.
The project was apparently baulked at this single problem. The 
problems of instrumentation and "coolth" loss had been satisfactorily 
solved, and constructional details, except those pertaining to 
stagnation zones, were finalised. This then, was the state of affairs 
as Richards handed the project on to the author.
At that time there were a number of methods available for 
treating plastic surfaces to make them less thrombogenic, and it 
was felt that one of these methods might be suitable for use on the 
local thermal dilution flow probe tip. After a survey of the possi­
bilities, a method by Eriksson (1966) was chosen as being most 
suitable.
The technique consisted essentially of binding heparin to the
plastic surface by the use of an intermediate cationic surfactant
layer. A test procedure using radioactive heparin (labelled with 
35S) showed that this technique was simple to perform and provided a 
reasonably stable and robust result.
A series of in vivo experiments was then undertaken to test 
the efficiency of the process. After several experimental modific—  
ations, the conclusion was reached that neither heparinisation of 
the cage structure nor irrigation of the cage strut roots could 
adequately control thrombus formation. However, the nature of the 
result and the prevailing experimental conditions lead one to think 
that it was the turbulence associated with the cage structure, not 
stagnation, which caused the major part of the problem. Further, as 
the turbulence occurred in the blood body, not at the blood/probe 
interface, treatment of the plastic surface was unlikely to reduce 
the magnitude of the problem. In fact, the process effectively ex­
tended the clot formation time from 17 minutes to 21 minutes, which 
was not a very useful increase. Finally, the cage structure was 
probably responsible for the initial disturbance to flow, and having 
created conditions for fibrin to form in the blood, then acted as a 
net to catch it.
This conclusion led one to consider abandoning the centralising 
cage as a means of locating the probe tip. Such an action also 
required the development of a new location system, which, if the probe 
could no longer be axially aligned, would mean that injecting through 
many holes would also become impossible to retain as a probe feature.
The only alternative method for locating the probe tip was 
first reported by Fronek and Ganz (1960). The method, consisting of 
forming a kink in the tip of the catheter sheath, was tested and 
found to be acceptable in a suitable range of conditions, suggesting 
that it would work in most situations in vivo.
The injectate hole was arranged to be on the side of the probe 
so that the injection was always directed across the axis of flow to 
involve the maximum amount of blood vessel section.
The next major consideration was the distance downstream at 
which the temperature sensor should be placed for optimum performance. 
As was to occur frequently, recourse to the literature on the specific 
question of mixing distance gave such a spread of possibilities as 
to be useless. Thus an investigation of the factors affecting the 
minimum mixing length was necessitated.
Before the physical factors could be assessed individually, 
one had to decide what exactly the total effect should be. The 
theoretical requirement was of course, the production of an instant­
aneous and homogeneous mixture of the saline in the blood. But 
because of the physical nature of the system, conditions which could 
be described as "homogeneous" and "instantaneous" were impossible to 
attain in practice. Having once admitted as much, the problem then 
became one of deciding on a standard of mixing, above which all 
mixtures could be considered adequate enough to be termed "practically 
homogeneous" and "practically instantaneous". Here one had the task 
of changing a descriptive, thus subjective difference, into one which 
is measurable, and thus objective.
Within the context of this project "mixing" cannot be measured. 
The manifestations of mixing, in this case uniformity of '"coolth" 
distribution across and along the vessel section, proved equally 
troublesome to quantify. The distribution of "coolth" in the flow 
stream could, in theory, be measured by a suitable network of 
thermistors positioned in the stream, but simply the presence of such 
a network, would in practice have a profound effect on the mixing 
characteristics which the thermistors would record. Thus, no matter 
how suitable the mixing conditions were to appear from the thermistor 
evidence, removal of the network would return one to the original 
question, "How good is the mixing without the influence of the 
thermistors?".
Another possible alternative, with its own set of assumptions, 
is the visualisation technique, which consists of replacing the saline 
injectate with a suitable dye and the blood with a suitable transparent 
blood analogue. Again, the limitations of such an exercise are many- 
fold. The decision as to which condition, or set of conditions, must 
be satisfied to verify an analogue's validity as a substitute for 
blood, is open to debate. Physical characteristics such as density, 
specific heat and kinematic viscocity may be an indication up to a 
point, but it is virtually impossible to be really certain.
At least dye visualisation has the asset that everybody can 
see what one person has decided to call "good" mixing conditions, 
and from that experience, accept or reject the later arguments which 
are based on that decision. There is also the possibility of finding 
a suitable mixing condition in the analogue and using a double strength 
injection in vivo - just to be sure. The first step however, remains 
to elucidate the factors responsible for producing a mixture of analogue 
and dye of the Required standard.
As already mentioned, the literature on thermal dilution is 
very confusing on such matters. There are a number of schools of 
thought about the quantity, rate and angle at which an injection 
should be made and what effect, if any, the injection has upon the 
flow rate.
Mixing has variously been taken to be dependent upon such 
parameters as the Reynolds number of the jet and the kinetic energy 
of the jet, and in some cases apparently ignored. The Reynolds number 
criterion has since given way totally to the kinetic energy criterion, ~ 
which at this time, seems wholely reasonable. There are still some 
dubious conclusions reached though, even when mixing is recognised as 
being dependent upon the kinetic energy of the jet. Apart from the 
almost inevitable errors in units which occur from time to time, there 
are several inconsistencies regarding the level of kinetic energy flux 
which, when dissipated in the blood, causes red blood cells to be 
ruptured. The effect of hemolysis is particularly important in arterial 
flows, as intracellular substances like A.D.P. are known to cause 
vaso-dilation when present in the extracellular fluid. If an 
injection into an artery were to cause hemolysis, the distal capillaries 
would become dilated, with the result that the arterial blood flow rate
would increase. Thus the possibility of damaging blood cells must be 
avoided.
The original paper on this topic was by Andres (1953) and is 
fairly frequently quoted. In it a report was made on the effects of 
various strength jets directed into pooled citrated human blood. The 
conclusion drawn was that injections should be limited to a certain 
value of kinetic energy to avoid causing hemolysis. Subsequent papers, 
surprisingly, used high values of jet kinetic energy without apparently 
causing any hemolysis. After some consideration it was felt that the 
nozzle velocity of the jet,being more directly related to viscous 
effects particularly the rate of shear, was a more sensitive indicator 
of the level at which hemolysis would occur. Confirmation of this 
point was obtained from all previous reports that supplied sufficient 
information for the necessary calculations to be made. From this 
information it was possible to deduce that injections involving nozzle 
velocities in excess of about 585 cm/sec would almost certainly cause 
hemolysis.
From a detailed photographic study of mixing phenomena it was 
possible to decide that mixing is dependent on the kinetic energy of 
the jet (derived from the injectate rate and nozzle diameter), the 
blood analogue flow rate and the angle at which the injection is made 
relative to the direction of analogue flow. In passing it should be 
noted that an injection at any angle will ultimately produce art 
acceptable mixture, it is the time or the distance travelled before 
this occurs which varies.
The photographic study also produced evidence of a condition 
dubbed "peripheral dumping", in which the injectate became predominantly 
distributed adjacent to the vessel wall with very little in the centre 
of the stream. Richards (p. 237 ) had noticed a similar effect during 
one of his investigations.
This phenomenon would appear to be more easily produced by a 
multiholed, axially aligned probe, than by a probe with a single hole 
directed across the major part of the flow stream; and although it was 
not thought of as such at the time, multiholed injections were being 
abandoned as a consequence of dispensing with the centralising cage.
It is nevertheless another slight advantage of the single injection 
hole configuration.
Returning to the implications of the photographic study, where 
mixing was seen to occur more rapidly with higher amounts of jet 
kinetic energy, the only method of increasing the kinetic energy with­
out exceeding the jet nozzle velocity limit (585 cm/sec), was found 
to he by injecting larger quantities of saline through larger bore 
needles at the original velocity. But here one is faced with another 
dilemma; the maximum blood analogue flow rate expected in a particular 
vessel would require a certain minimum amount of injectate kinetic 
energy, in order to produce an acceptable mixture in the available 
time, but what happens if the analogue flow rate is very low and the 
same injectate flow rate is used? Clearly, as the volume flow rate 
of blood approaches that of the injectate, noticeable changes in blood 
flow may occur.
Instinctively one feels that the injectate flow rate should be 
reduced; this has two possible consequences. The first is that the 
injectate velocity be increased to provide the original level of 
kinetic energy, but this increases the risk of causing hemolysis, 
which we have already seen must be avoided. The second possibility 
is to reduce the injectate flow rate and hope that the maximum blood 
flow rate is not encountered too often, which is an unrealistic 
approach. Before coming to any decision, it seemed vital to have 
some idea of the order of magnitude and the factors which cause the 
blood flow rate during an injection.
A further study was initiated to examine the effects of high 
speed injections on the systemic circulation of a dog.
After a number of modifications to the experimental model, a 
suitable preparation was obtained in which both the angle and rate 
of an injection could be varied and the changes in blood flow rate 
and blood pressure recorded. The experimental procedure was applied 
to flows in arteries and in veins, with very different results.
Significant changes in arterial flow were obtained for three 
separate injectate flow rates. The actual injectate flow rate had 
only a minor effect on the size of the change, and the angle at which 
each injection was made.had no noticeable effect at all. By far the 
most important factor effecting the amount of change in blood flow 
rate was the blood flow rate before the injection. Surprisingly, the 
arterial flow rate was caused to increase by the addition of an injectate 
flow.
The amount of change varied widely over a narrow band of blood flow 
rates (200 ml/min increased to 310 ml/min during a 75 ml/min injection, 
whilst 505 ml/min increased to only 520 ml/min for the same injection 
rate).
No real explanation can be offered for why this phenomenon 
should occur, except that an examination of a pulsatile flow trace 
during an injection, showed that the most noticeable change occurred 
in negative part of the flow cycle. Could it be that the injection 
caused an impedance to flow which, compared to the forward flow 
impedance, was insignificant, but compared to the reverse flow 
impedance was large enough to prevent momentary backflow? If such 
a mechanism were to exist it could conceiveably produce the effect 
seen in the arterial study.
Whether the effect can be adequately explained or not does not 
diminish the seriousness of the result. The changes seen in arterial 
blood flow rates during an injection are such that local thermal 
dilution cannot be used as a method for measuring arterial flow rates.
The results obtained for the investigation conducted on venous 
flows were less dramatic. Both the angle andtrate of injection were 
found to effect the magnitude and direction of the resultant change 
in blood flow rate. The least change was seen for injections made at 
between 0° and +30° (measured from the normal to the axis of flow in 
the direction of flow) at the lowest rate of injection, 42 mls/min. 
Whether or not the blood flow rate before the injection had any effect 
on amount of change during the injection was difficult to tell. Rather 
scant'evidence (based on three point graphs) suggests that there is 
some effect, and intuitively one feels this may be the case, but the 
design of an in vivo experiment to test the point proved to be beyond 
the capability of the author.
As a rather second rate alternative, an in vitro circuit was 
proposed and constructed in which the flow rate could be varied with 
only minor alterations to upstream and downstream impedances. The 
results obtained from this model were not closely comparable with 
those obtained from the previous in vivo experiment, and as usual in 
such circumstances, one is left wondering exactly how realistic the 
in vitro circuit was.
The main problems arise when trying to decide how best to 
represent the dynamic characteristics of collateral circuits and 
vessel distensibility etc. And if such parameters are significant' 
in determining the magnitude of a change in flow rate, then one must 
be able to measure them, or at least take them into account in some 
way, when using local thermal dilution in man.
Undoubtedly such parameters as vessel distensibility are
important, because the in vitro circuit was effectively a fully
s
distended vessel with an efficient collateral circuit ready to take 
any amount of excess flow. Whether or not such a condition can exist 
in vivo is not too important, because the in vivo circuit has only 
to approach the in vitro situation for the changes seen in vivo to 
approach those seen in vitro. The real difficulty comes, before 
using local thqrmal dilution to measure the blood flow rate, when 
trying to assess the condition of the in vivo circuit in terms of how 
distended the vessel is, how able a collateral is to accept some 
diverted blood flow, what is the vessel diameter?
The evidence of the work in vivo and in vitro suggests that 
the injection angle should be slightly positive and the. injectate flow 
rate should be reduced to a minimum. No evidence was seen to support 
the case for injecting against the flow stream. In consequence,. it 
is held that any reports in the past, based on information derived 
from injections made against the flow, must be viewed with scepticism 
and their validity is seriously questioned.
Virtually all the work reviewed in the last few pages was 
initiated in an attempt to define the factors and their effects 
relating to the minimum distance, after the injection site, at which 
a mixture could be regarded as homogeneous. The investigation revealed 
that the disturbance to flow is accentuated by an increased injection 
rate; thus the use of a low injection rate was recommended. From the 
photographic study it was seen that the mixture took longer to reach 
a homogeneous state if low injectate flow rates were used in high 
blood flow rate conditions. To accommodate this disadvantage it would 
be necessary to increase the mixing distance, which presents a new set 
of problems.
"Distance-distortion" errors (Cropp 1966) are the result of an 
interaction between the mixing length and a pulsatile flow field. The 
factors affecting the magnitude of these errors have been examined by 
the use of a mathematical model. In essence the error arises when the 
mixture passes the measuring site at a different velocity to that with 
which it passed the injection plane. Generally, the error depends upon 
the length of the mixing distance compared to the wavelength of the 
pulsatile flow (a wavelength being the distance moved by the blood 
down the vessel during one pulsatile cycle) and the relative amounts 
of alternating component to steady flow component which go to make up 
the pulsatile wave form.
A'pulsatility index' had to be adopted in order to establish 
the difference in "pulsatility", between one flow trace and another.
As is the case with others who have required a definition of "pulsatility' 
the author chose his definition on the grounds that it offered the best 
solution to his particular problem.
The factors affecting the wavelength were examined and it was 
found to be dependent upon vessel diameter, mean blood flow rate and 
pulse rate. The investigation into the effects of the variables on 
the amount of error produced was conducted on a programmable calculator 
connected to an X-Y plotter. A cosine wave superimposed on a mean value 
was used as the flow trace in the initial stages. This procedure had 
previously been rejected as being invalid by Cropp and Burton (1966), 
but the author has shown that this was an adequate way of demonstrating 
the individual effects of each parameter and how they combined to give 
the final error.
Interpretation of the distribution of errors proved relatively 
easy to master when using the cosine function to describe the flow 
trace, and it was simple to see how the ratio of mixing length to 
wavelength and the pulsatility index combined to produce massive errors 
under the right (wrong?) conditions. When the same technique was 
applied to both venous and arterial traces (theoretical traces con­
structed by the summation of four harmonics), the errors became much more 
difficult to anticipate;
This result emphasised the advantage of using a simple initial 
flow curve and underlined the whole problem of "distance-distortion".
The distribution of errors resulting from using mixing lengths between 
zero and one wavelength depends entirely on the waveform of the velocity 
trace. If the waveform of the velocity trace was unknown, as it would 
be when making a blood flow rate estimation by local thermal dilution, 
it would be almost impossible to establish the error due to "distance- 
distortion". The only possible solution is to reduce the mixing length 
to the absolute minimum, but that is not feasible due to the effects 
of the excessive jet energy which would be required to produce the 
desired mixture in such a short distance.
From this work it has been concluded that local thermal dilution 
cannot be used to measure unknown blood flow rates in vessels of unknown 
diameter. If sufficient information were available for a flow probe to 
be designed, It would not be needed.
It is now nearly fifteen years since Fronek and Ganz published 
their report in 1960 on the use of local thermal dilution as a 
technique for measuring single vessel blood flow rates. One might 
justifiably enquire why it has taken fourteen years to discover that 
the technique might not work.
The answer to such a question could take one of many forms.
In truth, one can only guess, but high on the list of possibilities 
must be the nature of the problem itself. Apparently there are 
principles and mechanisms involved in local thermal dilution which 
are not immediately obvious to every investigator. This may sound 
patronising or disparaging, but it is not intended to be so.
If one takes the time to read the articles on the subject 
published by "medical men", one may get the feeling that they have 
used local thermal dilution to investigate something else (typically 
"so-and-so flow rate by the technique of local thermal dilution").
Those articles published by workers with "an engineering 
interest" tend to concentrate on manufacturing techniques and testing 
performance. On the one hand it is used as a tool to do a job, 
presumably on the assumption that it works; on the other hand it is 
being developed, presumably because people want to use it. This type 
of situation inevitably produces an escalation effect, and some 
fundamental points may be assumed to be unimportant or completely 
overlooked in the process.
At the outset of the work detailed in this report the author 
had an overly optimistic impression of local thermal dilution as a 
blood* flow measurement technique. This is not to say that he now 
feels he was misled or that the earlier work on the subject is worth­
less, merely that, like anyone else looking at local thermal dilution 
for the first time, he imagined it to have much greater potential 
than it now appears to have. •
All the signs were that local thermal dilution was the answer 
to the problem of single vessel blood flow measurement in conscious 
subjects. The work of Clark (1966) amply justified the need for such 
measurements and the efforts of Richards (1970) resulted in the solution 
of nearly all the fabrication and design problems associated with the 
local thermal dilution flow probe. A number of other contributions 
to the subject also tended to reinforce the idea that thermal dilution 
was a viable method for measuring single vessel blood flow rates, and
that the last few rough edges of the technique would soon be rounded 
off.
How ironical it all now seems, that the exposure of the problem 
of the probe to blood interface should lead to the exposure of the 
injectate to blood flow rate interface problem. It is made all the 
more poignant when one realises that overcoming the problem of clot 
formation on the centralising cage of the flow probe was thought at 
the time to be the initial break in the circle, instead it turned out 
to be the beginning of another lap.
The important thing now is to assess objectively what has been 
gleaned from the experience.
In attempting to do this, one is inclined to say that the 
method does not work and leave it there, but such an answer only 
applies to the general question concerning blood flow measurement 
in any vessel, at any flow rate and under all possible conditions. 
Obviously the method can be made to work under very special conditions.. 
Unfortunately it requires a knowledge of blood flow rates to define 
exactly what those special conditions are.
• • To illustrate this point let us assume that we require to know
the exact flow rate, within stated limits, of a non-pulsatile flow
stream in a vessel diameter of between 8.5 and 9.4 mm bore. Let us
also assume that we know the order of magnitude of the flow rate,
between say, 180 and 270 ml/min. Using this information it would be
possible to decide on the minimum injectate flow rate necessary to
give adequate mixing, and at which angle to inject it, relative to
+
the axis of flow, in order not to disturb the flow by more than -X%.
Within such constraints it may well be possible to measure the flow 
+
rate to within -Y% using local thermal dilution.
The key to solving the problem is knowing the order of flow 
rate, the order of vessel size and the shape of the velocity or flow 
trace. If any or all of these parameters cannot be specified within 
reasonably close limits the position becomes untenable. Whatever 
method was used to decide that the flow rate was between 180 and 270 
mls/min would probably yield a more accurate result more often than 
local thermal dilution is capable of doing.
The trouble is that local thermal dilution cannot apparently 
be relied on to give the initial range of flow rates which one must 
know in order to build a more accurate flow probe. The number of 
uncertainties involved defy all attempts to accommodate them all at 
any single time.
Let us look at a hypothetical case. A thermal dilution probe 
is sited in a deep vein of the lower limb of a conscious subject.
The subject is lying down, relaxed and breathing lightly. An initial 
reading is taken and shows the blood flow rate in that vessel to be 
190 mls/min. A second reading taken whilst the subject repeatedly 
flexes his ankles shows the blood flow rate to be increased by 250 
ml/min to 440 mls/min. Is that possible? Obviously it is possible, 
the question should have been, "Did that really happen?" which, from 
what has been seen of the effects of increased pulsatility on the 
magnitude of "distance-distortion" errors, is a much more difficult 
question to answer.
In short, there is a basic rule of measurement which was never 
more relevant than to local thermal dilution, which says that a 
measuring device must not, by its application to the variable to be 
measured, make the variable vary.
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